CITY OF SILVERTON
URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY MEETING – 6:00 p.m.
March 16, 2020
Silverton Community Center – Council Chambers – 421 S. Water St., Silverton, OR

American with Disabilities Act (A.D.A.) – The City of Silverton intends to comply with the A.D.A. The
meeting location is accessible to individuals needing special accommodations such as a sign language
interpreter, headphones, or other special accommodations for the hearing impaired. To participate,
please contact the City Clerk at 503-874-2216 at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.
A copy of the packet and materials, are available for review Monday through Friday 8:00 am to 5:00 pm in
the City Manager’s Office at the Silverton City Hall, located at 306 South Water Street. All documents will
be available on our website at www.silverton.or.us.

REVISED AGENDA
I.

OPENING CEREMONIES – Call to Order & Roll Call

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES – Minutes from the Goal Setting held on February 25, 2020 and the
meeting held on March 2, 2020

III.

PUBLIC COMMENT – Items not on the agenda

IV.

DISCUSSION/ACTION
4.1

V.

Review proposals for potential development of the Westfield Site
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Date: February 25, 2020 at 6:00 p.m.
I.

OPENING CEREMONIES – Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance & Roll Call

Chairman Palmer called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
Present

Absent

X

Chairman
Kyle Palmer

X

Jason Freilinger

X

Laurie Carter

X

Jim Sears

X

Dana Smith

X

Matt Plummer

X

Crystal Neideigh

Staff Present:
Agency Director, Christy Wurster; Assistant to the City Manager/HR Coordinator, Elizabeth Gray; and
Assistant to the City Manager/City Clerk, Angela Speier
II.

DISCUSSION ITEM

2.1

Fiscal Year 2020-2021 Goal Setting – John Morgan, Mid-Willamette Valley Council of
Governments
Chairman Palmer welcomed John Morgan who will be leading the Urban Renewal Agency (URA) and the
City Council in their goal setting tonight. Mr. Morgan explained his background and reviewed tools and a
framework to help guide the members with the goal setting process. He explained a good framework for
the goal process is to categorize goals into three different buckets: must, need, and want and then
described the difference between categories. It is also important to take the capacity of the organization
into account.
The URA reviewed each objective under Goal 1: Utilize Agency and Borrowing Power to Plan for and
Implement Infrastructure Improvements for the District.
Objective 1.1
Agency Director Christy Wurster explained PGE will not provide an estimate for undergrounding the
utilities in the downtown without a complete design. Members discussed the high cost of undergrounding
utilities and decided to incorporate this objective into objective 1.2 with the other assessments and the
Downtown Plan.
Objective 1.2 (now Objective 1.1)
Agency Director Wurster provided an overview of the completed studies and explained why the staff is
recommending not abandoning the coal chutes in the downtown. The abandonment and maintenance of
the coal chutes are the property owner’s responsibility. Members discussed enforcement mechanisms
regarding the maintenance of the covers located on the sidewalks downtown. Member Freilinger would
still like to see a RFP developed for the design of a downtown project. He further explained the urgency of
February 25, 2020 City of Silverton Urban Renewal Agency Meeting Minutes
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this project due to the timing of when the URA is set to be retired. He would also like to see the Agency
review the current Downtown Plan. Member Smith asked if the water capacity study has been completed.
Agency Director Wurster will follow up with the Public Works Director regarding the status of that study.
Member Smith said these studies need to be completed prior to moving forward with a Downtown Plan.
Member Carter provided a history of the Downtown Plan and how the replacement of the current street
trees was a contentious issue at the time. Members Sears agreed this objective should stay on the goal
list and the feasibility studies need to be completed before the URA can make a decision to move forward
or not. The objective will be amended to remove the first bullet point regarding UST’s and remove the
language regarding coal chute abandonment under the fifth bullet point. The Agency would also like to
add language regarding the development of a public involvement and outreach process.
Objective 1.3 (now Objective 1.2)
Keep as is.
Objective 1.4 (now Objective 1.3)
Keep as is.
Objective 1.5 (now Objective 1.4)
Keep as is.
Objective 1.6
This project has been completed and was removed from the list.
Objective 1.7
This project has been completed and was removed from the list.
Objective 1.8 (now Objective 1.5)
Keep as is.
Agency Director Wurster said staff would like to hold a meeting with both the Urban Renewal Advisory
Committee (URAC) and the URA in order to prioritize the remaining urban renewal funding moving
forward.
Member Carter would like to add a goal to expand the Urban Renewal Boundary to the Community
Center on both sides of Water Street. The Agency members discussed this idea and did not agree with
expansion, because the boundary was recently expanded and there is not a lot of money remaining for
private projects and most of the public funding available will likely be used for the new Police Station/Civic
Center. There was discussion about creating a new separate district. Mr. Morgan recommended creating
a “parking lot” list for possible goals next year. This item will be placed on that list for discussion in 2021.
III.

BOARD COMMUNICATIONS – None.

IV.

ADJOURNMENT

Member Freilinger made a motion to adjourn. Member Sears seconded the motion and Chairman Palmer
adjourned the meeting at 7:06 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by:
/s/Angela Speier, Assistant to the City Manager/City Clerk
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CITY OF SILVERTON

Formatted: Indent: Left: 3.31", Right: 4.05"

2019-2020 2020-2021 SILVERTON
URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY GOALS

Formatted: Indent: Left: 3.13", Right: 3.92"

Goal 1: Utilize Agency and Borrowing Power to Plan for and Implement Infrastructure Improvements for the District
Objective

Time Frame

1.1

Determine cost of undergrounding utilities in the downtown
core and develop a staging and financing plan that minimizes
impact to businesses, takes into account the results of the
infrastructure feasibility and scope studies in (1.2), and also
identifies and minimizes cost impact to ratepayers/property
owners.

FY 2019-20

1.12

Complete the following infrastructure feasibility and scope
Begin Plan FY
studies:
2019-20FY 20202021
• Research the potential existence of UST’s ($0-$5,000)
• Perform a stormwater capacity study and assessment
($35,000-$40,000)
• Water main condition assessment and capacity study ($0$5,000)
• Existing street condition assessment, including core sampling
($5,000)
• Sidewalk assessment, including coal chute abandonment
assessment (20,000)
• Determine cost of undergrounding utilities in the downtown
core and develop a staging and financing plan that minimizes
impact to businesses and the cost impact to ratepayers/
property owners
Upon completion of the infrastructure feasibility and scope
studies, develop a Request for Proposals to establish a formal
work plan/design for the downtown infrastructure
improvements identified in the studies. Develop a public
involvement and outreach process.

Urban Renewal Agency FY 2019-2020 2020-2021 Goals

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020

Progress to Date/Comments
•

•
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1.23

Identify, where feasible and appropriate, the URA’s role in the
City’s redevelopment of the Eugene Field property.

FY 2019-202020- •
2021

1.34

Explore proportional allocation of funds of infrastructure
improvements the Urban Renewal Agency can make in the
extended Urban Renewal area, to include the north 2nd Street
improvements, traffic calming measures at 1st and Jefferson.

FY 2019-202020- •
2021

1.45

Develop the scope of the redevelopment of the Westfield
property, including possible use as affordable housing and/or
assisted living.

FY 2019-202020- •
2021

1.6

Develop grant and loan program criteria in coordination with
the advisory committee.

FY 2019-20

•

1.7

Conduct a traffic/circulation study in the URD to improve traffic
patterns and reduce congestion.

FY 2019-20

•

1.58

Improve aesthetic appeal of city gateways within the URD.

Urban Renewal Agency FY 2019-2020 2020-2021 Goals

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020

FY 2019-202020- •
2021
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Date: March 2, 2020 at 6:00 p.m.
I.

OPENING CEREMONIES – Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance & Roll Call

Chairman Palmer called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.
Present

Absent

X

Chairman
Kyle Palmer

X

Jason Freilinger

X

Laurie Carter

X

Jim Sears
Excused

X

Dana Smith
Matt Plummer

Excused

Crystal Neideigh

Staff Present:
Agency Director, Christy Wurster; Community Development Director, Jason Gottgetreu; Assistant Finance
Director, Sheena Kroker; Assistant to the City Manager/HR Coordinator, Elizabeth Gray; and Assistant to
the City Manager/City Clerk, Angela Speier
II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Member Freilinger made a motion to approve the minutes from the meeting held on September 9, 2019.
Member Plummer seconded the motion. There was no discussion and the motion passed unanimously
(5-0).
III.

PUBLIC COMMENT

Molly Ainsley, 1115 Mill Street. Ms. Ainsley representing the Silverton Affordable Housing Action Group
explained the committee is made up of residents concerned with affordable housing in Silverton. They
have about 15 active members and about 118 followers on their Facebook page. They advocate for low
rent/low mortgage housing for seniors, low wage earners, and people that are unsheltered. The Group
would like to see the Urban Renewal Agency (URA), City Council and the Planning Commission move
forward as quickly as possible to facilitate the development of low cost housing in Silverton to include
allowing higher density construction. She distributed a site plan of a neighborhood development that
already exists in the community. This development is a higher density than most neighborhoods in
Silverton and includes 46 single story units located on 5.5 acres. Each unit is approximately 800 square
feet, the driveway and parking area is located on the peripheral of the development allowing for green
space between the units. Additional development with potentially two story units is desperately needed in
Silverton; it is attractive, livable and offers space to relax and meet neighbors. The Affordable Housing
Action Group requests the URA move forward to make it possible to create more of these types of
housing developments in Silverton. Member Freilinger thanked Ms. Ainsley and the committee for their
efforts and passion to bring more affordable housing to Silverton.

March 2, 2020 City of Silverton Urban Renewal Agency Meeting Minutes
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IV.

DISCUSSION/ACTION
st

4.1
806 N 1 Street Building Improvement Grant Request
Community Development Director Jason Gottgetreu provided an overview of the application submitted for
st
a building improvement grant at 806 N. 1 Street. The proposed project is to develop the vacant site with
a new 2,200 square foot building with a drive-thru for retail service. The Planning Commission reviewed
the project as a conditional use at their February 11 meeting and approved the application subject to
conditions of approval. The proposed access is off D Street and through Roth’s parking lot. The proposed
building is a Starbucks Coffee and will include two outdoor seating areas. The construction estimate is
$1.1 million and the applicant is requesting a $100,000 building improvement grant. Director Gottgetreu
explained the grant would be reimbursed at the 4:1 match rate. He reviewed the current property taxes
collected on the vacant site and what those will be after the building is constructed. The Urban Renewal
Advisory Committee (URAC) is recommending the URA approve the application as requested.
Member Carter said she loves Starbucks, but has heard concerns from downtown business owners that it
could hurt their business. She is also concerned with the lack of street trees located on the site. Director
Gottgetreu reviewed the location of the proposed trees, but explained existing franchised utilities are
impeding some of the frontage where trees would typically be located. There will be eight trees located in
the parking lot which exceeds the minimum standard.
Member Sears asked how much money is available for these types of projects. Director Gottgetreu said
there is approximately $400,000 remaining for private development.
st

Applicant: Michael Roth, 918 1 Street
Mr. Roth explained how Roth’s will be paying for the building construction and Starbucks will pay rent for
occupying the building. The System Development Charges to build this building will be $338,700. He
borrowed $800,000 which was based on the construction cost from a recently built Starbucks in Salem.
The bids for this project were about $1,000,000. He said the landscaping was increased to 26 percent of
the lot instead of the required ten percent. The landscaping will include two large wetland gardens for
outdoor water retention. He committed to extending the street trees used in this development to Bow Tie
Lane. In addition to the increase in property taxes, Silverton will also get 7-12 new jobs and will receive
every grant dollar back.
Member Sears thanked Mr. Roth for sharing the budget information and asked him to expand on some of
the unexpected costs and if this project would still be viable if the URA did not award a grant for the
project. Mr. Roth explained some of the funding challenges and said the $100,000 will be a big boost to
the project.
Chairman Palmer thanked Mr. Roth for his contributions to the community and thinks this will be a popular
addition to the area.
Member Plummer said this is not about whether it is a Starbucks or a different company, but the
significant upgrade to the vacant property. This development will be visually appealing, a popular option
and financially offset in ten years.
Member Freilinger said it offers a great return on investment and develops a vacant lot. It is also nice to
see an investment in the North end of town where there has not been a lot of development. The additional
jobs it will bring to the community are also a win.
Member Freilinger made a motion to approve the $100,000 grant request to Roth’s Fresh Markets for this
project. Member Plummer seconded the motion. There was no further discussion and the motion passed
unanimously (5-0).
4.2
301 E Main Street Façade Improvement Grant Request
Director Gottgetreu explained this grant request is to restore the second floor historic windows of the
building located at 301 E Main Street. The second floor is currently being used as office space. The
façade improvement grant request is to help pay to remove the windows to have the paint and old glazing
removed and prime and repaint the exterior sash. The interior sash is to be sanded and finished to match
March 2, 2020 City of Silverton Urban Renewal Agency Meeting Minutes
Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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the original color. The project will also include the installation of weather stripping, new sash cords, and
hardware. He reviewed the bids located in the packet and explained only 13 of the 16 windows would be
eligible to receive the grant funding. Repairing the 13 windows has a cost of $19,500 and would be
eligible for a $9,750 grant. He said this application was reviewed by the URAC and they recommend
approving the request.
The Agency discussed the timeline of the project. They discussed the impact to the tenants and adding
life to a historic building. Member Freilinger said the URAC was in favor of the project due to the energy
efficiency upgrades, repurposing of the historic windows, and the benefit to the tenants. It is important to
protect the investment of the downtown and keep the historic buildings in good condition.
Member Carter made a motion to approve a grant in the amount of $9,750 for the project. Member
Freilinger seconded the motion. There was no further discussion and the motion passed unanimously (50).
4.3
Ratify appointment of Eric Druliner to the Silverton Urban Renewal Advisory Committee
Member Freilinger made a motion to ratify the City Council’s appointment of Eric Druliner to the Silverton
Urban Renewal Advisory Committee (URAC). Member Carter seconded the motion. There was no
discussion and the motion passed unanimously (5-0).
V.

ADJOURNMENT

Member Freilinger made a motion to adjourn and Chairman Palmer adjourned the meeting at 6:49 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by:
/s/Angela Speier, Assistant to the City Manager/City Clerk

March 2, 2020 City of Silverton Urban Renewal Agency Meeting Minutes
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SILVERTON URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY STAFF REPORT
TO THE HONORABLE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Agenda Item No.:
4.1
Agenda Type:
Discussion/Action

Topic:
Review proposals for
potential development of the
Westfield Site

Meeting Date:
March 16, 2020
Prepared by:

Reviewed by:

Approved by:

Jason Gottgetreu

Christy S. Wurster

Christy S. Wurster

Recommendation:
Review the proposals submitted for potential development of the Westfield Site.
Background:
A goal of the Urban Renewal Agency is to “Develop the scope of the redevelopment of the
Westfield property, including possible use as affordable housing and/or assisted living”. The
mechanism selected to entertain proposals for possible affordable housing and/or assisted living
developments was to solicit for proposals (SFP) to be reviewed by the City.
The purpose of the SFP is to solicit proposals for the development of the property. The SFP does
not constitute an offer to sell the property. The Agency’s selection of a Preferred Proposer does
not constitute acceptance of an offer to purchase the property. The SFP does not commit the
Agency to “award,” “accept,” or “enter” into a Memorandum of Understanding or Conditional
Sales Agreement.
The Agency may accept or reject any or all proposals or any portion thereof, require additional
information or other revisions to their proposals as may be required, consider modifications to
proposals, if such action is in the best interest of the Agency, etc.

Budget Impact
None

Fiscal Year
2019-2020

Funding Source
Urban Renewal

Attachments:
1. February 14, 2020 Memo
2. Westfield SFP
3. February 25, 2019 City Council Minutes
4. January 21, 2020 SURAC Minutes
5. Neighborly Ventures Proposal
6. Community Development Partners & Habitat for Humanity Proposal
7. Farmworker Housing Development Corporation Proposal
8. Email correspondence from Karen Garst
9. Study Group Report from the Affordable Housing Action Group
City of Silverton | 306 S. Water St., Silverton, OR
Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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City of Silverton
Community Development Department
306 South Water Street
Silverton, OR 97381
(503) 874-2212
Jgottgetreu@silverton.or.us

MEMO
DATE:

February 14, 2020

FROM:

Jason Gottgetreu, Community Development Director

TO:

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency

RE:

Westfield Site Proposals

A goal of the Urban Renewal Agency is to “Develop the scope of the redevelopment of the
Westfield property, including possible use as affordable housing and/or assisted living” and a
goal of the City Council is to “Assist the URA in developing the scope of the redevelopment of
the Westfield property, including possible use as affordable housing and/or assisted living.”
The mechanism selected to entertain proposals for possible affordable housing and/or assisted
living developments was to solicit for proposals to be reviewed by City. A work session was
held February 25, 2019 to ascertain the parameters for the solicitation. Minutes from the
meeting are attached. Desired elements identified in the work session included, a focus on
residential and affordable development, environmentally friendly, mixed use with some livability
elements, senior housing, with the City entertaining proposals up to and including a maximum
density of RM-10, which is 10-20 units per acre.
The Urban Renewal Advisory Committee reviewed the proposals and recommends to the Urban
Renewal Agency the Neighborly Ventures and United Way of the Mid-Willamette or
Community Development Partners and Habitat for Humanity, but has a preference for the later.
The committee would like to see revisions to include a diverse income neighborhood with a
home ownership option and community gardens within R-10 densities and likes the flexibility of
the designation in terms of housing types provided that it is affordable housing.
The RFP indicated an interest in an affordable housing project on the property and is attached.

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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The following is a basic summary of the proposals

Proposer
Apartment Units
1 bd
2 bd
3 bd
4 bd
Duplex
SFA
Cottages
Total Units
Affordable to
# of stories
Parking
Davenport Ln Ext
Purchase Price
SDC Waiver
Tax Exempt Req.
Funding Source
Total Cost
Cost per Door
Timeline

Neighborly Ventures &

Comm. Dev. Partners &

United Way

Habitat for Humanity

138
36
72
30
0
24
0
0
162
60% AMI Apt 35% Duplex
3
274
Yes
$934,000
$628,560 parks waiver
yes
LIFT
$23,652,714
$146,004
2022

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020

FHDC Opt A

FHDC Opt B

104
38
42
24
0
0
9
16
129
60%, 30% AMI
3
181
No
$1,300,000
off-site credits

120
90
30
0
0
0
0
0
120
50%, 60%, 80%, Market
2 and 3
184
No
$1,000,000
$250,000 waiver

4% LIHTC, LIFT
$31,625,851
$304,095 (apartments)
2022

LIHTC, LIFT
$36,608,943
$305,075
2024

80
60
20
0
0
0
0
0
80
50%, 60%, 80%, Market
2 and 3
120
No

2024
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URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SILVERTON, OREGON
SOLICITATION FOR PROPOSALS WESTFIELD SITE ACQUISITION
The Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton (the “Agency”) is conducting a Solicitation for
Proposals (“SFP”) to enter into a Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”), followed by a
Conditional Sales Agreement (“CSA”), for the sale and development of Agency owned real property
known as the Westfield Site (the “Property”). The Property is located in Silverton, within the Urban
Renewal Area and is bounded by Westfield Street to the east and West Main Street to the south.
Proposers must submit one (1) signed original and nine (9) copies of each Proposal, including
completed versions of Appendices A, D, and F of this SFP, in a sealed envelope or other shipping
container, addressed to: City of Silverton, 306 South Water Street, Silverton, OR 97381.
Proposals must show on the outside of the envelope or shipping container the name of the firm and
the words “WESTFIELD SITE ACQUISITION SFP.” Identify the original with the printed
words “Original Copy.” Proposals will be received until 4:00 p.m. (Pacific Time) Thursday
December 5, 2019. The Agency may not accept Proposals received after the scheduled closing time.
The Agency may not accept Proposals delivered to any office other than the City of Silverton, at the
address identified above. The Agency may not accept Proposals delivered by facsimile or e-mail.
The Agency is an Equal Opportunity Employer. ADA accommodations will be provided upon
reasonable and timely request. Questions pertaining to the SFP process and the solicitation may be
directed to Jason Gottgetreu, Project Coordinator, who may be reached at (503) 874-2212, during
normal business hours.

Page 1 of 41
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URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SILVERTON, OREGON
SOLICITATION FOR PROPOSALS WESTFIELD SITE ACQUISITION
TABLE OF CONTENTS
SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF THE SOLICITATION FOR PROPOSALS (“SFP”)……….3
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URBAN RENEWAL AGENCY OF THE CITY OF SILVERTON, OREGON
SOLICITATION FOR PROPOSALS WESTFIELD SITE ACQUISITION

SECTION 1: SUMMARY OF THE SOLICITATION FOR PROPOSALS (“SFP”)
The Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton (“Agency) is soliciting Proposals from
developers and development teams interested in purchasing and developing the Agency-owned
property commonly known as the Westfield Site (the “Property”).
The Property is located in Silverton, within the Urban Renewal Area. The Property is situated along
Westfield Street and West Main Street and is approximately eight acres. Section 2 of this SFP
contains a full description of the Property. A description of the environmental characteristics of the
site is provided in Section 4 of this SFP.
The Agency is seeking affordable housing proposals for the Property that will serve elderly and
young adult residents of Silverton alike. Development of the Property must incorporate affordable
housing. For the purposes of this SFP, affordable housing means affordable to someone earing 50%
or 60% of the area median income by spending no more than 30% of gross income on rent and
utilities. The Agency will not accept any Proposal that includes only market rate residential uses.
The Agency’s goals, standards, policy objectives, plans and strategies are more fully described in
Section 3 of this SFP.
The Agency will invite the successful Proposer (“Preferred Proposer”) to negotiate and enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding (“MOU”) outlining the terms, conditions, and process under which
the Preferred Proposer will acquire the Property and the respective roles between the Agency and the
Preferred Proposer. Upon execution of a MOU, the Agency will then enter into negotiations with the
Preferred Proposer for a Conditioned Sales Agreement (“CSA”). The Preferred Proposer will be
required to deposit an option fee or good faith deposit, in the form of cash or letter of credit in the
amount of $25,000 within 14 days of MOU execution, which will be credited against the land
purchase price upon successful execution of the CSA.

Page 3 of 41
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The terms of the CSA will include:
•
•
•

Agency’s promise to convey a fee simple determinable interest in the Property in which the
Property would revert back to the Agency if Development activities do not begin within two
years or are not completed within five years;
Preferred Proposer’s promise to purchase the Property under the terms and conditions in the
CSA and carry out the Development of the Property as set out in this SFP, the selected
Proposal, and in accordance with a negotiated schedule; and
Terms and conditions including: project definition, program, design, purchase price,
environmental considerations, maximum amount of Urban Renewal financial assistance, if
any, and the schedule for completion of Development.

The Agency’s and Proposer’s roles are described in greater detail in Section 5 of this SFP, and a
discussion of the CSA may be found in Section 9 of this SFP.
The Agency will appoint a SFP Selection Committee comprised of Agency staff and members of the
Silverton Urban Renewal Advisory Committee (“SURAC”), a citizen advisory body, to review
Proposals for consistency with the selection criteria. Following an initial review, the Selection
Committee may conduct interviews with one or more Proposers. The Selection Committee will
make recommendations to the Urban Renewal Agency Director, who will forward those
recommendations with additional comment to the Agency Board for selection. A full description of
the selection process and schedule is found in Section 6 of this SFP.
The selection criteria and proposal requirements are set out in Section 7 of this SFP. Proposers must
demonstrate expertise in development; capacity to deliver affordable housing projects (defined earlier
in this SFP); and adequate financial capacity to support such Development. Proposals must include:
•
•
•
•
•

A narrative description of a creative and realistic vision for the Property that is consistent
with the goals, standards, policy objectives, plans and strategies described in this SFP;
A schedule for the proposed Development;
A proposed purchase price based on the fair reuse value (as defined in Section 5) of the
Property;
An indication of the extent to which the Proposer intends to seek additional financial
assistance, if any, through the Agency grant and loan programs or System Development
Charge waivers; and
Specific information about Proposer’s credentials and financial capacity for the project.

Section 8 of this SFP contains additional information and instructions to Proposers regarding when,
where, and how to submit a Proposal for the Property.
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SECTION 2: WESTFIELD PROPERTY
2.1 Site Description
The Property, which is generally “L” in shape, is approximately 8.2 acres in size and is located along
Westfield Road and West Main Street. (See Exhibit 1 a-d. Vicinity Maps) The Property is bounded
by West Main Street to the South and would have access to Westfield Street through a Davenport
Lane extension. It is adjacent to the Silverton Dog Park, Skate Park, and Senior Center to the east,
Robert Frost Elementary to the north, and agricultural uses to the west and south.
The site is currently designated and zoned Public, but would be zoned Multiple Family Residential,
RM-10 for the development proposal. The zoning allows density between 10 - 20 dwelling units per
acre.
The Property is located in west Silverton and is 0.6 miles from downtown. The Silverton Dog Park,
Skate Park, and Senior Center are located directly adjacent to the Site. The Oregon Garden and
Gordon House are located across West Main Street. The Legacy Silverton Medical Center and
associated doctor’s offices are located 1/3rd of a mile northeast of the site. The Silverton Plaza
shopping center, which contains a grocery store, eating establishments, coffee shops, banks, a
pharmacy, retail uses, and other service uses, is located 1/3rd of a mile north of the site. There is a
Cherriots Regional 20X bus stop 1/3rd of a mile northeast of the site. The site is gently sloping with
approximately a 30 foot elevation difference over 800 linear feet.
The site is 12 mile from I-5, 14 miles from downtown Salem and 48 miles from the Portland
International Airport.

2.2 Site Utilities
Public utilities exist near the site in the Davenport Lane, Westfield Street, and West Main Street
right-of-ways (See Exhibit 2. Utility Map). The sanitary sewer system in Westfield Street and West
Main Street are at a higher elevation than the site, which would require the development to be served
by a lift station. An alternate location would be the sanitary sewer system located in Railway
Avenue, which is 2,400’ away from the subject site and separated by two private properties. One of
the properties has Planned Development approval that if constructed would extend the sewer to
within 840’ of the site.
An 8” water main exists at the terminus of Davenport Lane, about 300’ east of the site. An 8” water
main exists in West Main Street, about 50’ from the site. Development of the site may require the
looping of the system and extension of the West Main Street line to the southern terminus of the
property.
An open drainage way exists about 145’ north of the southerly border of the site. The City’s Local
Wetland Inventory does not identify the area as a wetland, though the City cannot guarantee that no
jurisdictional wetlands exist on the site.
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A sewer effluent line traverses the property running parallel with the southerly boundary about 110’
north of the southerly boundary.
West Main Street is an Arterial Roadway under Marion County jurisdiction. Davenport Lane is a
Local Street under Silverton jurisdiction. Direct access to the site from W Main Street is unlikely.
Davenport Lane would be the primary access and would have to be extended about 740’ to the
western boundary of the site. An emergency access easement via West Main Street is possible.
Developer would need to seek approval from Marion County for any access to West Main Street.
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Exhibit 1a Site Vicinity Map
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Exhibit 1b Site Vicinity
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Exhibit 1c Site Vicinity
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Exhibit 1d Site Vicinity
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Exhibit 2 Utility Map
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SECTION 3: PROPOSER CONSIDERATIONS — APPLICABLE GOALS, STANDARDS,
AND POLICY OBJECTIVES
While the Agency encourages creative design solutions for Development of the Property, the
Proposals submitted in response to this SFP must conform to adopted design standards established in
the Silverton Development Code. Prospective Proposers should refer to these documents to
understand the standards and goals that must be followed in the development of the Property. As set
out in Section 7 of this SFP, Proposals will be evaluated for consistency with the standards and goals
of the above referenced documents.
The Agency anticipates an affordable housing project on the Property and describes neighborhood
expectations regarding the type, form, and quality of Development. Proposers are encouraged to
create a Proposal for Development that will:
1
2
3
4

Serve as a catalyst and model of innovative development that acts as a gateway to Silverton;
Serve as a model of affordable housing within the City of Silverton;
Be bicycle and pedestrian friendly; and/or
Provide desirable goods and services to area residents, visitors and employees.

The property is 8.2 acres in size which would allow a density range between 82 and 164 dwelling
units to be constructed on the site. The goal of the project is to create more affordable housing in
Silverton. While there is not prescribed minimum amount of affordable units required for submitting
a proposal, the more affordable units proposed, the more favorable the project may be reviewed. The
Agency is interested in units that would be affordable those earning 50% or 60% or less of the Area
Median Income. A mixture of units affordable to a range of incomes is desirable. Development that
includes service type uses that would be beneficial to area residents is encouraged. Retail, office, or
industrial uses to benefit non-area residents or for profit businesses are discouraged.
The Agency is interested in creating more affordable housing on the site, balanced with receiving a
competitive price for the property and the development of market rate units that will increase the tax
base.
Proposals may reflect full use of the site or partial use of the site. Partnerships between non-profits
and for profit companies may submit joint proposals to development the site together. Proposals that
reflect partial use of the site may be combined with other partial or full proposals provided all parties
can come to an acceptable agreement.
The following table can be used as a guide for defining rents as affordable.

The project should also be respectful of surrounding neighborhoods and the community at-large.
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SECTION 4: ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITE
The Westfield site was purchased by the Agency in 2008. Prior to purchase the Agency conducted a
Level 1 Environmental Analysis by an environmental expert and, to the extent applicable, has also
conducted a Level 2 analysis of the Property.
At the time of purchase, the seller represented that a portion of the Property contains wetlands. An
open drainage way exists about 145’ north of the southerly border of the site. The City’s Local
Wetland Inventory does not identify the area as a wetland, though the City cannot guarantee that no
jurisdictional wetlands exist on the site.
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SECTION 5: ROLES OF THE AGENCY AND THE PROPOSER
Pursuant to ORS Chapter 457 and the URA Plan, the Agency’s acquired the property for the purpose
of facilitating the Development of the Property. As a result of Development of this key site, an
increase in the tax increment is anticipated that will help spur additional projects and improvements
in the Urban Renewal Area.
Agency and Proposer roles and responsibilities for Development of the Property will be
specifically established in the MOU and the CSA, and will include the following:
•
Sale of Agency-Owned Property. The entire site is owned by the Agency. The Agency
will sell the Property at its “fair reuse” value, which may be below “fair market value.” Fair reuse
value, as defined by ORS 457.230(1), “represents the value, whether expressed in terms of rental or
capital price, at which the urban renewal agency in its discretion determines such land should be
made available in order that it may be developed, redeveloped, cleared, conserved or rehabilitated for
the purposes specified in such plan.” Fair reuse value takes into consideration restrictions on the use
or type of uses that may be placed on the development or Development of the Property and other
limitations imposed by the URA Plan that may affect the Property’s value.
•
Urban Renewal Plans and Programs. The site is in the Urban Renewal Area.
Consequently, the development must conform to the URA Plan, and the proposed Development of
the Property may be eligible for low interest loan or grant funds through the Agency’s loan or grant
program.
•
Design and Engineering. The Preferred Proposer shall submit to the Agency preliminary
architectural and site plans, landscape plans and final plans and construction specifications for review
and approval by the Agency.
•
Obtaining Required Permit Approvals. The Preferred Proposer shall be responsible for
obtaining necessary approvals of proposed Development from all Federal, State and/or local agencies
that may have jurisdiction over the Property.
•

Construction. All construction activities shall be the responsibility of the Preferred Proposer.

•
Due Diligence. Once selected, the Preferred Proposer is obligated to review all available title
information and environmental records for the Property and, through its review, become proficient as
measured by the highest standards of its profession as to the impact that this information has on the
Preferred Proposer’s Proposal.
•
Proposer’s Responsibilities. The Preferred Proposer will be required to assume
responsibility for all services offered in the Proposal whether or not the Preferred Proposer or subconsultant produces them. The Agency will consider the Preferred Proposer responsible for all
contractual matters.
•
Liability. The Preferred Proposer must submit proof of liability insurance with the limits not
less than those required in ORS 30.270 as part of the contract signing process and prior to beginning
work.
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SECTION 6: SELECTION PROCESS & SCHEDULE
An Agency-appointed SFP Selection Committee comprised of staff and Silverton Urban Renewal
Advisory Committee members will review Proposals for consistency with the selection criteria in
Section 7 of this SFP. Following the initial review, the Selection Committee may conduct interviews
with one or more Proposers.
The Selection Committee will make recommendations to the Agency Director. The Agency Director
will forward those recommendations with additional comment to the Agency Board for selection.
The selection process may require a presentation by one or more finalists.
Exhibit 3 Anticipated Schedule

Agency Issues SFP
Proposals Due to: City of Silverton, 306 South Water Street,
Silverton, OR 97301

October 10, 2019
4:00 P.M. December 5, 2019

Evaluations Completed by Selection Committee

Week of December 16, 2019

Interviews (if applicable)
Recommendation forwarded to Agency Board
Selection of Proposal at Agency Meeting
Pre-Development, Planning and Public Outreach
Negotiation of MOU
Negotiation of CSA

Week of January 7, 2020
Week of January 7, 2020
Week of January 24, 2020
Within 60 days of selection
Within 90 days of selection
Within 120 days of selection

Urban Renewal Agency reserves the right to change the above schedule in part or in its entirety.
Within 90 days of selection, staff and the selected Proposer will negotiate a MOU outlining the
terms, conditions, and process under which the Preferred Proposer will acquire the Property and the
respective roles between the Agency and the Preferred Proposer. Upon execution of a MOU, the
Agency will then enter into negotiations with the Preferred Proposer for a CSA, to be executed
within 120 days from selection. During negotiations and execution of the MOU and CSA, the
selected Proposer must proceed in good faith and with due diligence. Should negotiations not occur
in accordance to the timetable described above, the Agency will have the right to terminate
negotiations with the Preferred Proposer.
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The CSA supporting documents will include this SFP, the Proposer's written submission, and any
other documents incorporated by reference therein. The CSA will govern the final disposition of the
Property, along with conditions of its Development. The minimum provisions that the CSA must
contain are discussed in Section 9 of this SFP.
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SECTION 7: SELECTION CRITERIA & PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
7.1 Selection Criteria
Proposals will be reviewed based on the criteria stated in this section. Proposals must address, be
organized, and bound in the same order as the selection criteria that follows.
Selection Criteria & Proposal Requirements
1. Project Approach
Selection Criteria: Proposals should convey a creative and realistic vision for the Property that is
responsive to the Property’s opportunities and constraints. It is expected that Proposals clearly
articulate a preferred development approach and intent, description of key tasks and milestones to
develop the site, and the proposed schedule for completing the development, as well as financial
assumptions, proposed purchase price, and expected public subsidy, if any.
Proposal Requirements for Criteria #1:
A. Program and Design Narrative. Describe your understanding of Agency and community
needs and objectives, and provide a statement describing your creative and realistic vision for
the site, including uses for the Property that continue public ownership and use of a portion
of the site, if applicable.
B. Conceptual Project Plan and Estimated Timeline. Provide a description of the steps your
team would take to develop the site, given the applicable goals, standards and policy
objectives as described in Section 3. Provide a schedule for completing the proposed
development including a timeline of key activities such as: predevelopment , outreach,
development of a financing plan, development and construction, to occupancy and
management of the project. The schedule should identify key milestones for further
discussion and deliberation with City staff, Agency Board, and the community at-large.
Preference will be given to Proposers with the capacity to proceed on an aggressive timeline.
All development phases must be completed within five years of acquisition of the Property.
C. Financial Assumptions Narrative. Describe expected elements of a financing package
including any assumptions, potential financial sources, and preliminary market research, etc.
The Proposal must identify the estimated total cost of construction and describe an intention
to request assistance from the Agency through the Agency financing programs, if any.
Identify your proposed purchase price for the property.
2. Capacity to Meet Agency/Community Goals and Objectives
Selection Criteria: Proposers will be reviewed for a demonstrated ability and relevant experience
(individual or collective) with developing affordable housing projects meeting community objectives.
Example projects provided must have been completed within the last five years.
Proposal Requirements for Criteria #2:
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A. Experience Meeting Project and Community Objectives. Describe your team’s collective
project experience, qualifications and/or knowledge of mixed-use (as defined in Section 1 of
this SFP) redevelopment or development. If the project was a catalyst for additional
development within the immediate neighborhood or area, please describe the project’s
impact, how it was measured and a rough timeline of the project’s impacts. Describe any
measures used to minimize project risk.
B. Developer Experience. Describe the experience of members, as applicable, for all phases of
a development project, including: financing, design, permits, construction and
operation/management. Note previous experience of team members’ collaboration on
development projects and whether Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(“LEED”) certification was attained.
C. Community Objectives. Describe your team’s project experience working in a community
to attain a set of goals for a specific development. Example projects should include stated
intent, process/approach, and outcomes.
3. Qualifications of the Development Team
Selection Criteria: Proposals will be reviewed for the demonstrated ability of the Developer (or
development team) to successfully carry out a real estate redevelopment and construction project of
this nature.
Proposal Requirements for Criteria #3:
A. Developer. Identify the disciplines that will participate in this project and describe their
project responsibility. In addition, identify other key team members, including at least one
contractor licensed by the Construction Contractors Board who will be performing work on
the proposed redevelopment, at least one architect with experience with similar projects, real
estate professionals, consultants, lenders and other anticipated sources of equity. Note team
member’s expertise in office, residential, and/or commercial/retail development.
B. Architect’s Work. List and briefly describe examples of similar development projects on
which the architect has played a lead role.
C. Resumes. Provide resumes of key individuals.
D. References. Provide four professional references from public and/or private sectors.
4. Financial Capacity of Development Team
Selection Criteria: Proposals will be reviewed for financial capacity of the Developer or
Development team, realistic assumptions for revenue and costs, and demonstrated ability to secure
construction and permanent financing for other, like projects. The Developer or Development team
should demonstrate reasonable and appropriate financial qualifications and capacity to undertake the
proposed project with the least amount of public subsidy.
Proposal Requirements for Criteria #4:
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A. Financial Capacity. Provide a completed “Developer’s Statement of Financial Capability”
form for every partner (business entity or individual) expected to provide more than 20%
equity to the proposed redevelopment (APPENDIX D). Proposer’s statement must show
assets and liabilities, including contingent liabilities, fully itemized in accordance with
accepted accounting standards. These forms will be used by the Agency to determine
sufficient financial capacity to successfully complete redevelopment projects. The Proposer
may request these statements (APPENDIX D “Developer’s Statement of Financial
Capability”) be held confidential. Refer to Section 8.8 regarding disclosure of the information
in these statements.
B. Pro Forma Examples/Financial Profiles. Provide example pro forma for two relevant
projects and a brief profile/description of key sources.
7.2 Additional Requirements
Public Ownership. Proposals that provide for continued public ownership of the entire Property will
not be considered. Proposals may provide for public ownership of a part of the Property, however. To
the extent the Proposal provides for the Agency’s, or another public body’s, on-going ownership of a
part of the Property, the Proposal shall indicate which portion of the Property will be in public
ownership, whether the Agency or other public body would separately undertake redevelopment of
that portion of the Property, and the manner in which the Agency or other public body would
undertake the redevelopment of that part of the Property. Where public ownership is proposed, the
Proposal shall also provide the Agency with a reasonable estimate of the public body’s development
costs, which shall be based upon compliance with all applicable public contracting laws, including
but not limited to payment of prevailing wage rates and obtaining performance and payment bonds
for the design and construction of the proposed public improvements within such portion of the
Property.
Phased Development. The Agency prefers the Property be developed in one stage. However,
Proposals that provide for phased Development will be considered. If a Proposer intends to propose
a phased Development, the Proposal must provide a phased master plan within the time specified for
executing the CSA and must agree to complete all phases within five (5) years of acquisition of the
Property.
Compliance with All Laws and Policy Objectives. Proposals must contain projects that conform to
all applicable laws, including the Urban Renewal Plan and the City’s Zoning Code. Prospective
Proposers should refer to these documents to understand the standards and goals that must be met for
Development of the Property.
The Agency will not accept any Proposal that fails to address applicable zoning requirements for the
Property. The Agency will not accept any Proposal that includes only market rate dwelling units.
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SECTION 8: INFORMATION / INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSERS
8.1 Submission of Proposal
Proposers must submit one (1) signed original and nine (9) copies of each Proposal, including
completed versions of Appendices A, D, and F of this SFP, in a sealed envelope or other
shipping container, addressed to:
City of Silverton, 306 South Water Street, Silverton, OR 97381
Proposals must show on the outside of the envelope or shipping container the name of the
firm and the words “WESTFIELD SITE ACQUISITION SFP” Please identify the original
copy with the printed words “Original Copy.” Proposals will be received until the
scheduled closing time, 4:00 p.m., (Pacific Time), Thursday December 5, 2019. Proposals
delivered by facsimile or e-mail may not be accepted.
Response Date. The Agency may not accept Proposals received after the scheduled closing
time. Proposers mailing responses should allow normal mail delivery time to ensure timely
receipt of their materials. Any Proposal received after the scheduled closing time, or
addressed to an office other than that of the City of Silverton, may not be considered and may
be returned to the Proposer unopened. Delivery in the manner stated herein and
completeness of Proposal as required by this SFP shall be solely the responsibility of the
Proposer. Submission of Proposals or additional information after the closing date and time
may not be accepted or considered.
8.2 No Warranty. All facts and opinions stated within this SFP and all supporting documents and
data are based upon information available from a variety of sources. No representation or
warranty is made with respect to the supporting documents and data, or the verity or
reliability of any of the information or sources.
8.3 Right to Modify Process. The Agency reserves the right to modify the selection process or other
aspects of this SFP at its sole discretion. Agency staff will take reasonable steps to insure
that any modification or clarification to the SFP shall be distributed in writing to all persons
who have requested a copy of the SFP from the City of Silverton.
8.4 Addenda. Any person who contemplates submitting a Proposal in response to this SFP finds
discrepancies in, or omissions from, or is in doubt as to the true meaning of any part of the
SFP document, shall submit to the Contract Administrator a written request for a clarification
or interpretation thereof at least ten (10) business days prior to the date set for the SFP
closing date.
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In the event that it becomes necessary to revise or modify any part of this SFP, addenda will
be provided to all Proposers who are on the SFP document holders list maintained by the
Department.
The Department is not responsible for, or bound by, any explanation, clarification,
interpretation, or approval made or given in any manner except by written addenda. Addenda,
if necessary, will be issued not later than five (5) business days prior to the SFP closing date.
Acknowledgment of receipt of addenda shall be signed by the same individual that signs the
Proposal and SHALL BE SUBMITTED with the Proposal. Proposals received without
properly signed acknowledgment or receipt of addenda will be considered non-responsive.
8.5 Accept or Reject Proposals. The Agency reserves the right to accept or reject any or all
Proposals submitted in response to this SFP without cause.
8.6 Additional Information. The Agency reserves the right to request additional information
following its initial review of the initial submission. The Agency may conduct a review and
verification of confidential information with staff and consultants.
8.7 Fair and Equitable Process. In the interest of a fair and equitable selection process, the
Agency reserves the right to determine the timing, arrangement, and method of any
presentation throughout the selection process. Proposers are cautioned not to undertake any
activities or actions to promote or advertise their Proposals except during scheduled
presentations to the Selection Committee or Agency Board. Proposers are encouraged to
contact community members to learn more about ideas and visions for the site and area.
However, Proposers are not permitted to make any direct or indirect (through others) contact
with members of the Silverton City Council, the Urban Renewal Agency Board, Silverton
Urban Renewal Advisory Committee, SFP Selection Committee members or staff concerning
their Proposals, except in the course of Agency-sponsored presentations. A violation of these
rules is grounds for disqualification of the Proposer from further participation in the selection
process.
8.8 Public Records and Confidentiality of Proposal. This SFP and one (1) copy of each original
Proposal received, together with copies of all documents pertaining to the selection of the
Preferred Proposer and execution of a CSA, shall be kept for the Agency by the City of
Silverton Urban Development Department for a period of five (5) years and made a part of a
file or record which shall be open to public inspection.
Public Records. By submitting a response to this SFP, the Proposer acknowledges that
information submitted to the Agency in response to this SFP is open to public inspection
under the Oregon Public Records Law, ORS 192.410 through 192.505. The Proposer is
responsible for becoming familiar with and understanding the provisions of the Public
Records Law.
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Confidential Records. The Proposer may identify information submitted to the Agency as
confidential. Prior to submitting such information to the Agency, the Proposer shall
prominently mark in conspicuous letter any information with the words “Confidential
Information” and state in writing that the Proposer wishes the material to be held in
confidence and the reasons therefore. The Agency may treat any information so marked as
confidential and not subject to public disclosure, to the extent permitted by law. If the
Agency receives any public records request for disclosure of such information, within ten
(10) business days of receiving any such request, the Agency shall provide the Proposer with
written notice of the request, including a copy of the request. The Proposer shall have ten
(10) business days within which to provide a written response to the Agency, before the
Agency may disclose any of the requested confidential information. Whether the Proposer
submits any written response to the Agency, the Agency shall retain the final discretion to
determine whether to release the receipt of any response from the Proposer prior to releasing
such information. The Proposer does not waive any rights to seek a protective order from a
court of competent jurisdiction restraining the Agency from disclosing such information.
8.9 Notice of Proposer Selection. The City intends to notify all responsive and evaluated Proposers
to this SFP of the Agency Board’s decision within ten (10) business days of the decision.
8.10 Equal Employment Opportunity Policy. It is the policy of the Agency to promote equal
opportunity to all persons regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, or
handicap, in respect to employment, housing, public services, facilities, and accommodations.
This policy is reinforced by obligations assumed by the Agency as a condition of receipt of
federal and state funds. This policy thus becomes an obligation which must be assumed by
the successful Proposer as well. Because in some cases religion, sex, age, disability,
domestic partnership, familial status, sexual orientation, gender identity, source of income or
marital status may properly be the basis for denial or restriction of privileges with respect to
employment, housing, or public services, facilities, or accommodations, the obligations,
terms and conditions stated in APPENDIX C shall apply.
8.11 Qualification Requirements. Each responsible Proposer must respond to all selection criteria,
as set forth in Section 7 of this SFP. Proposals received without the required information will
be not be accepted. The Agency shall have the right to disqualify any Proposal as a result of
the information gathered in its research.
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8.12 Execution of the Proposal. The Proposal shall be signed in the name of the Proposer followed
by the signature of the officer authorized to sign for the printed or typewritten designation of
the office held, together with certification that the Proposal has been authorized by the
Proposers controlling members.
•

If the Proposal is made by a partnership, it shall be executed in the name of the
partnership followed by the signature of an authorized partner.

•

If the Proposal is made by a corporation, it shall be executed in the name of the
corporation followed by the signature of the officer authorized to sign for the corporation
and the printed or typewritten designation of the office they hold in the corporation.

•

If the Proposal is made by a joint venture, it shall be executed by each participant of the
joint venture.

•

If the Proposal is made by a limited liability company, it shall be executed in the name of
the limited liability company followed by the signature of the member or manager
authorized to sign for the limited liability company and the printed or typewritten
designation of the type of limited liability company and the office they hold in the limited
liability company.

•

The address of the Proposer shall be typed or printed on the Proposal form.

8.13 Withdrawal of Proposal. At any time prior to the hour and date set for the receipt of
Proposals, a Proposer may withdraw the Proposal. Withdrawal will not preclude the
submission of another Proposal prior to the hour and date set for the opening of the Proposal.
8.14 No Rights Created by Issuance of SFP/Selection of Preferred Proposer. The purpose of this
SFP is to solicit proposals for the Development of the Property. This SFP does not constitute
an offer to sell the Property. The Agency’s selection of a Preferred Proposer does not
constitute acceptance of an offer to purchase the Property. The SFP does not commit the
Agency to “award,” “accept,” or “enter” into a MOU or CSA. The successful Proposer shall
commence work only after a CSA with the Agency is fully executed. In conducting this SFP,
the Agency may:
•

Accept or reject any or all Proposals or any portion thereof received as a result of this
SFP.

•

Negotiate with any or all qualified Proposers.

•

Accept a Proposal or subsequent Proposals from other than the highest proposed purchase
price.

•

Waive or modify any irregularities in Proposals received, after prior notification to the
Proposer.

•

Take into consideration any or all information supplied by the Proposer in the Proposal
and the Agency’s investigation into the experience of the Proposer.
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•

Consider or not consider Proposals based on minor variations from the stated
specifications.

•

Waive informalities.

•

Require additional information, or other revisions to their Proposals as may be required.

•

Consider modifications to Proposals, if such action is in the best interest of the Agency.

•

Negotiate a final scope and price with the selected Proposer that may differ in some
respects from this SFP.
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8.15 Contract Administrator. The City’s Administrator for this solicitation is Jason Gottgetreu
who may be reached at the City of Silverton, 306 South Water Street, Silverton, Oregon
97381, or via telephone at (503) 874-2212.
8.16 Economy of Proposal Preparation. Proposals should be prepared simply and economically,
providing a straightforward, concise description of the Proposers’ capabilities to satisfy the
requirements of this SFP. Overly elaborate or lengthy Proposals are neither encouraged nor
desired. Proposal text and graphics should be limited to twenty (20) pages maximum.
Special bindings, colored displays, promotional materials, etc. are not desired. There should
be no unnecessary attachments, enclosures, or exhibits. Emphasis should be on completeness
and clarity of the content. Neither the Agency, nor the City of Silverton, nor their agents are
liable for any cost incurred by Proposers prior to execution of a CSA.
Proposers are required to appropriately fill out the APPENDIX A: “Proposer
INFORMATION FORM” and submit it with their Proposal or, alternatively, provide a
cover letter that presents, at a minimum, the same information as requested in this form.
8.17 Acceptance of Proposal Content. The contents of the Proposal will become the basis for the
MOU and the CSA if the Proposer is determined to be the Preferred Proposer. Failure of the
Preferred Proposer to accept these obligations will result in termination of negotiations.
8.18 Non-Assignment. If a CSA is entered into, it shall not be assigned in part or in total without
prior written consent of the Agency. Reasonable requests for assignment may be granted
based on the sole discretion of the Agency.
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SECTION 9: CONDITIONED SALES AGREEMENT (“CSA”)
The Preferred Proposer will be selected by the Agency Board. The Preferred Proposer will be
required to deposit an option fee or good faith deposit, in the form of cash or letter of credit in the
amount of $25,000. After execution of the CSA, the deposit will be used as a credit against the land
cost as stipulated in the CSA. If a CSA is not executed between the Preferred Proposer and the
Agency, the Agency will refund the deposit exclusive of 10%. The Agency further reserves the right
to require other forms of security as part of the CSA.
Provisions for the conveyance of the Property will be contained in the CSA. The CSA will, at a
minimum, address the following:
•

Requirement for Preferred Proposer to use the land for the purposes designated in the
applicable urban renewal plan and to begin Development within a period of time which
the Agency Director fixes as reasonable;

•

Project scope and design;

•

Description of the Property to be conveyed and the terms of conveyance;

•

Land purchase price;

•

Confirmation of financing and project feasibility as outlined in market estimates or
appraisals;

•

Schedule or timeline for Development including milestones for completing phases;

•

Roles and responsibilities of the Preferred Proposer and obligations of the Agency as a
result of the negotiations;

•

Establish the maximum amount of Agency grant or loan program participation;

•

Dedication of right-of-way and public pedestrian access ways;

•

Worker’s Compensation Law. Pursuant to ORS 279C.530(2) all subject employers
working under the CSA are either employers that will comply with ORS 656.017 or
employers that are exempt under ORS 656.126;

•

Laws of the State of Oregon - all applicable and statutorily required contract provisions,
if any; and

•

Venue for litigation of any action arising under the CSA shall be in the Circuit Court of
the State of Oregon for Marion County unless exclusive jurisdiction is in a federal court,
in which case exclusive venue shall be in the federal district court for the district of
Oregon.
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APPENDIX A
Proposer INFORMATION FORM Please complete the following information.

Signature of Authorized Representative of Proposer’s Firm:
Print Name:
Signed:
Date:
Position Title:
State of Residence:
Federal Tax ID:
Proposer's Name and Address:
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
Telephone:
FAX:
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APPENDIX B
OVERVIEW OF RM-10 ZONE
Key elements of the RM-10 Zone include the following:
1

Multifamily uses are allowed Outright;

2

The minimum density is 10 dwelling units per acre with a maximum density of 20 dwelling units
per acre;

3

Maximum building height is 35 ft. and 3 stories;

4

Minimum street setback is 15 ft., side yard setback 9 ft. rear yard setback is 20 ft.;

5

Lot coverage by buildings and structures exceeding 30” above grade is 75%;

6

All primary structures shall have at least one primary entrance (i.e., dwelling entrance, lobby
entrance, or breezeway/courtyard entrance serving a cluster of dwellings) facing an adjacent
street, or if on a side elevation, not more than 30 feet from a street sidewalk;

7

Off-street parking, driveways, and other vehicle areas shall not be placed between buildings and
the street(s) to which they are oriented;

8

The continuous horizontal distance, as measured from end-wall to end-wall, of individual
buildings shall not exceed 88 feet;

9

All buildings shall incorporate design features such as varying roof lines, offsets, balconies,
projections (e.g., overhangs, porches, or similar features), recessed or covered entrances, window
reveals, change in materials or textures (e.g., stone or faux stone, brick, wood or concrete-wood
(shakes versus lap or board and batten siding, etc.), or similar elements to break up large
expanses of uninterrupted building surfaces or blank walls;

10 Multiple-family developments shall incorporate not less than 15 percent common usable open
space;
11 Private open spaces shall be required for all ground-floor dwellings, and not less than 50 percent
of all upper-story dwellings. “Private open space” shall be a patio, deck or other improved
surface of not less than 48 square feet;
12 Adequate solid waste storage and recycling facilities shall be provided. Trash receptacles shall be
oriented away from building entrances, set back at least 10 feet from any public right-of-way and
adjacent residences and shall be screened with an evergreen hedge or solid fence or wall of not
less than six feet in height. Receptacles must be accessible to trash pick-up trucks;
13 Design Review approval is required.
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APPENDIX C
EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY
1. Non-Discrimination Policy, General.
It is the policy of the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton to promote equal
opportunity to all persons regardless of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, age, or handicap
in respect to employment, housing, and public services, facilities, and accommodations. This
policy is reinforced by obligations assumed by the Agency as a condition of receipt of federal
and state funds. This policy thus becomes an obligation which must be assumed by the Preferred
Proposer as well. Because in some cases religion, sex, age, or disability may property be the
basis for denial or restriction of privileges with respect to employment, housing, or public
services, facilities, or accommodations, the following more specific obligations, terms and
conditions shall apply.
2. Discrimination Because of Religious Belief.
With respect to terms and conditions of employment and hiring only, the Preferred Proposer shall
be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal opportunity without
regard to religion if every reasonable effort has been made to accommodate the particular
religious beliefs or practices of an employee or applicant for employment, but such
accommodations cannot be made without undue hardship to the employer.
3. Discrimination Because of Sex.
With respect to terms and conditions of employment and hiring only, the Preferred Proposer shall
be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal opportunity
notwithstanding any rule, standard, practice, or decision which accords an employee or applicant
different treatment because of sex, if such rule, standard, practice, or decisions is based upon a
bona fide occupational qualification which the employer cannot, without undue hardship, modify
or waive to accommodate the employee or applicant.
With respect to housing and to public services, facilities and accommodations, the Preferred
Proposer shall be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal
opportunity notwithstanding any rule, standard, practice, or decision which restricts or limits
access to such on the basis of sex where:
A. Physical facilities such as restrooms, bathing facilities, dressing rooms, etc. must be
segregated on the basis of sex to accord personal privacy or comply with local, state, or
federal law, or ordinance, or administrative regulation; or
B. The content or subject matter of a program or service is clearly of benefit to persons of a
particular sex only because it deals with medical, psychological, or sociological factors
inherently linked to the characteristics of one sex only, or its effectiveness in providing
benefit to persons of one sex would be unreadably and adversely affected by the participation
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of persons of the opposite sex.
4. Discrimination Because of Disability.
With respect to terms and conditions of employment and hiring only, the Preferred Proposer shall
be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal opportunity to
persons who are physically or mentally disabled if every reasonable effort has been made to
accommodate any physical or mental disabilities of an employee or applicant, but such
accommodations cannot be made without undue hardship to the employer; or where, because of
such disability, the employee or applicant cannot meet a bona fide occupational qualification that
cannot be waived or modified without hardship to the employer.
With respect to housing and to public services, facilities, and accommodations only, the Preferred
Proposer shall be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal
opportunity to persons who are physically or mentally disabled where:
A Architectural barriers limiting access to facilities owned or occupied by the Preferred Proposer
Contractor cannot be eliminated without structural alterations, and a re permitted to remain
under the provisions of the Oregon State Structural Specialty Code; or
B. A program or activity, viewed in it entirety, is readily accessible to and usable by persons who
are physically or mentally disabled.
C. The purpose of the program, service, or facility is to provide a special benefit to persons
characterized by a particular disability in some respect specially related to the educational,
medical, psychological, mobility, social, or economic needs of persons so disabled.
5. Discrimination Because of Age.
With respect to terms and conditions of employment and hiring only, the Preferred Proposer shall
be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal opportunity
regardless of age where:
A. Certain positions include duties which must, by law or ordinance, be performed by persons
over a certain age, and the employer cannot accommodate the employment of a person under
that minimum age without undue hardship;
B. The employee or applicant has passed any applicable age established by the Congress of the
United States beyond which an employer may reject an employment application or mandate
an employee’s retirement.
With respect to housing and to public services, facilities and accommodations only, the Preferred
Proposer shall be deemed to have complied with the general obligation of according equal
opportunity without regard to age where:
C. The purpose of the service, facility, or accommodation is to benefit or serve persons under 18
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years of age or their adult custodians in some respect specially related to the needs of such
person; or
D. The purpose of the service, facility, or accommodation is to benefit or serve persons 65 years
of age or older in some respect specially related to the educational, medical, psychological,
mobility, social, or economic needs common to persons of that age group.
6. Definitions.
As used in this Policy, there are several terms specifically defined in various federal, state, and
local laws, ordinances, and administrative regulations applicable either because of the City’s
receipt of federal or state funds, or because they are general laws and ordinances prohibiting
discrimination. In addition, judicial and administrative decisions have created an additional body
of law further defining these terms in their application. Because of the magnitude and
complexity of these various legal definitions and interpretations, it is not possible to provide
exhaustive definitions herein. The Preferred Proposer should be guided by the following general
rules:
A. Where two separate legal definitions or interpretations may apply in a given situation, the one
according the greatest degree of protection to the person entitled to their protection shall
govern.
B. “Disability” and “handicap” are intended to be synonymous.
C. The Preferred Proposer is entitled to advisory options as to the specific application of this
policy from the designed representative of the Agency. The Preferred Proposer is entitled to
rely on such advice only to the extent of the completeness and accuracy of the facts presented
by the Preferred Proposer who is requesting such advice. The Agency expressly disclaims
any responsibility for the Preferred Proposer’s reliance on advise which later proves
erroneous or inapplicable because of facts not known to the Agency’s representative who
gave the advice.
D. The Preferred Proposer is cautioned that restrictions in deeds, leases, collective bargaining
agreements, and other contracts may not in every case justify an otherwise discriminatory act,
policy, or practice. The Preferred Proposer must, at his own risk and expense, comply with
this policy regardless of contractual restrictions which do not justify Preferred Proposer’s
acts, policies, or practices.
7. Advertising and Promotional Material.
A. In all advertising, postings, and promotional material relating to hiring, the Preferred Proposer
shall include the following statement:
(Name of Preferred Proposer) is an equal opportunity employer, and does not discriminate in
hiring, promotion, layoff, discipline, transfer, compensation, or other terms of employment
because of a person’s race, sex, age, handicap, religion, ethnic background, or national origin.
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EXCEPTION: In “Classified” advertising the Preferred Proposer need only include the
statement “an equal opportunity employer.”
B. In all advertising, postings, and promotional material relating to housing, and to programs
and services funded in whole or part under a contract with the Agency, the Preferred
Proposer shall include the following statement:
This (housing, program, or service as applicable) is open to all persons without regard to
race, sex, age, handicap, religion, ethnic background or national origin. For further
information about this equal opportunity policy, contact (name of Preferred Proposer’s
representative) at (phone number).
8. Retaliation.
The Preferred Proposer shall not, in any manner, accord different or unequal treatment to or in
any way discriminate against any person because of such person’s filing of or participation in any
grievance or complaint contrary to its policy, whether such grievance or complaint is logged with
the City of Silverton, or any state or federal court or agency.
9. Grievance Procedure.
During the term of this CSA, and for at least six months thereafter, the Preferred Proposer shall
conspicuously display the attached “Notice: Your rights to Have Discrimination Complaints
Heard” in locations accessible to the public at its principal office and all other premises within
the Agency where it conducts any operations. Likewise the Preferred Proposer shall fully
cooperate with designated representatives of the City of Silverton, and state and federal civil
rights compliance agencies in investigating, mediating, and otherwise handling complaints or
grievances concerning this Policy.
10. Violations.
Violation by the Preferred Proposer of any provision of this Policy may, in addition to any
remedy accorded an aggrieved person, be cause for termination of the CSA, debarment from
participation in future Agency contracts, or both.
11. Contracts Directly Funded by Federal or State Agencies.
If this CSA is funded in whole or in part by federal or state grants, there may be imposed on the
Preferred Proposer the additional obligation of “affirmative action” to insure equal opportunity,
and specific standards and reporting requirements to be met. “Affirmative action”, in general,
means taking positive and affirmative steps to involve historically disadvantaged classes of
persons in the performance of the work or participation in the benefits of this CSA. These steps
may include special recruitment efforts, specific goals as to percentages of such persons
employed in certain jobs, specific standards for the amount of work to be subcontracted to
minority-owned businesses, etc.
If there are such additional requirements beyond this Policy, the Invitation to Bidders or Request
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for Proposals will state, “This project is funded in whole or in part through (name of agency).
Special equal opportunity requirements imposed by that agency are contained in the bid
documents, and bidders are cautioned to examine them carefully in preparing their bid.”
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NOTICE: YOUR RIGHTS TO HAVE DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS HEARD
This organization receives funding or contract payments from the Urban Renewal Agency of the City
of Silverton. Organizations receiving grants or contracts from the Agency are obligated to accord
equal opportunity in employment, and in access to programs and services without regard to a
person’s race, age, religion, handicap, ethnic background, or national origin.
If you believe that this organization has discriminated against you in violation of that obligation, you
have a right to complain without fear of retaliation. The City of Silverton has a process for
investigating and acting on your complaint. In addition, there may be federal or state courts or
agencies who have a process for responding to your complaint.
The duty not to discriminate is clear, but the various agencies who have discrimination complaint
procedures each have special rules.
To assist you in the filing of a complaint with the proper agency, you should contact the City of
Silverton Human Resources Staff at (503)874-2204, or visit or write to:
City of Silverton, City Hall Human Resources Staff, 306 South Water Street, Silverton,
Oregon 97381
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APPENDIX D
DEVELOPER’S STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CAPABILITY
Purpose / Instruction: The following information will be used by the Agency in determining
whether or not the Preferred Proposer has, in the opinion of the Agency, the financial capability to
successfully complete the project for which they have been selected, or are seeking financial
assistance.
NOTE: In accordance with ORS 192.502.33, Agency considers this document to be a public
record. Some of the information in this document may be exempt from disclosure
under ORS 192.410 to 192.505.
If Proposer requests this Statement of Financial Capability form(s) to be held in confidence, the
Proposer should place the completed forms in a separate envelope marked CONFIDENTIAL,
accompanying the Proposal.
1

Name of Proposer:

2

Address of Proposer:

3

The financial condition of the Proposer, as of _____________, 2019, is as reflected on the
attached financial statement.

Attach to this Appendix an audited financial statement showing the assets and the liabilities,
including contingent liabilities, fully itemized in accordance with accepted accounting standards
and based on a proper audit. If the date of the audited financial statement precedes the date of
this form by more than 6 months, also attach an interim balance sheet not more than 60 days old.
Name and address of auditor or public accountant who performed the audit of attached financial
statement is based.
Name:
Address:

4

If funds for the Development of the land are obtained from sources other than the
Proposer’s own funds, provide a statement of the Proposer’s plan for financing the
acquisition and Development of the land, indicating a proposed source and amount of
equity investment, proposed source of debt financing, and evidence of ability to obtain
financing. Demonstrated ability to raise the entire amount of needed capital for the project
is a key selection criteria.

5

Sources and amount of cash available to the Proposer to meet equity requirements of the
proposed undertaking:
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Banks:
Name and Address of Bank:
Amount:
By Sale of Readily Salable Assets:
Description:

Market Value:
Mortgages or Liens:

6

Name and Address of Bank and Financial Institution References:

7

Has the Proposer or the parent corporation, or any subsidiary or affiliated corporation, if
any, or any of the Proposer’s officers or principal members, shareholders, or investors, or
other interested parties been adjudged bankrupt, either voluntary or involuntary, within the
past 10 years?

No.
Yes, provide date, place and under what name.

8. Has the Proposer or anyone referred to in Number 7 above, been indicted for or convicted of any
felony within the past ten years? ___No. __ Yes, provide for each case a date, charge, location, court,
and action taken. Attach any explanation deemed necessary.
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APPENDIX E
INSURANCE
INSURANCE: The Preferred Proposer shall not commence work under the Conditioned Sale
Agreement until Preferred Proposer has furnished the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of
Silverton with satisfactory proof of the insurance specified herein:
A. Insurance - Maintain such casualty insurance as will protect the Preferred Proposer and the
Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton from any and all claims which may arise from
operations under the CSA or in connection therewith, including all operations of subcontractors.
Insurance shall provide limits not less than $500,000 combined single limits comprehensive
general liability or commercial general for bodily injury, personal injury and property
damage, and automobile liability coverage, if the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of
Silverton specifications require the Preferred Proposer to drive, in not less than the same limits
for bodily injury and property damage.
Such insurance shall be without prejudice to coverage otherwise existing, and shall name as
additional insured the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton, its Officers, Agents,
and Employees and those for whose conduct the Agency is subject to action or suit pursuant to
ORS 30.265(1).
B. Workers’ Compensation Insurance - Prior to commencing work under the CSA:
1. Pursuant to ORS 279.320 (2), all subject employers working under the CSA are either
employers that will comply with ORS 656.017 or employers that are exempt under ORS
656.126.
2. Independent Proposers:
a. All work to be done under the CSA shall be performed by the owner, partners, or corporate
officers of the company.
b. Preferred Proposer shall complete the appropriate form, depending upon the independent
developer status of the company. Included herein are three “Declaration of Independent
Developer Status” forms:
Sole Proprietorship: Developer is the only person interested as a partner or principal in the
business and employs no person for the performance of any work, including clerical and
administrative tasks.
Partnership: Partners are the only persons interested as partners or principals in the business and
employ no persons for the performance of any work, including clerical and administrative tasks.
(All partners of the company must sign declaration.)
Corporation: employ no person other than corporate officers for the performance of any work,
including clerical and administrative tasks.
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APPENDIX F
Corporation
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENT DEVELOPER STATUS

The undersigned, doing business as _______________________________________, employs no
person other than corporate officers for the performance of any work, including clerical and
administrative tasks. All work to be done for the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton,
Oregon will be performed by the corporate officers of the corporation, or by subcontractors who will
be required to obtain Workers' Compensation coverage as insured or self-insured employers unless
such subcontractors file with the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton a joint declaration,
signed by an officer of the corporation as well, affirming their independent developer status and the
fact that they employ no employees subject to the provisions of ORS Chapter 656.
_________________________________________ is an independent developer of the Urban
Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton, and the corporate officers thereof recognize that we are
not entitled to and waive all claim under any Workers' Compensation coverage afforded by the Urban
Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton to its employees as an insured or self-insured employer.

(Name of Corporation)
BY: _____________________________________
(Please Print or Type)
SIGNATURE: _____________________________
TITLE: ___________________________________
DATE: ___________________________________
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Partnership
The undersigned do hereby declare and agree as follows:
1. We are partners doing business as and are the only persons interested as partners or principals in
that business. We employ no persons for the performance of any work, including clerical and
administrative tasks.
2. All work to be done under the CSA with the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton,
Oregon will be performed by us or by subcontractors who will be required to obtain Workers'
Compensation coverage as insured or self-insured employers unless such subcontractors file with
the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton a joint declaration, signed by us as well,
affirming their independent developer status and the fact that they employ no employees subject
to the provisions of ORS Chapter 656.
3. We are independent developers of the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton, and
recognize that we are not entitled to and waive all claim under any Worker's Compensation
coverage afforded by the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton to its employees as an
insured or self-insured employer.
All partners must sign:
(Partner 1)
_________________________________________________________________
(Partner 2)

_______________________________________________________________
(Partner 3)

_______________________________________________________________
(Partner 4)

_______________________________________________________________

(Partner 5)

_________________________________________________________________
Etc.
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Sole Proprietorship
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENT DEVELOPER STATUS
The undersigned,___________________________________________________, doing business
as ______________________________________________, do hereby declare and agree as follows:
1. I am a sole proprietor doing business as and am the only person interested as a partner or
principal in that business. I employ no person for the performance of any work, including
clerical and administrative tasks.
2. All work to be done under the CSA with the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton,
Oregon will be performed by me or by subcontractors who will be required to obtain Workers'
Compensation coverage as insured or self-insured employers unless such subcontractors file with
the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton joint declaration, signed by me as well,
affirming their independent developer status and the fact that they employ no employees subject
to the provisions of ORS Chapter 656.
3. I am an independent developer of the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton, and
recognize that I am not entitled to and waive all claim under any Workers' Compensation
coverage afforded by the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton to its employees as an
insured or self-insured employer.
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CITY OF SILVERTON
CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION MINUTES
Silverton Community Center – Council Chambers – 421 South Water St.
February 25, 2019, 7:00 PM
I.

OPENING CEREMONIES – Call to Order, Pledge of Allegiance & Roll Call

Mayor Kyle Palmer called the Work Session to order at 7:02 p.m.
Present

Absent

X

Mayor
Kyle Palmer
Council President
Jason Freilinger

X

Jim Sears

X

Matt Plummer

X

Excused

Dana Smith

X

Laurie Carter

X

Crystal Neideigh

Staff Present: City Manager, Christy Wurster; Chief of Police, Jeff Fossholm; Community Development
Director, Jason Gottgetreu; Finance Director, Kathleen Zaragoza; Assistant to the City Manager/HR
Coordinator, Elizabeth Gray; and Assistant to the City Manager/City Clerk, Angela Speier
II.

DISCUSSION ITEMS

2.1 Presentation of Pay Equity Study results for the City of Silverton – Jillian Girard, Portland
State University
Mayor Palmer announced that Agenda Item 2.1 has been removed from the discussion items and will be
rescheduled for a future date.
2.2 Review of the Utility Assistance Program (UAP)
Finance Director Kathleen Zaragoza explained that this is a request to review the UAP. The City provides
$5,000 annually to Silverton Area Community Aid (SACA) to administer the UAP. SACA is requesting that
the City remove the cap per household or at least increase the cap from $125 to $150 per year. She
explained that she would prefer to see a cap per household, because if it is removed than the City would
be assisting less people and the money could be used up quickly.
Mayor Palmer said that he understands staff’s perspective, but believes that SACA should decide who
needs assistance and at what level. He sees it as SACA’s program and their money to give out the way
they see fit, because they are the experts.
Councilor Carter would like to see the City provide an annual cost of living adjustment to the overall
amount given to SACA and to the cap. She indicated that she is in favor of the $150 cap.
Councilor Sears indicated that he would like to see the money spread out to more people and would be
comfortable with increasing the cap to $150. He said that looking at the numbers 2/3 of the money
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distributed is at the cap level and if there was no cap then the money wouldn’t get spread across the
customer base.
Councilor Plummer stated that his wife is the executive director of SACA. He said that they have not
turned anyone away for assistance; once the UAP cap is met they supplement the household with other
funds. He said that he sees this as a grant to SACA for them to do what they do best. He would advocate
for no cap, because they have their own criteria and limits. He doesn’t see it as the City’s role to get
involved with how they administer their program. He said that 2019 could serve as a test case for the
removal of the cap and the agreement could be reevaluated next year.
Councilor Freilinger said that he understands that this is SACA’s area of expertise, but the City’s objective
is to help the most people. He would advocate for a $150 cap.
Councilor Neideigh said that she is for the $150 cap in order to see more households receive help.
Staff will prepare an amendment to the UAP agreement with SACA to increase the maximum cap per
household to $150. City Manager Christy Wurster indicated if SACA doesn’t expend the entire $5,000 the
remaining money rolls over year to year.
2.3 Council Goal 2.8 Explore Opportunity of Camera on City’s Website
Chief of Police Jeff Fossholm reviewed the options for a camera on the City’s website. He said that the
easiest and most affordable would be to purchase a weatherproof permanent mounted camera on City
Hall, which would also require a computer and wiring. He provided an example of a similar camera
mounted on the Woodburn Public Library. The cost is estimated at $3,400 and is not budgeted for the
current fiscal year. The money could be taken out of contingency this year or it could be placed in the FY
2019-2020 budget. Council discussed if the cost of the camera would be worth the expense and who
would use it. Councilor Plummer explained that he proposed this goal, but was thinking about having a
camera looking down on Town Square Park or Main Street. He recommended waiting to mount the
camera at the new Civic Center and Council was agreeable to that proposal.
2.4 Small cell towers within the right-of-way
Community Development Director Jason Gottgetreu explained that this in response to a FCC order that
sets deadlines for the City’s ability to limit design/construction standards and set fees related to small cell
wireless facilities (SWFs). He provided an overview of SWFs, which are now more than 28 cubic feet in
volume or roughly the size of a refrigerator. The order caps fees that municipalities can charge related to
permit applications and annual ROW access fees and/or attachment fees. These facilities are needed to
roll out 5G. He explained that 5G requires smaller cell phone towers; each carrier would need one
approximately every 300 feet.
The order preempts aesthetic requirements for SWF unless they are 1) reasonable; 2) no more
burdensome than those applied to other types of infrastructure deployments; 3) objective; and 4)
published in advance. The requirement that all wireless facilities be deployed underground is preempted
in this order. The City’s current standard requires these facilities to be underground. The City needs to
adopt new standards by April 15, 2019 before this order becomes effective. Most likely minimum spacing
requirements would not be allowed in the new standards. The order imposes a shot clock of 60 days for
SWFs to be added to existing structures and 90 days for SWFs using a new structure. This creates a
short timeline for the City to review the permit, thus staff is going to need a good process in place for
these proposals. Council reviewed pictures of the facilities and how they attach to existing poles verse
new poles, as well as what ground facilities look like.
Included in the packet are sample standards from the City of Tigard. Tigard is trying to get their standards
adopted by other jurisdictions so cities will have a unified approach moving forward. He reviewed the key
elements of Tigard’s standard; including, 1) a separation standard; 2) equipment must be concealed if it is
located on a new pole; 3) it doesn’t allow for ground mounted equipment; 4) there is a color match
requirement; 5) conduit must be inside the pole or flush mounted with the pole; and 6) there are noise
standards regarding what the facility can emit.
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Councilor Sears asked if Silverton’s franchise with PGE states that the poles are an exclusive use for
their services. The SWF carriers would have to get permission to install their facility from PGE and the
City. Staff noted that the franchise with PGE states that the City is not entitled to any pole attachment
fees. Councilor Sears stated that he would like to see language included that if the pole needs to be
moved due to the City needing to widen the road, or another circumstance, that the carrier needs to pay
for the relocation expenses. Staff will include that in Silverton’s standard. Council would also like to add
language that if a new pole is required to be installed in between the exiting poles than it be solar lighted.
Discussion also ensued about requiring a banner mount or other items such as street signage in order to
hide the equipment. Staff will draft an ordinance for City Council consideration in April.
City Manager Wurster said that the League of Oregon Cities has initiated a lawsuit on this matter under
home rule authority and cities ability to set their own design standards; however, Silverton still needs to
adopt standards before April 15, 2019.
Councilor Freilinger asked about how this correlates with what the Planning Commission is looking at
allowing smaller antennas on residential homes for better internet service. Director Gottgetreu explained
that they are trying to tailor the development code to not allow 5G facilities to be attached to a wireless
use in the R-1 zone.
2.5 Westfield properties solicitation for proposals
Councilor Freilinger requested that this agenda item be heard before Agenda Item 2.4 and Council was
agreeable to that change. Community Development Director Jason Gottgetreu reviewed a map of the
Westfield property. He explained that the City is considering putting out a solicitation for developers to
show what could be developed on the Westfield site. The property is currently zoned public and R-1
single family residential. This would allow a density of between two and six units per acre. He said that
the site could be developed through the Planned Unit Development (PUD) process which would allow 20
percent of the property to be used for commercial purposes. He provided an overview of the utilities
located on the site, the change in elevation, and the challenges facing the site. He indicated that the
parcel to the Northwest of the property has been approved as a PUD and will be developed in three
phases over the next five years.
Director Gottgetreu directed Council to the draft solicitation in the packet that outlines the parameters for
development. He would like to receive more direction from the Council regarding what they would like to
see on the site. Currently the zoning would allow for 48 dwelling units. He provided examples of what
senior housing, apartments, and commercial buildings could look like on the eight acre site. Staff would
like to hear Council feedback on the density of the site, what the uses should be, what features/amenities
should be included, and what would make a desirable proposal verses an unpalatable one.
Councilor Freilinger would like the proposals to focus on residential and affordable development. He
would also like the structures to be LEED certified. He said that Silverton has plenty of commercial land
available, but wouldn’t be opposed to mixed use with some livability elements.
Councilor Carter said that she agrees with Councilor Freilinger regarding not needing commercial land on
the site. She would like to see it as senior housing due to the proximity of shopping, the hospital, and the
Senior Center. She likes the idea of allowing more density with three story buildings and green space.
Councilor Sears said that he agrees with Councilors Freilinger and Carter. He would like to see some kind
of affordable housing and questioned if homeless housing could be addressed on the site as well.
Mayor Palmer indicated that he is not interested in the commercial aspect, but could see some benefit in
a beauty salon or barber shop to serve the residents and senior center. He reminded Council that the 1830 year old generation is also having a difficult time finding affordable housing in Silverton.
Council discussed the role that Marion County Housing Authority has in regards to affordable housing,
how Section 8 vouchers work, and the definition of affordable housing. Director Gottgetreu explained that
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a commonly accepted guideline for housing affordability is a housing cost, including utilities that do not
exceed 30 percent of a household’s gross income. If you are spending more than 30 percent of your
gross income on rent and utilities you are considered rent burdened. Silverton’s median household
income is $60,603 if a household is at 60 percent of the median income than their rent and utilities would
have to be $909 or purchase a $135,000 house to be considered affordable. If the household is at 80
percent it would need to spend $1,200 in living expenses or purchase a $180,000 house to be affordable.
If a household is at the area median income then living expenses would need to be $1,515 or purchase a
$250,000 house. In 2018, the average sale price of a house was $333,000 in Silverton. He said that in
this proposal it would be helpful to tell the developer which of the percentages the City Council deems as
affordable, such as using the 60 percent or 80 percent number for rent prices.
Councilor Freilinger said that he would like to see the amount set at the very least 60 percent of the
median household income or lower. Director Gottgetreu explained that offering a density bonus to the
developers could be a good way to entice them. He further explained that under the current zoning 48
units is the maximum allowed, but if Council decides to rezone the property 240 units could be allowed
under the high density R-5 zone. He would like to get feedback on what number of units would be
acceptable to the Council.
Councilors Freilinger and Carter indicated that they would like to see a R-10 zone. Councilor Plummer
said that he would like to see high density and would be in favor of neighborhood stores and small
businesses with no office space. He would also like to see the RFP incentivize green building
requirements. Mayor Palmer explained that he feels higher density is appropriate for senior housing, but
240 units might be too high for other housing options.
City Manager Wurster said that the RFP will indicate that the City is willing to entertain proposals up to
and including a maximum density of R-10 if affordability, sustainable building practices, and other
elements are met. It will also indicate that the City is open to smaller accessary type businesses that
would primarily serve the residents in the development. Council discussed the need to require the
proposals provide affordable housing and then leaving the rest open in order to receive creative ideas
from the development community. A portion of the property could be designated for a Habitat for
Humanity project as well. Councilor Plummer suggested adding verbiage that the proposal doesn’t need
to utilize the entire property. Councilor Neideigh said that she would like to see the property developed for
senior housing.
III.

CITY MANAGER UPDATE

City Manager Wurster said that the State Legislature is considering House Bill (HB) 2509 that would
adopt a statewide plastic bag ban. The League of Oregon Cities is looking for feedback from cities that
have adopted their own regulations. Council would like to see language that would grandfather in existing
ordinances. Councilor Sears indicated that he doesn’t like that HB 2509 doesn’t allow cities to be more
restrictive in their ordinances, he feels that cities should be able to exceed the statewide minimum if they
choose to do so. Councilor Plummer said that he would be interested in testifying on behalf of the City if
the Bill gets a hearing.
City Manager Wurster received an email from SCAN-TV regarding regular City Council meetings
extending beyond 10:00 p.m. The current student assigned to cover Council meetings has a requirement
that they leave by 10:00 p.m. The contract with the School District allows for this, but it means that they
have to bring in a different student or staff person to cover the rest of the meeting and they are
compensated for doing so. Council discussed the valuable partnership, but it will be difficult to set an
adjournment time of 10:00 p.m. every meeting. Staff will notify SCAN-TV to expect all regular meetings to
extend beyond 10:00 p.m.
Lastly, City Manager Wurster indicated than an additional 10 feet of asbestos has been found at Eugene
Field. It has been sent to DEQ for their approval to remove it. This will require an additional change order.
The demolition contractor is working on the opposite side of the site.
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IV.

COUNCIL COMMUNICATIONS

Councilor Carter said that she, Mayor Palmer, and Councilor Freilinger presented to Silverton High
School students last week about city issues. She indicated that it was a really good experience and was
happy to participate. Her presentation focused on how small cities can combat global warming and one
way is through code changes. She said that she would like to see the city ban black roofs in the code,
because they increase air conditioning costs in the summer by as much as 50 percent.
Councilor Freilinger said that presenting to the high school students was a great experience. He
presented on broadband implementation and was encourage by the response he received. The topic
generated a lot of excitement from the students. He said that he hopes Council will stay focused on
finding Wi-Fi solutions for better internet and video services.
Councilor Plummer said that he would like the City to explore utilizing the City’s gravity fed waterlines for
power generation. He will follow-up with additional information. He updated the Council about a
roundtable discussion with Congressman Schrader that he attended.
Councilor Sears requested that Council appropriate funds to begin the circulation study this year, in order
to ensure that the design for McClaine Street is not impacted. City Manager Wurster said that Public
Works Director Petra Schuetz is planning on providing an update on the McClaine Street project at the
March Work Session and Council can discuss the circulation study at that time. Due to the timing of the
improvement, he asked if Public Works could look into shifting the center line of McClaine back towards
the south, because the north side is in rough condition. This would take the traffic off the worst part of the
street which would help prolong the road and make it safer until the project can begin.
Mayor Palmer enjoyed the opportunity to talk to the high school sophomores. He said that Councilors did
get grilled on safe routes to school. He asked staff to provide an update about how the talks with Marion
County are going regarding Grant and Western Avenue at the next City Council meeting. Lastly, he said
that he left the school thinking that the next Town Hall should be held at 3:00 p.m. at the High School and
organized by the Government and Politics Club. This would help capture the high school body who is
interested in attending. It would have to be held in May or October. Council was agreeable to exploring
this as an option.
V.

ADJOURNMENT

Councilor Freilinger made a motion to adjourn the meeting and Mayor Palmer adjourned the meeting at
9:08 p.m.
Respectfully submitted by:
/s/Angela Speier, Assistant to the City Manager/City Clerk
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CITY OF SILVERTON
URBAN RENEWAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 21, 2020

The City of Silverton Urban Renewal Advisory Committee met at the Silverton Community
Center on January 21, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. with Chairman Freilinger presiding.
I.

Roll Call
Present
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Absent

Excused
Excused

Chairman Jason Freilinger
Milla Eubank
Greg Gossack
Sheldon Lesire
Aaron Huddart
Steve Kay
Eric Druliner
Stacy Palmer
Bill Miles

Staff present:
Community Development Director, Jason Gottgetreu and Planning and Permit Assistant, Kate
Schlee
II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Member Palmer moved to approve the minutes from the meetings held on August 20, 2019, as
presented. Member Eubank seconded the motion. There was no discussion and the motion
passed unanimously.
III. BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR
There were no comments.
IV. DISCUSSION/ACTION
4.1 Review Proposals for Potential Development of the Westfield Site
Community Development Director Jason Gottgetreu presented a history of the Westfield site;
background of the solicitation for proposals; and, three proposals for potential development of
the Westfield Site. The Urban Renewal Agency is under no obligation to select a proposal if it is
not in the City’s interest.
Applicant: Neighborly Ventures and United Way of the Mid-Willamette
The site would be accessed through Davenport Lane, which would further extend Davenport
Lane. The buildings are three-story buildings. The development would include 138 apartment
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units for families making 60% of the area median income (AMI) and 24 cottage-cluster units for
seniors earning about $1000 per month.
The proposal assumes purchase of approximately six acres for development of the apartments
for the price of $800,000 and purchase of the approximately one acre for development of the
cottages for the price of $134,000. They have also requested a waiver of the parks and
recreation system development charges (SDC’s) and a tax exemption when the project is
complete, which is expected in 2022. The SDC’s lost would be approximately $630,000.
Applicant: Proposal by Community Development Partners and Habitat for Humanity
The proposal includes 104 apartments, a community building and single family attached units
for individuals and families between 30% and 60% AMI. The proposal assumes purchase of the
property for $1.3 million with SDC waivers for off-site improvements. Anticipated funding would
be in early 2020 with completion expected in 2022.
Applicant: Proposal by Farmworker Housing Development Corporation
The proposal has two options and assumes purchase of the property for $1 million with a
$250,000 SDC waiver. The proposal does not include extension of Davenport Lane. The
mixture of affordable units would be: 20% of units at 50% AMI; 50% of units at 60% AMI; 10% of
units at 80% AMI; and, 10% of units at market rate.
Option A would include 120 units comprised of two and three story buildings that contain 90
one-bedroom and 30 two-bedroom units. Option B would include 80 units comprised of 60 onebedroom and 20 two-bedroom units. Project completion is expected in 2024.
Chairman Freilinger asked about the requirement for a secondary fire access. Director
Gottgetreu stated that fire access would have to be addressed. Member Miles provided
additional information regarding fire access.
Chairman Freilinger opened the meeting to public testimony at 7:41 pm.
Karen Garst, 1205 Tenino, Silverton, OR 97381
Ms. Garst stated that she is working with Sheltering Silverton and homelessness and thinks that
anyone who works in Silverton should be able to afford to live in Silverton, even if it means
apartment complexes.
Ms. Garst brought up the zoning, planning commission and city council comments regarding this
property.
Member Lesire asked about the denial by city council. Director Gottgetreu provided an
explanation of the planning commission and city council concerns and decisions.
Member Palmer added that affordable housing is not only the entry-level worker, but also for
seniors.
Member Lesire commented that he thought the United Way proposal was the most attractive to
him.
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Member Huddart commented that he liked the first two proposals, but was partial to the Habitat
for Humanity proposal because of the home ownership aspect. He was cautious about the
United Way proposal because of additional parking and traffic in that part of town.
Member Eubank stated that she was also partial to the Habitat for Humanity proposal because
of the home ownership aspect. Also, the offer was the best offer for the city and they are not
asking for waivers.
Chairman Freilinger asked if the extension of Davenport Lane would be considered an off-site
improvement. Director Gottgetreu responded that it would be a negotiation.
Member Druliner stated that these are three great examples and is leaning towards the first two
proposals because of the variation of unit sizes and home ownership.
Member Palmer brought up that the concerns of traffic and increased burden on schools that
were brought up during the discussion about the apartments behind Wilco were not realized.
Chairman Freilinger explained to the committee what happened with the denial of the zone
change from his perspective. He stated that none of the proposals fit what he had hoped for, but
that the issue of affordable housing needs to be addressed. He also added that he doesn’t know
why the option of re-zoning the property to R-5 has not been brought up. It would allow for multifamily housing with a lower density.
Member Palmer stated that she thinks that due to this property being the only property that the
city owns that it would be a waste to zone it R-5 versus R-10.
Chairman Freilinger responded by stating that he understands Member Palmer’s point of view,
but that he is a pragmatist and thinks that between public sentiment and city council views he
thinks that it would be more likely to be approved at a lower density. He thinks that it could be
an opportunity for compromise.
Member Lesire added that he understands Chairman Freilinger’s point of view, but thinks that
the property should be zoned R-10.
Molly Ainsley, 1115 Mill Street, Silverton, OR 97381
Ms. Ainsley stated that she works for Habitat for Humanity. She also thinks that it is a good idea
to re-open the issue before the city council.
In regards to the community resistance to R-10 zoning, she suggests that opponents speak to
an attorney to find out the differences between land being developed using federal funds for low
income housing and market value housing.
Member Palmer asked how long Ms. Ainsley has been a member of the Affordable Housing
Task Force. Ms. Ainsley responded that she’s been on the task force since the beginning, which
started in January 2019.
Director Gottgetreu explained the difference between the densities and zones.
The committee members agreed that they did not prefer proposal three.
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Member Palmer made a motion stating that the committee recommends to the Urban Renewal
Agency options one or two, but has a preference for option two. The committee would like to
see a diverse income neighborhood with home ownership option and community gardens and is
supportive of the R-10 densities given the flexibility of the designation in terms of housing types
provided that it is specific to affordable housing. Member Lesire seconded the motion and it
passed unanimously.
V. REPORTS AND COMMUNICATION
The committee members agreed on a date for the next meeting to review grant applications on
2/12/2020 at 6:30 pm.
VI. ADJOURNMENT
The Meeting adjourned at 8:50 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

/s/Kate Schlee,
Planning and Permit Assistant
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Elliott Pelfrey
2925 River Road S Ste 100
Salem, OR 97302
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elliottp@theneighborlyway.com
December

5, 2019

Jason Gottgetreu
Urban Renewal Agency
City of Silverton
306 S Water St
Silverton, OR 97381
Dear Mr. Gottgetreu

and Urban Renewal

Agency:

Please accept this response to the Urban Renewal Agency's Solicitation for
proposals. Enclosed you will find our narrative of qualification
to meet the various
selection criteria and requirements
found in the Solicitation for Proposals.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Should questions or comments arise,
please do not hesitate to contact me. I can be reached at the contact given at the
top of this document.
Sincerel

Elliott Pelfrey
Assistant

Project

Coordinator
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Part 1: Project
A.

Approach

Program

and Design Narrative.
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public
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developing

experience
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Helio Management,

Neighborly

AMI.
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integrated

It is planned
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neighborhood.
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The goal of the project
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Key Activities

Date

Proposal Submitted

12/5/2019

LIFT NOFA Released

1/15/2020

Agency

Decision

1/24/2020

NOFA App Submitted
NOFA Decision,

LIFT funding

Begin Neighborhood

3/18/2020
approval

5/20/2020

Outreach

6/1 5/2020

Land Use Approval
Construction

Drawings

11/18/2020

Complete

2/16/2021

Final Costing

3/1 5/2021

Land Closing
Submit for Building
Pull Building
Construction

4/1 5/2021
Permits

4/1 5/2021

Permits

6/1 5/2021

Start

6/1 5/2021

Lease Up Begins
Construction

6/1 5/2022

Finish

6/1 5/2023

Lease Up Complete

C.

Financial Assumptions
Expected

and equity

Narrative.

sources of financing

financing.

12/1 5/2023

This proposal

of $800,000 for the development

will include

the combination

assumes the purchase
of 138 affordable

of approximately

apartment

approximately

1 acre for the development

total purchase

price is assumed to be $934,000 or -$134,000

assumes the abatement
affordable

housing,

of City of Silverton

It is assumed

Davenport

Rd. The remainder

that -0.82

6 acres at the price

units, and the purchase

of 24 tiny home units for the price of

per acre. This proposal

The

also
will provide

taxes will not be payed for these properties

acres will be dedicated

of the Westfield

of

$1341000.

park SDC's. Because both of the projects

it is assumed that property

developed.

of LIFT funds as well as debt

Property

for public right-of-way

including

once

to extend

the dog park, skate park, and

senior center is to stay in public ownership.

See Sources and Uses for apartment

project and for tiny home project on following

page
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Silverton

Apartment

Project

Summary

Location

Silverton
138

Units
Affordability

Sources

60PA AMI

and Uses

Sources

Uses

Equity

Acquisition

51,586,562

LIFT Loan
Bank

Loan

Soft

S7,405,867

Total

S16,773,553
%,018,877
S21,596,429

Budget

1

Years
Effectiw

Gross

Total Annual

Debt

Cash

Expenses:

Income:

SenAce

Flow

Silverton

Income:

Operating

Net Operating
Total

Costs

Total

S21,596,429

Pro Forma

5804,000

Construction

S12,604,000

Per Year

2

3

4

5

$1,322,023

$1,347,545

$1,374,496

$1,401,986

$1,430,026

$655,994

$675,674

$695,944

$716,823

$738,327

$666,029

$671,871

$678,552

$685,164

$691,699

$532,823

$532,823

$532,823

$532,823

$532,823

$133,206

$139,048

$145,729

$152,341

$158,876

Tiny Home Proiect

Summary

Location

Silverton

Units
35% AMI

Affordability

Sources

and

Uses

Sources

Sl,706,053

LIFT Loan/Donation

Acquisition

S350,232

Bank Loan/Donation

Construction
Soft Costs

Total

S2,056,285

Pro Forma

I

Effectiw

Gross

Total Annual
Net Operating

Cadi

S489,
S2,056,285

Budget

Years

Total

Total

S134,
Sl,431,859

Income:

Operating

Expenses:

Income:

Debt Ser4ce
Flow

Per Year
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2

4

5

$95,139

$96,858

$98,795

3

$100,771

$102,787

$63,642

$65,551

$67,518

$69,543

$71,629

$31 ,497

$31,307

$31 ,278

$31,228

$31 ,157

$25,198

$25,198

$25,198

$25,198

$25,198

$6,299

$6,109

$6,080

$6,030

$5,960
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Part 2: Capacity

A.

to Meet

Experience

Meeting

Below is a list of similar
years. The experience

Mountain

West

multifamily
investment

with

estimating

A prime

and

project

in Salem,

currently

built

not only

in August

accommodate

has over

Inc, the project

2018

500 units

as the designer.

on

under

a site that

impacts

gone

within
and

affordable

the immediate
the

adjacent

and team

this partnership

undeveloped

housing,

has seen

Project

Name

Apartments

The Boulevard

over 31500

Mountain

consistency

make cost

is an affordable
for

many

years

apartment
previously,

with the City URA plan,
as a catalyst

for further

to present. Cornerstone

commercial

growth

was

in order

Apartments

Location

Salem,

Philomath,

Units

OR

OR

of

Apartments

Population

Completion

Monmouth,

OR

Apartments

Salem,

OR

Market

Rate

2021

258

Market

Rate

2020

119

Affordable

180

Affordable

Affordable/
Fruitland

Meadow

Apartments

Salem,

OR

currently

180

Workforce

Apartments

Salem,

OR

201

Market

Rate

Apartments

Tualatin,

OR

180

Market

Rate

2019;

Complete

2019;

95%

Occupied
2018;

98%

Occupied
2017;

Occupied

5
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95%

Occupied

Completed
River Ridge

37%

pre-leased

Completed
The Fairway

Date

180

Complete
Cornerstone

to

Target

2020;
Southtown

West

the influx of residents.

Number

The Grove

for

Multitech

has had is the Cornerstone

but acted

area that continues
area

and

Inc has built

with the City and State, and in conjunction
needed

the last five

early stage of design.

section 4B). Cornerstone

had

within

contractor,

construction

This experience

even at the current

in financials,

provided

and development

finished

or completed

in more detail below in Part 2B and 3A.

the Sharpcor

and consistent

pro forma

in coordination

Cornerstone

under construction

of some of the positive

(see project

Developed

with

Objectives

designer, to estimate project costs. Sharpcor

Multitech

project

growth

closely

more accurate

example

currently

of the team is described

worked

units

Goals and Objective

Project and Community

projects

the project

Engineering,

Agency/Commumty
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Completed
Keizer

Station

Apartments

Keizer, OR

180

Market

Rate

320

Market

Rate

201 7; 99o/o

Occupied
Completed

Columbia

View

Vancouver,

Apartments

WA

201 7; 98o/o

Occupied
Completed

Heritage

Meadow

Eugene,

Apartments

OR

173

Market

Rate

201 6; 99o/o

Occupied

Market

Completed 201 6; 98o/o

Rate/Mixed
South

Block

Apartments

Salem,

OR

178

Salem,

OR

180

Occupied

Use

Completed
Orchard

Ridge

Apartments

Rate

B.

Developer

The Mountain
than

experience
almost

Ventures

team

has a comprehensive

process and has a vast experience

developing

understanding

successful

experience

since

totals

of a million

square feet of office/retail

living

107000

Cornerstone

units

Apartment

the State's history.

across

project

121

projects

(180 affordable

Below is a brief description

being

projects.

40 years of development
nearly three quarters

originally.

spanning

seven

of the

Our team has

Altogether,

this vast

development

and

Additionally,

our

states.

units in Salem) was the first LIFT loan to close in
of the core team members

and their vital role and

eXperienCel

Jason

Tokarski

Business

is the CEO and has been with the company

Administration

estate development

from

projects,

Willamette
of which,

University.

since 2008. He holds a Master's

Jason has actively

2,926 units are multifamily

are senior living (27 projects), with the body of work encompassing
Brian

Moore

real estate
numerous
overseen

is the CFO and has been with the company
and

land

since

RC'lg:a

2012.

government

ig

Lhe Director

Richard's
approvals,
owned

Urban Planning

of 2,700 multi-family

Saalfeld
degree

participated

(19 projects)

and 3,691 units

seven states.

since 2010. Brian formerly

practiced

p.c. in Salem, representing

Griggs

from Willamette

residential

in

in 64 real

University.

units and over 100,000

Brian has
square feet

space.

square feet of commercial
role, Richard

six years with

Brian has a Juris Doctorate

the development

of commercial/retail
r?irhnrd

use law for

developers.

of Development

primary

responsibilities

and financial

modelling.

space and 21700

his own Development

from Columbia

University

& Acquisition
include

and has been with the company
site

acquisition,

He has assisted

on projects

public

relations,

of over

20,000

multifamily

units. In the ten years prior to his current

Consulting

Firm. Richard

holds a master's

Degree

in

in New York City.

6
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AVE 97% Occupied

Experience

West/Neighborly

development

2014;

Occupied

2,329

TOTAL

more

Market
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Hillary

8on/cs

is the

Lender/Finance
from

Western

Oregon

representing
Dave

with

square

consultants

schedules

worked

as a General
Lawyer

representing

John

Cieri

multi-family

Non

focusing

manages

Hays

in

improving

and spent

under

various

Taylor's
County.

The Neighborly
of input

Initial

criticism

and

neighborhood

tracks

and

Dave

manages

Formerly,

law school

and

Dave

becoming

has assisted

since April

vehicle,

2017

for two

securing

on

a

projects

overseen
and

United

and has processed

the organization's
private

dollars

Resource

Trust

Marion-Polk

and
which

at

Foodshare

relief.

manager

for United

the

Advised

from
Way's

renovation,

experiencing

Donor

donations

and

and has since taught

overseeing

Way's

units

Way. An MBA graduate

as a project

youth

2,100

Apartments, at 180-unit

and disaster

for

over

and

Fox in 2007

a property,

for

Act of 2009, John

public

for United

management

and consultant

in Silverton.

as CEO of the

years

shelter

launched

is just

for Cornerstone

George

Initiatives

Andrew

which

as CEO of Community

recipient

overnight

property

and Reinvestment

fundraising

of Housing

only

of

contact

we are proposing

He also served

has served

22 years

company,

in emergency

include

and

homelessness
Fund

of large appreciated

in

Program,

a

assets such

Objectives

in development

stakeholders.

and

since 201 5. He

of development.

Businesses.

working

Ventures/Mountain

evident.

the

Way

program.

the

Additionally,

Community

for

his MBA from

Highlights

investment

units.

the company

completing

Recovery

Ron served

House,

and stocks.

C.

MBA

Andrew

philanthropic

on projects

and has assisted

process

has over

projects,

Previously,

Ron earned

as real estate

with

2011

phases

construction

impactful

Serves as Director

initiatives.

specialty

in Business

for OHCS as a primary

as the first ever LIFT fund

University,

launching
Marion

projects

as CEO of United

developing

and

the American

the first half of his career

Willamette

design

before

Manager

wood-frame

University

Galen

and

Industry

Operations

11 different

in Salem.

the Willamette

local

of

funded

$4.9 million

development

her

space and 2,700 multifamily

the construction
six years

as an Asset

the community.

Andrew

for

focuses

units,

Director

has served

turnaround

and

earned her Bachelor's

and has been with

planning

on Construction

of the same 3-story,

secured

the
during

Contractor

projects

currently
consist

during

John worked

Compliance

in her role since

of Construction

and budgets

is the

and

feet of commercial/retail

2,350 multifamily

experience.

Finance

She been

is the Director

permits,

Business

of

and Risk Management. Hillary

University.

104,000

Jacobson

works

Director

Coordination

West group

of its projects

A current

feedback
disproval.
associations

in public

involvement

and outreach

income

received

a process

involved

sentiment

mixed

neighbors

Through

This change

and seeks a "win/win"

258-unit

from

sees neighborhood

eventually

highlights

the

as well as the resulting

relationship

project

through

of frequent
offered

feedback

underway

letters

emphasis
successes

that

in Salem,

the

outreach
and

of support
team

source

as it collaborates

neighborhood
collaboration

as a critical

makes

with
this

garnered

compromise,

both

to the City of Salem,
places

on community

it has brought.
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Part 3: Qualifications
A.

of the Development

Team

Developer

Neighborly Ventures/ Mountain West/ understands it is critical to engage experienced,
highly
skilled, and knowledgeable construction professionals to achieve a quality outcome. In addition
to the highly experienced team mentioned above in Section 2B, the architect and contractor
each have extensive knowledge and experience designing and building multi-family projects of
similar

scope

and size.

Mark Grenz, the president of Multi-Tech Engineering, is a registered professional engineer,
geotechnical engineer and environmental engineer in Oregon. Mark has been involved in the
design of over 81000 apartment units in the Willamette Valley and surrounding areas. He
specializes in multi-family,
3-story, wood frame designs and has thoughtfully
laid out
developments as small as 35 units or, large, multi-phase developments in the l00's of units, and
everything

in between.

(Cost-efficiency

of design)

Larry Sharp, of SharpCor Inc. is a licensed contractor in Oregon who focuses on the construction
of 3-story, wood frame developments. Larry takes pride in collaborating with Mountain
West
and Multi-Tech to approach each development with the care and concern it deserves. This is
evidenced by the 31000+
units he has brought to the market since 1994.
While a number of developments have occurred with varying combinations of Multi-Tech,
SharpCor and Mountain West/Neighborly Ventures, we've found the best harmony was created
when the companies come together to share in their passion of pursuing prosperity
for all
residents.

B.

Architect's

Work

For list of similar development projects, see resume for Mark Grenz (Exhibit B) and Neighborly
Ventures
C.

introduction

sheet (Exhibit

C).

Resumes

See Exhibit B for resumes of key individuals.
D.

References

See Exhibit D for list of professional references.
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Part 4: Financial

A.

Capacity

of Development

Team

Financial Capacity

See Appendix

B.

D for Developer's

Statement

Pro Forma Examples/Financial

Southtown

of Financial

Capability

Profiles

Proiect

Summary

Monmouth

Location
Units

60% AMI

Affordability

Sources

and Uses

Uses

Sources
Equity

Sl,139,948

Acquisition

LIFT Loan

5g,aao,ooo

Construction

S12,266,591

Soft Costs

5a,igz,boy

Developer
Bank

5isz,ooo

Loan

Loan

5b,sz:i,ooo

Total

Total

S17,619,948

Pro Forma

5i,iso,ooo

S17,614,198

Budget

Years

1

2

3

4

5

$1 ,036,392

$1,056,554

$1,077,685

$1 ,099,239

$1,121,224

$456,426

$470,119

$484,223

$498,750

$51 3,712

Net Operating Income:

$579,966

$586,435

$593,463

$600,490

$607,512

Total

Debt

$579,966

$485,612

$485,612

$485,612

$485,612

Cash

Flow

$94,353

$100,823

$107,850

$114,877

$121,900

Effective
Total

Gross

Annual

Income:

Operating

Expenses:

Service
Per Year

Description:

Key source of capital for this project

include

This project

also utilized

This project

and is currently

property

tax abatement.

LIFT funds, debt financing,

and equity,

is near the end of construction

in lease up.

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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Cornerstone

Project

Summary

Location

Salem

Units

180

Affordability

Sources

60% AMI

and Uses

Sources

Uses

City URA Grant

Acquisition

5sag,ooo

LIHTC Equity

S8,726,833

Construction

LIFT Loan

S4,877,919

Soft Costs

HOME
Bond

Loan

§16,538,315
5s,ogs,iaz

5soa,ias

Debt

S9,164,831

Total

S24,121,721

Pro Forma

Sl,487,259

Total

S24,121,721

Budget

Years

1

2

3

4

5

$1 ,633,877

$1 ,665,765

$1 ,699,080

$1,733,061

$1,767,723

Total Annual Operating Expenses:

$680,820

$701 ,002

$721 ,789

$743,199

$765,252

Net Operating Income:

$953,057

$964,763

$977,291

$989,862

$1 ,002,470

Total

Debt Service

$953,057

$964,763

$977,291

$989,862

$1 ,002,470

Cash

Flow

$64,286

$75,992

$88,521

$101,092

$113,700

Effective

Gross

Income:

Per Year

Description:

Key sources of capital for this project

and equity. This project

also utilized

property

fully leased up. See Exhibit C for picture

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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LIFT and LIHTC funds, debt financing,

tax abatement.

This project

was completed

and is

of project.
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Andrew

Galen

(650) 279-9421 l agalen@unitedwaymwv.orgl
QUALIFICATIONS
*

www.linkedin.com/in/andrew-galen

SUMMARY

*

Six years of nonprofit experience working in different
History of teaching, tutoring, and mentoring students

*

Excellent

written

and verbal communication

roles including

strategy, marketing,

and direct service

skills with high attention to detail

EXPERIENCE
UNITED

WAY

OF THE

MID-WILLAMETTE

VALLEY,

Salem, OR

Director iiJ Ilii uaut@ lus'u'iivtii io, y'Ol7 - Present
Responsible for identifyirtg and executing projects that boost revenue or serve wlnerable
*
Research and design innovative affordable housing pilot projects
*

Launched the Taylor's

*

Launched the Mobile

*

Created United Way's Donor Advised

WILLAMETTE

MBA

House youth shelter, providing
Shower Unit, providing

COMMUNITY

overnight

GRANT

PROGRAM,

marketing

Crafted and marketed a request for proposal to engage with high-impact

*

Fostered community

to understand nonprofits'

nonprofit

roles in bringing

metrics to review $682,000 in total application

Developed

*

Presentedfinalapplicationdecisionstoanadvisoryboard,leadingto$l50,000inapprovedprojects
PERMANENTE,

Skyline

Special0

Cus L t lJuiirxistratit

l&

Medical

Office,

Crshdiiatb Lgibi

funding

organizations

social changes to greater Salem

*

KAISER

participation

program

*

evaluation

to 100 people each week

and growing

Salem, OR

CantrXliutin@AssistantPrefes.rr*r,
2016-Present
A consequential-learning
course that stewai-ds a $150,000 grant
relationships

in the community

housing for up to 58 youth in 2019

showers and restroom facilities

Fund Program, currently

populations

requests

Salem, OR

74, 201

7

Responsiblefor evaluating operations, identifying opportunities for improvement,
*

and recommending creative solutions
Analyzed perioperative workflow related to surgical readmissions, resulting in a business case to decrease readmits
from 9.55 per 1,000 cases to the national average via patient education touchpoints

*

Created videos for each specialty care department to reduce referral wait times and improve member satisfaction

SOUTHWESTERN

UNIVERSITY,

Georgetown,

TX

4Svfant
nirprtnr nf Admission, 2013 - 2015
Responsible for leading a new team of counselors, reporting, and territory management
*
Trained five new counselors in recruitment and admission practices ultimately enrolling
*

Recruited

and presented to high school students resulting

*

Utilized

*

Established

an online data management

in 500+ application

system for reporting,

and managed an innovative

new recruitment

mass communications,
campaign facilitating

380+ new students

submissions

annually

and reviewing

applications

350+ student interactions

COLLEGE
FORWARD,
Austin, TX
AmeriCoraps Volunteer/
College Coach, 2011 - 2013
AmeriCorps is a national service organization;
volunteers complete 1, 700 hours of service annually
*
Taught afterschool classes on college preparation to low-income, first generation students at Lehman High School
*

Maintained up-to-date student records on SalesForce and oversaw a committee
project for 2,700+ student profiles providing vital infrastructure support

completing

an online data transfer

*

Developed curriculum and class materials, led community service projects, and mentored students one-on-one,
providing opportunities for students to succeed in high school and prepare for college

EDUCATION
WILLAMETTE
UNIVERSITY,
Master of Busines'q A dminibu
Graduated with Atkinson

*

UNIVERSITY
OF OREGON,
Bachelor of Arts, International
@

Minors:

Spanish; Planning,

Atkinson
atiou,

i'l=!ay

Graduate
201 7

School of Management,

Salem, OR

Honors
Eugene, OR
Studies, 2011
Public Policy, and Management

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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AB7ptndix!:
John Cieri
johnc@theneighborlyway.com
5529

BellfiowerCT

Salem,

SE

H- 503 378-7106

OR 97306

C- 503 428-0075
Summarv

A results-orientated
professional
with
development,
asset/budget
management,

a proven
track
record
marketing,
and senior

of success
in multi-family
property
housing
property
management.

Professional
NeighborlyVentures/Helio
January

2017

Management,

Inc.-Director

Accountableforthe

startup

and continued

is given

to customer

RidgelineManagementCompany-Regional
October2013

Experience

ofOperations
managementofa

service,

Director

full-service

resident

multi-family

satisfaction,

and

property

technology

managementcompany

while

achieving

of Operations

- January20l7

Improvingoa,upancyofportfoliobyimplementingsuccessfulmarketingplans.
Achieving

propertyfinancial

Reviewing

and analyzing

Developing,

hiring,

Preparing

Guardian

Real

April2012
*

performancein
monthly

terminating,

comprehensive

Estate

- August

Services

accordancewith

operating

coaching,

business

- Regional

plans,

Director

reports

budgetand

Responsible
for the management
Portland,
and Phoenix
markets.

counseling

on-site

ownerneeds.

operating

budgets,

and reducing

costs

team members.
and marketing

plans

for each

community

of Operations

of up to 12 senior,

independent,

and

assisted

living

communities

occupancyof
portfolio
byimplementing
successful
marketing
plans at several
performancein
accordancewith
budgetand
individual
ownerneeds.

Develop,hire,terminate,

coach,counseland/ordisciplinesitestaffpositions.

Prepare

business

comprehensive

plans,

operating

budgets,

of0regon(OregonHousing&CommunityServices)-Asset

April2010

individual

with the idea ofincreasingincome

2013

Successfullyincreased
Manage
propertyfinancial

and marketing

plans

foreach

co mmunities.

community.

Manager
and consultant
for ensuring
the financial
ReinvestmentActof2009
(ARRA).

stability

of multi-family

Workcollaboratelywithpropertyownerstocreatebusinessplans,strategies,andmarketingplansto
NOI and profitabilityoftheircommunities.
Develop
and implement
long
Department's
projects
awarded
Coordinate
health
health

and analyze

of the agency's
is maintained.

BonaventureSeniorLiving
2009

complex

fiscal
and

recommend

and program

ofFinancial

Analysis

datato

develop

new operation

- Budget,

criteria
and

Planning,

projects

enhancethe

range financial
goals,
objectives
and regulations
with ARRA funds and other troubled
communities

portfolio

-Director

- March

for the financial
within portfolio.

to assess

market

success

and determine

strategies

to ensure

of the

the fi n an cial
that the financial

& Analysis

2010

WorkcloselywithRegionalDirectorsonrevenue,census,accountreceivables,Iaborvariancesandgeneralexpense
control.
Ensure

financial

enhance

reports

property

values

analyzed

Develop

yearly

companywideQualityAssuranceprogram.

Bonaventure

Senior

Living

- August

Responsible
satisfaction

operating

are accurately

and

recommendations

are made

to all levels

of management

to

and/orcorrectdeficiencies.

Oversee

October2008
*

in the Seattle,

-April2012
Represent
OHCS as the primary
contact
funded
undertheArnerican
Recoveryand

*

the owner's

ResponsibleforeightassistedlivingandmemorycarecommunitiesinOregon,Nevada,andCalifornia.

*
*

August

business

- Present

where emphasis
investment
goals.

State

management,

budgets

- Regional

and business/action

Director

plans.

of Operations

2009

for all operational
level for all residents.

activities
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Provideleadership
Promoteand

and supportto

the Executive

Monitormonthlyfinancaal
performanceateach
profitand
expenseprojections.
Supportsales
and marketing efforts to ensure
Holiday
October

Directors.

insureallcorporatestandards,practi>sand

Retirement-Director
1999 - October2008

of Property

Management

philosophiesaremaintained.
community.
budgetary

Ensureassigned
occupancy

- Budget,

Established

thecorrectmarket

& Analysis

criteria

were established;

and analyzed

in atimely

Developed,produoedandmonitoredcomplianceofcommunity'soperatingbudget.
teams, COO, CFO and Owners on meeting those expectations.

Fairfield DevelopmentRegional
June 1998 - October 1999

Property

operating

budgets

ensured

optimal

rental

manner.

Workedcloselywithoperations

marketrates,

occupied

and recommendations

rates,incentives,

accountreceivables,

were made to all levels of management.

Supervisor

Full accountability
for the management
of a 2,196-unit multi-family
communities
coupled with onestabilized
class "A" community.
Hired and trained staffwhileproactivelymonitoringtheirleasingefforts.
proactive leasing strategies.
Prepared

NOlby

on-goingoperations.

ensured rental increase
accurate.
compiled, updated,

Closely monitored key propertyinRiatives-occupancy,
labor,food
costs, and maintenanceexpenditures.
Ensured financial reports were accurately analyzed

revenue,

thephysical
plant,wereproducingthedesired
WorkedintandemwithRegionalDirectorsto

rental rates from financingthrough

Analyzed financial
and vacancy
status;
increase calculations
and exceptionswere
Ensured accurate competitiveinformationwas

meetbudgeted

goals are met or exceeded.

Planning,

Ensured the 300+ portfolioofcommunities,whilemaintaining
concentratingonoptimizingrevenueswhilecontrollingexpenses.
optimizethe
financial performanceofthe
portfolio.
Managed a group ofsix Business Analysts.

communities

and various

monthly

reports

portfolio

consisting

Achieved

for corporate

of five class "A" lease-up

higheroccupancylevels

personnel,

Asset Managers

through
and individual

owners.

United DominionRealtyTrustAugust 1996 - June 1998
Completemanagement

District

Manager

responsibilityforeightmulti-familycommunitiestotaling

1,889apartments.

Inspectedcommunitiestoinsurecomplianceinleasing,budgetcontrol,accounting,and
contracts negotiations
necessary for rehab projects.
Prepared

operating

budgets

and various

reports for Divistnal

projectcondition.

President.

LCOR Incorporated
- Regional Director
May 1994 -August
1996
Full accountabilityforthe
managementof
a 1,086-unit multi-family
portfolio wherelincreased
focusing on occupancy, rental rates, operating
expenses, and personnel growth ofonsiteteam
Prepared
operating

Monitored

operating
budget, management
plan, quarterly
and
status, concerns and changes in the market place.

monthly

reports.

NOlyear over year
members.

Communicated

with owners

by
on

The Heritage Group - Co-Owner
April 1986 - May 1994
Responsibleforthe

managementofover2M

square

feet ofcommercial

and 3,000+

multifamily

Successfullybrokeredcondominiums,singlefamilyhomesandhundredsofacresoflandforprivatecompanies
the Resolution
TrustCorporation.
Established
HeritageMaintenanceasa
costsaving
measureto
ourclients.
Specialized
of residential
and commercialproperties.

apartments.
and

inthemake-readyand

rehab

Education

s.s., Marketing/Operations
Management,
Texas Real Estate Broker
Oregon Certified AdministratorofAssisted

Syracuse

University

Living & Residential

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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i.c., G.E., E.N.

MARK GRENZ, P.E.,
President

and Principal

As the owner
Grenz

has

surveying,

and president
been

In addition

Environmental

Grenz's

design,

area of

development
Other

expertise

design

for

areas of specialty
living
public

systems,

and

systems,

providing

Since

Mark

residential

the

last

have

site

residential

apattment

projects.

of commercial

structures.

Mr.

sewer,

wen as designing

water
pump

construction

offices,

Grenz

also

drainage
and

(PHASES1 & 2)
THE FAIRWAY

management,

in

in the design
the

of over 10,000

Willamette

Valley

ORCHARD RIDGE

and
WALLACE ROAD APTS

project

years,

Mark

specifically
Terrace,

HERITAGE MEADOWS

RIVER RIDGE

involved

units

PAST PROJECTSFOR MWIC:

pipe

areas.

20+

been

planning,

and

services.

has been

apartment

Lancaster

in land

for

and

ptofessional

and Nevada.

and

design

Engineer,

registered

the design

related

as

the company

Engineer

design,

soil investigations,

apartment

surrounding

first

design

a

Mr.

drafting,

Ptofessional

is patily

facility

inspection

1995,

His

and

starting

Califotnia,

structural

include

works
stteet

is

subdivisions

facilities,

provides

and building

Mark

and

since

wotk,

as a Geotechnical

Washington,

architectural

Engineering,

design

a registered

registered

in Oregon,

all

services

Engineer.

engineering

assisted

for

to being

is also specialty

Mr.

of Multi/Tech

responsible

and administrative

in 1987.
Mark

Engineer

in 1995
has

was for Mountain
completed

low-income

housing

West.

between

projects

Willow

Glen,

and Corner

has completed

over

45 apartments

26

(Village

Over
to

WILLBURG APARTMENTS

32

East,

APARTMENTS

Stone).
14TH ST. APARTMENTS

Multi/Tech
5 years

alone,

Keizer

Station

Forest

Grove

including

Area

but not limited

to:

projects

in the last
FOXHOLLOW APARTMENTS
VILLAGE EAST

C

Apartments
LANCASTERTERRACE

Tualatin
(continue

Apartments
on the fonowing

page...)

WILLOW GLEN
PARKVIEW APARTMENTS
PLYMOUTH DRIVE APTS
ROBIN LANE APARTMENTS
UGLOW APTS

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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Oak

Street

Village

Whispeting

** River

Winds

Apartments

** Fruitland
** Corner

Jefferson Apartments
Watetstone

Apartments

Lafayette

Apartments

Pembrook

Street

Ratcliff

Apartments

Cordon

Road

Apartments
Club

Garibaldi

Meadows

Harold
River

Property

Apartments

(LFi'

Funded)

Apartments
Apartments
RecentPtojects

Project

Designed

By Us:

Sandy

Apatttnents

Place Aparttnents
Ridge

Apartments

Somerset Apartments @ Timber Ridge

Apartments

Prinville
'te

Grove

Recent

Westgate

Ridge

Forest

Town

#MWIC

Timber

Dtive

Apartments

Apartments

Phase 2

Road

Stone

Fairway

Phase 2

Fairway

Springville

** South

Othet

Road

Apartments

** The Boulevard

Apartments

Heritage
The

2

** The

Hyacinth
Country

Phase

Apartments

Apartments

Apartments

(,4 Needed Housing Project)

Apartments

Medford

Ridge

Apartments

Apartments
Oak Apartments

St. Helens

Place Apartments

Reserve @ Red Leaf
Skyline
The

Road

Lodge

Ap'arttnents

at Lebanon

Goodnight

Townhomes

19th
Stone

Place

III

Springbrook

Road

Apartments

Riverplace @ Independence
Crest

View

Townhomes

River

Bend

Apartments

Plum

Tree

Apartments

Cordon

Road

Green

Meadows

Wiltsey

Aparttnents
Apartments

Reed Apattments

Copper

Field

Catton

Place

Apartments

Walnut

PUD

Apartments

Baxtet

Ridge

Apartments

Wiltsey
Trinity
Hetitage

Apts

Fire

Project
Restoration

Phase 2

Apartments
Way

Apartments

Meadows

Apartments
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Ronald

J. Hays

455 Bliler Ave. NE
Saiem,

Email: rhays@unitedwaymwv.org
Phone:
503.581.4654

OR 97301

EDUCATION

Master's

Business

Bachelor

of Science,

Paramedic
Principles

Administration,
Eastern

Certification,
of Fund

George

Oregon

Oregon

Raising

Fox University,

State

Health

and Planned

Colfege,

Sciences
Giving

Portland,

La Grande,
University,

Training,

OR, 2007

OR, 1985
Portland,

School

OR, 1980

of Philanthropy,

University

of Indiana,

2008

EMPLOYMENT

2017 - Present
CEO

United

Way

of the

Mid-Willamette

Valley

Salem

OR

Salem,

OR

2016 - 2017
CEO

Community

Resource

Department

of Mission

Trust

Salem,

OR

2013 - 2016
President

Advancement

LLC

2005 - 2013
President

Marion-Polk

Food Share

Salem,

OR

2001 - 2005
Emergency

1978

- 1988

1997

- 2001

Medical

Pre-Hospital

Services

Emergency

EDUCATIONAL

Coordinator

Medical

Northwest

Services

Medical

Adventist

Health

Teams

Portland,

Tillamook

Tillamook,

OR

OR

EXPERIENCE

*

Adjunct

Professor

Willamette

*

Adjunct

Instructor,

George

*

Redesign

Committee,

University

MBA

Fox University

Executive

Program

MBA

MBA Program,

Program,
George

2016 - 2018
2014
Fox University

School

of Management,

2007-2009
*

College Instructor, Paramedic/EMT Training, numerous community

colleges and schools,

1979-1991
*

Founding

*

Accreditation
Department

*

Board

Board

of Directors,

Team,

Chair,

of Education,

Member,

Oregon

Board
Paramedic

Chair, Tillamook
Training

Bay Community

Programs,

Health

College,

Occupations,

1981-1985
Oregon

1985-1986
Community

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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Ronald

J. Hays

OTHER EXPERIENCE

*

Licensed

Paramedic

*

Member

- Statesman

*

Member

- Chemeketa

*

Member

- Salem

*

Strategic

Planning

*

Member

- Salem,

*

Board

*

State

of Directors
of Oregon,

- State of Oregon,
Journal

Editorial

Community

Keizer

Committee,

Salem

Thrive

Project

After

of Directors,

awarded

School

2010-

2013

2008-2009

of Commerce,

Corporation

by State

2013

Alliance,

Hospital,

Chambers

Development

Medal,

Committee

Salem

and Woodburn

Economic

Directors

2011-2014

Foundation

Board

Keizer,

- 2015

Board,

College

Education

Dallas,

1980

2007-2013

2009-2010

Emergency

Medical

Services

Director,

2004
*

Founding

Board

of Directors,

Treasurer,

Laura's

House

of Peace,

domestic

violence

shelter,

1997-2004
*

Small

Business

Owner,

President,

Resource

Enhancement

Services,

electronic

banking

service,

1996-2002
*

Founding

*

Small

*

Board

Business

Founding

of Directors,
Owner,

Oregon

Board

Chair,

Perfume

Board

of Directors,

Board

Board

of Directors,

Tillarnook

Paramedics

Company,

Chair,

and EMTs Abroad,

1998-2001

1988-1991

Friends

for Families,

Community

Foundation,

shelter

home

for children,

198 S-'1990
*

Founding

INTERNATIONAL

*

EXPERIENCE

Extensive
Congo,

1985-1988

international
Romania,

work

Mexico,

and volunteer

Honduras,

Turkey,

experience
India,

in countries

Uzbekistan,

of Rwanda,

Peru, Sri Lanka,

Republic

of

Indonesia,

Vietnam
*

International

education

in China - MBA Program,

2007

PUBLICATIONS

*

Senior

editor

(Translated

and primary
now

author,

International

Emergency

Medical

Care Textbook

into 11 languages)

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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-N -C "-o """R
General Contractor

*

Construction

'i

"-cd

Management

RESUME
Shaipcor,

Sharpcor,

Inc. is a general contracting

since 1994,

Kathy

the construction
experience
projects

Shatp is President

including

industrial,

constmction

projects

commercial,

has allowed

of apartment

We have been very fortunate
clients.

Investment
organization

Shgpcor,
commitment
employees,

truly

He brings

residential

a wealth

and Wasbington.

if the economic

projects

is Vice President.

and multifmnily

us the opportunity

of knowledge

has been in

arid hands on

constniction,
Maintaining

numerous
Sharpcor,

a constant

to brancb out into commercial
factors for multifamiIy

over the years to 'have several consistent,

This partnership

Larry

flow

and

housing

changes,

for tNxepast several years.

One of our best relationships

Corporation.

Larry

business in Oregon we bave undertaken

units in Oregon

so we can diversify

Please find a history

various

and her husband

Since establishing

Inc, has built over 3000 apartment

industrial

that has been in business in the State of Oregon

business for more than 45 years.

to his projects.

of apartment

company

Inc

has, and continues

loyal relationships

to be, with Mountain

has given us the opportunity

with

West

to vvork with an

cares about the community

Inc. is committed to conducting its business affairs honestly and with integrity.

This

applies to our relationships with competitors, customers, vendors and our
Wealwaysstrivetomaintainthetiigheststandardsofpersonalandprofessional

ethics due to our belief that it is imtnitnental

Pa Box 3107; Salem, OR 97302
CCB#: 103395
Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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Project

Name

Type

of Construction

Location

COM'?LETED
Kensington

Square

APARTMENT

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Albany,

Crest

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Sheridan,

Orchardview

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Salem,

River

Year

Built

Developer

# of Units

COMMUNITIES
28

Justin

60

Justin

Barton

OR

42

Justin

Barton

OR
OR

Barton

Pine Terrace

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Canb7,

OR

78

Dan Chandler

The Orchards

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Canby,

OR

74

Justin

Barton

OR

32

Justin

Barton

OR

44

Dan Chandler

Vista

Ridge

3-Story,

Fir Villa
Hidden

3-Story,

Wood-frame
Wood-frame

2002

100

Justin

Barton

Square

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Independence,

OR

2001

42

Justin

Barton

Park

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Independence,

OR

2001

42

Justin

Barton

3-Story,

Wood-frame

25

Justin

Barton

Justin

Barton

Richmond
Chelsea

Court

Godsey

Road

Dearborn
Arbor

Dallas,

3-Story,

Creek

Trafalgar

Wood-frame

Square

Pointe

The Village

at Elliot

Square

Keizer,
Oregon

City,

OR

Salem,

OR

2002

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Dallas,

OR

2004

92

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Salem,

OR

2003

16

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Richland,

2003

70

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Keizer,

OR

2003

64

WA

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Dallas,

OR

2002

101

Cinnamon

Lakes

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Salem,

OR

2004

42

Lancaster

Garden

2-Story,

Wood-frame

Salem,

OR

2004

27

3-Story,

Wood-frame

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Victoria

Place

The Vineyard
Rosewood

Lane

2008

65

OR

2006

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Keizer,

OR

2008

20

Saiemi

OR

2009

24

i

Lakeside

Apartment

84
Delight

Street

Sjothun,

Smith

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Keizer,

OR

2006

114

Point

Phase

2

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Keizer,

OR

2009

52

Hawk's

Hawk's

Point

Phase

3

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Keizer,

OR

2015

69

State

3-Story,

Wood-frame

2008

68

2010

96

2012

36

2013/16

173

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Hillsdale

Plaza

3-Story,

Wood-frame

McMinnville,

Heritage

Meadow

3- Story,

wood-frame

Eugene,

Baxter

Ridge

Salem,

Sage Springs

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Columbia

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Vancouver,

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Newberg,

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Tualatin,

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Keizer,

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Salem,

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Salem,

View

Springbrook
River
Keizer

Ridge

Ridge
Station

The Fairway
Cornerstone

Apts

Bend,

UNDER
The Boulevard
Southtown

Apts

Apartments

OR
OR
OR
OR

& State

West
Baxter
Hillsdale

Investments

Phase

2, LLC

2nd,

LLC

LLC

Ridge,

LLC

Plaza Apartments,
MWIC

Eugene,

Sage Springs,

104
320

MWIC

OR

2015

180

Springbrook

OR

2016

180

OR

2017

180

OR

2017

201

OR

2017

180

LLC
LLC

Investments,
Tualatin,

MWIC
MWIC

LLC

LLC

Vancouver,

MWIC

Cornerstone

LLC

WeSi

Investments,

2013
WA

LLC

Apartments,

Point

2015/17

OR

Homes,

rvjounia!a

Point

McMinnville,

LLC

Properties

L & T Development

Hawk's

2nd Street

Group

Development,

Hawk's

West

LLC

Business

Lake, WA

Keizer,

Towntiomes

Halter

HT Industrial

Wood-frame

Town:omes

Barton

MCM

Wood-frame

HOiiywOOa

Justin

36

3-Story,

LLC

Kerr Holdings,

204

3-Story,

Street

Way,

2005

OR

Lakeview

Delight

Aaron

L & T Development

2006/2008

Salem,
Medical

Silbernagel

OR

McMinnville,

Trail

Avenue

Terry

Keizer,

LLC

LLC
LLC

Battlecreek,

Apartments

LLC

Limited

Partnership

CONSTRUCTION

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Philomath,

OR

2018

258

MWIC

Boulevard,

LLC

3-Story,

Wood-frame

Monmouth,

OR

2019

119

MWIC

Southtown,

LLC

3-Story,

Wood-frame

3922

TOTAL
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LIVE UNITED
November

Abocit

21, 2019

[JWMWV

Properties,

l-l.C

United Way of the Mid-Willamette
for holding

and developing

real estate, Founded

to unite people and resources
nonprofit

organization

providers

to support

to build resilient

governed
507,000

Our intent

residents

projects.

and adaptive

to partners

community

Our focus areas include:
provider

capacity;

supporting
shelter,

projects

thriving,

and responding

over 174 community

responding

and collecting

healthy

to emergent

building

our first

campaigns,

program

and establishing

About

the

growing

duplexes)

needs, providing

application

housing

funding

service

for all; building

integration

drives and our Good360
housing

teens in Salem

individuals,

supporting

advised

campaign

fund

service

into our region,

establishing

the youth

providing

bus passes

program.

children

program,

nonprofit

over §1.3M
teams,

development,

launching
affected

a mobile

by poverty,

launching

to build our Community

hygiene

enhancing

a new Women

United

Impact Fund to expand our role

Project
community

for seniors.

housing

Constructed

designed

to be sustainable

Additionally,

development

in Silverton,

on 1 acre of land, these

a full bathroom,

and affordable

to seniors

While we are seeking some grant funding

project,

we intend

a replicable

rent payments of S350. To attract private
project as a proof-of-concept
model.

model

tiiat

financing

with

the Marion

can be financed

for future

with the vision of a small
24 studio

projects,

units

(built

County

who earn around

Housing

and public support
privately

Authority

and pencil with

we are developing

L;4a

}

monthly

this first pilot

!3

655BlilerAveNE,Salerri,OR97301

I 503.363j651
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to

for this initial

'l

-

vay',..l'

as

and living areai The project

on fixed incomes

on this development.
to develop

we are in conversations

kitchenette

per month.

-'. 'a

and in-

and strategic

process, as well as address

in over 850 classrooms,

partner

L

lasting

members

financial

and catalyst for innovative

Sl,000

I

to facilitating

House, the first home for unsheltered

investing

will each be 330 square feet and include

is specifically

to community

convener

affordable

United Way intends to build its first affordable
cottage-cluster

Dedicated

needs. Last year we invested

oar donor

a longer-term

and work with over 60 social-service

to achieve the kind of results we need.

safe, secure

needs through

to serve urban and rural homeless

our workplace

youth;

basic needs items via community

Our 2019 goals include

501(c)(3)

nightly.

service partners,

to emergent

Vailey works

We are an independent

schools, faith groups, community

via an equitable

such as Taylor's

LLC and uses the LLC

Way of the Mid-Willamette

Polk and Yamhill counties.

in our response

in 2018 and can house 10 youth

Properties,

that thrive.

government,

and serving as a facilitator,

gaps by leading on tangible

United

board of directors

We fund grants to area service providers

that opened

trailer

in Marion,

with businesses,

because it takes the whole

is to be nimble

kind resources

in 1937,

of UWMWV

communities

by a local volunteer

social change, we work together
and other nonprofits,

Valley is the sole member

I unitedwaymwv.org
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LJVE UNITED
Our project

has nine goals: 1) Serve a target

.5350 maximum
NIMBY

-

monthly

Not

In My

Backyard;

residents;

9) Replicable

The cost

of construction

determine

rent payment;

3) Meet

6) Durable

for multiple
for

population

or couples;

2) Financeable

with

a

and energy codes; 4) Meet ADA needs; 5) Address

building

buildings;

7) Ease of construction;

8) Functional

space

for

communities.

the

are land, in-ground

of 55+, singles

building

and slab foundation

infrastructure

is S32,000

and landscaping,

per

unit.

but we aim for total

Remaining

costs

costs around

to

S75,000

per unit.

Key Staff
Ron Hays - Chief Executive
Ron has served
developing

LIFT fund
from

as CEO of United

impactful

Previously,

projects,

Ron served
recipient

George

for Cornerstone

relief.

Andrew

Galen - Director

An MBA graduate
Way's

from

various

Taylor's

County.
investment

About

vehicle,

the

Affordable

Andrew

Need

for
shelter

housing

overseen

Trust

at 180

unit

the

first

the

dollars

organization's

and

improving

turnaround
the

in

community.

secured 54.9 million as the first ever

which

development

in Salem.

University

Ron earned

MBA program,

half of his career

working

his MBA

He also served

in emergency

and

only

Andrew
include

overnight

launched

has served

securing

shelter

United

donations

for

Way's

for two

a property,
youth

Donor

years as a project
overseeing

experiencing
Advised

of large appreciated

the

manager

renovation,

homelessness

Fund

Program,

for
and

in Marion

a philanthropic

assets such as real estate

and stocks.

Housing

is critical

adequate

and affordable

University,
Highlights

the

private

Initiatives

Willamette
initiatives.

and

and

at the Willamette

and spent

and has processed

housing

deserves

of Housing

2017

Resource

Apartments,

Foodshare

House,

Additionally,

April
public

and has since taught

Marion-Polk

disaster

United

Way since

fundraising

as CEO of Community

Fox in 2007

as CEO of the

launching

Officer

to the economic

vitality

and a safe home.

crisis, United

With

and health

of our community.

our Mid-Valley

Way is focused

region

on ensuring

We believe

experiencing

that there

every person

a growing

is safe, secure

homeless

and housing

for

all.
We know

there

are complex

insecurity,

including

conditions,

domestic

with disabilities
1,257

homeless

needs.

affordable

residents

of color.

in Marion

County,

does not include

become

In Marion
units.
'/housing

4SbBlilerAveNt,Salem,OR9/'301

mental

and more.

It also does not account

household
15,000

loss, poverty,

violence

and people

as the PIT count
shelter.

job

and interconnected

reasons
illness,

Populations
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EXhibit

D:

Professional

References:

Beth Hays
CEO
Community

Resource

265 Commercial

Trust

St SE Suite 270

Salem, OR 97301
(503) 507 -8248

Beth@communityresourcetrust.com
www.CommunityResourceTrust.com
Cathy

Danigelis

Western

Regional

KeyBank

Community

1301

5fh Avenue,

Seattle,

Manager
Development

Lending

25'h Floor

WA 98101

206-343-6958
Cathy

Daniqelis@keybarik.com

Brett Sheehan
Relationship
KeyBank
1211

Manager

Community

Development

SW Fifth Avenue

Portland,

Lending

Suite 500

OR 97204

503-790-7632
brett

sheehan@keybank.com

C. Spencer

Powell

President
Powell

Valuation

201 Ferry St SE Ste 300
Salem,

OR 97301

503-949-5255
spowell@powellbanz.com
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Community Development Partners
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December 5th, 2019

City of Silverton
306 South Water Street
Silverton, OR 97381
Re: Solicitation for Proposals - Westfield Site Acquisition

Dear Selection Committee:
Community Development Partners (CDP) is excited to submit the attached Westfield Site proposal in
response to the Westfield Site Acquisition SFP.
The City of Silverton has impressive goals of working to address the housing needs of its community. Our
work with local organizations and individuals, as well as a review of the minutes of the Affordable Housing
Task Force together with the statements in the Request for Proposals issued by the Urban Renewal Agency
of the City of Silverton, has resulted in our crafting of an SFP response that places strong emphasis on
developing mixed-income affordable housing that serves households with average incomes at or below
60% area median income.
Located at the outer edge of the city limits, directly adjacent to farmland and natural areas like the beautiful
Oregon Garden, our Westfield Site development will rapidly deliver 104 affordable apartments and a
neighborhood of affordable for-purchase homes through our partnership with the North Willamette Valley
Habitat for Humanity. We are taking a collaborative approach to community building at Westfield. We have
already received a letter of interest from the North Willamette Valley Habitat for Humanity, and have had
supportive conversations with the Marion County Housing Authority, Sheltering Silverton and EngAGE, the
latter with whom we’ve successfully collaborated on several similar projects. We also have the support and
participation of Ankrom Moisan Architects and Walsh Construction, regional leaders in affordable housing
design and construction.
Affordable housing on the Westfield site will help Silverton remain a healthy and vibrant mixed-income city,
where quality affordable housing is not just aspirational, but available. We look forward to partnering with
you to make this proposal a reality, and we applaud your ongoing efforts to address affordable housing in
our region.
Please check with our references. We trust that you will find that we receive high marks for communication
and follow through. Our organization has consistently shown a willingness to go the extra mile to produce
creative, high quality projects that engender pride in their communities and residents.
Warm regards,

Eric Paine, CEO
Community Development Partners
Resident of Oregon
126 NE Alberta Street, Suite 202, Portland, OR 97211 | 971.533.7466 | communitydevpartners.com
Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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TYPE OF PROJECT PROPOSED
New Construction on Urban Renewal Agency of
the City of Silverton-owned property known as the
Westfield Site, performed in a single-phase with no
remaining City ownership.

PROGRAM NARRATIVE
The City of Silverton has an impressive goals
of working to address the housing needs of the
community. We have crafted an SFP response
that places strong emphasis on serving primarily
households with average incomes at or below 60%
Area Median Income (AMI) within the regulations of
the Federal Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
program while also providing housing for some
residents with somewhat higher incomes as well.
We are proposing a development that will be an
intentionally intergenerational community, one
which:
• Serves elderly residents of the City
• Provides quality housing for young adult residents
of the City, including first time homeowners
• Is designed and operated as a model for
development of affordable housing in the City
that reflects the character of the unique built
environment of the City
• Incorporates elements that are bicycle and
pedestrian friendly
• Encourages provision of goods and services to
residents, visitors and employees in the Silverton
area, preferably by non-profit and/or emerging
small businesses
• Utilizes the newly-revised regulations of the
LIHTC program to provide housing for households
with a range of incomes. It is our intent to seek
rental assistance for low and very low income
households.
Inherent in our plans is the use of an Asset Based
Community Development (ABCD)
model that
Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020

employs a bottom-up approach to development
focusing on community strengths and assets rather
than on deficits and problems. It is our intent to work
with the Center for Public Interest Design at Portland
State University to carry out extensive outreach in
Silverton to inventory the assets identified during
the outreach which can be available to enhance the
development’s success and long-term sustainability.
Another essential element of our plan includes
collaborating and/or partnering with a broad array
of local organizations, including:
• North Willamette Valley Habitat for Humanity to
provide a site to build affordable homes for home
ownership
• Marion County Housing Authority to provide rental
assistance to income-qualified households with
low or very low incomes.
• EngAGE to provide expertise in working with
community organizations to deliver programming
that is based on art, civic engagement, wellness
and lifelong learning https://engagedaging.org/
• Sheltering Silverton to provide stable housing for
homeless families/families at risk of homelessness
We are particularly excited to collaborate with Habitat
for Humanity. It is very seldom (if ever) possible
to engage in the development of an affordable
multifamily community that includes a component to
provide homeownership as an integral component.
The Westfield site is particularly well suited to serve
as a model for other developments in Silverton and
beyond.
In addition, we have had preliminary conversations
with Silverton Area Seniors, Inc. to establish the
basis for collaborating to find opportunities for
capturing the synergies that may be realized through
thoughtful cooperation.
Also integral to our project will be a robust program of
engaging residents in ensuring a vibrant, sustainable
community for all ages, where opportunities are
available to participate in classes centered on art,
101 of 224
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wellness and lifelong learning. Wherever possible,
and it will certainly be possible on the Westfield
site, we create community gardening elements to
provide education, gathering, and food harvesting
opportunities for the residents. Our experience,
which is well documented in empirical research,
shows that active participation in the arts, with
community affairs and with interaction with others,
provides myriad benefits to both individuals and
the larger community. This is what we bring to the
developments we undertake.
As will be found in other sections of this SFP
response, Community Development Partners has a
solid track record of delivering projects which reflect
the elements articulated here.

DESIGN NARRATIVE
Silverton is nestled in a unique location between
fertile farmland and the foothills of the Cascade
Mountain range. The Westfield site sits at the outer
edge of the city limits, directly adjacent to active,
productive farmland and natural areas. The site
enjoys an enviable location across Main Street from
the beautiful Oregon Garden. The structures built on
the Westfield site should respond to these conditions
in ways that recognize and honor its place and
neighbors.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

Once design work begins, these buildings should be
imagined to build on these opportunities. Influencing
themes with rich imagery include; agricultural
structures, evident in the senior center; prairie style
architecture popularized by Frank Lloyd Wright and
incorporated into in the Gordon House; and Arts and
Crafts era design on rich display throughout historic
Silverton.

2
3

Conceptual Project Plan Key:
* Assume 1/15/2020 for OHCS NOFA release and March
15 submission deadline

** Asset Based Community Development

** Portland State University Center for Public Interest
Design

***** Assumes 90 days for permit approvals

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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ITEM/ACTIVITY

KEY MILESTONES

SFP Response

Submission of
Response

12/5/19

Selection by Agency
Board

Notification of
Selection

1/24/20

Initial Fund Review

Complete Analysis of
1st OHCS 2020 NOFA

2/2/20

Identify criteria for various options. NOTE: Contingent
upon how NOFA criteria meet Westfield site goals
and upon status of discussions regarding timing
for execution of MOU and CSA, determine whether
to respond to the January NOFA or plan for next
OHCS NOFA opportunity to increase our ability to
secure competitive funding. If deferred application is
warranted, adjust schedule accordingly.

Community Outreach

Contract with CPID**
as integral component
of extensive outreach

2/3/20

Engage community organizations in ABCD***
approach

Begin Pre-Development Initiate 3rd party due
diligence contracts

2/3/20

ESA, Survey, Soils, Civil Engineer, Wetlands
Consultant

Select Development
Team Members

Executed initial
agreements with
architect and GC

2/7/20

Include DEI**** requirements

Finalize Development
Partner/Collaborator
Agreements

Executed agreements,
including land sale
agreement with
Habitat for Humanity

2/14/20

Defined roles for each party

Design Development

Initial design ready for
review & pricing

2/28/20

Include consideration of community outreach
comments

Funding Plan

Preliminary Proforma

3/2/20

Needed for OHCS Funding

Preliminary Site Control MOU Executed

3/6/20

Needed for OHCS Funding

Conditional Site Control

CSA Negotiated

3/13/20

Needed for OHCS Funding

OHCS NOFA

Response Submitted

3/15/20

Other Funding
Investigations

Proposals Received

4/20/20

Includes construction and permanent loans, LIHTC
equity, FHLB AHP & other grants

OHCS NOFA

Award Received

4/29/20

75 days from application deadline per OHCS plan

Architectural

Plans Complete

1/29/21

Contractor Pricing

Final Cost Estimate

2/26/21

Permits & Approvals

Approval Received*****

5/14/21

Loans & Grants

Firm Commitments

6/11/21

Including construction & permanent

LIHTC Closing

All Funding Available

6/30/21

All deal points final

Construction

Approval to Proceed

6/30/21

Construction begins

Construction

Completed

10/30/22 Certificate of Occupancy issued

Lease Up

Begins

11/1/22

Lease Up

Complete

2/31/23

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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CONCEPTUAL PROJECT PLAN NARRATIVE

FINANCIAL ASSUMPTIONS NARRATIVE

Community Development Partners is proposing
to develop the Westfield site, in concert with North
Willamette Valley Habitat for Humanity and multiple
other community organizations and others with
specialized experience and expertise, as a model for
future developments seeking to meet the immediate
and long term housing goals of the City of Silverton.
This proposal is a very unique opportunity where
both the needs of households of differing incomes
seeking rental housing and those individuals and
families seeking homeownership opportunities
converge to create a community that is intentionally
designed and programmed to be an intergenerational
development that is recognized as a community
for all ages. Our Conceptual Project Plan includes
outreach to community groups to help understand
and respond to the aspirations of the community
and will be extended to conduct extensive outreach
utilizing an Asset Based Community Development
model to assure the community that the significant
assets of the community are the foundations
upon which the development is designed, built,
programmed and operated. In short we propose to
develop the Westfield site as a community that is
projected to:

The financial assumptions provided in the SFP are
for the multifamily affordable apartments only. CDP
intends to be the sole developer working with the
City to negotiate and purchase the land. CDP will then
work with Habitat Humanity directly to subdivide the
parcel to allow for affordable home ownership on
the site.

1 Serve as a catalyst and model of innovative
development that acts as a gateway to Silverton;
2 Serve as a model of affordable housing within the
City of Silverton;
3 Be bicycle and pedestrian friendly; and/or

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

4 Provide desirable goods and services to area
residents, visitors and employees.

CDP staff have over 60 years of affordable housing
development experience in Oregon. This experience
allows us to draw on our knowledge of State and
Federal funding programs as well as comparable
properties we’ve developed and operate.
We plan to use the 4% Low Income Housing Tax
Credit (LIHTC) program which is non-competitive but
only provides about 25% of the needed resources to
develop new apartments. We will also have a private
bank tax exempt mortgage as required to utilize 4%
LIHTCs. Combined, these two resources cover about
50% of the project costs making competitive gap
financing a necessity for feasibility. We plan to apply
through Oregon Housing and Community Services
(OHCS) for Local Innovation Fast Track (LIFT) and the
Multifamily Energy Program (MEP). Additionally, CDP
will request the maximum allowable developer fee
from OHCS which will allow us to make a Deferred
Developer Fee loan to the project to fill the remaining
gap. The Deferred Fee loan acts as a buffer from
LIFT award to construction start, allowing us to loan
in more if needed to keep the financing in balance
since markets will fluctuate on a regular basis. Our
team has used this strategy on many deals to stay
on schedule.
We propose paying the City of Silverton $1.3M for
the land at the closing of the construction loan.
We also propose the City provide SDC credits for
any off-site improvements required by the City to

4
5
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SOURCES & USES
Project Sources
4% LIHTC Equity
Multifamily Energy Program (MEP)
OHCS LIFT
Permanent Bank Loan
Deferred Developer Fee
Total Sources

Amount
$8,161,718
$350,000
$13,614,133
$8,000,000
$1,500,000
$31,625,851

MARKET OVERVIEW
Nestled between Salem and the Cascade Mountains,
the City of Silverton continues to evolve from farming
community to economic and tourism hub featuring a
variety of local attractions. In 2017, Silverton had a
population of 9.76k people with a median age of 37.3
and a median household income of $60,603,. This is
higher than Salem ($54,304), Woodburn ($47,042),
and Marion County as a whole ($53,828). Between
2016 and 2017 the population of Silverton grew from
9,585 to 9,757, a 1.79% increase, and its median
household income grew by 1.17%.

Today, Silverton’s population continues to grow but
the economic growth is not being felt by all. About
17% of Silverton’s households make 50% or less
of the Marion County Median Family Income and
qualify as “very low” or “extremely low income.
In a 2016 Community Survey commissioned by the
City of Silverton, the majority of respondents rated
Silverton as “Excellent” on all surveyed quality-of-life
Project Sources
Amount However, in the same survey most
characteristics.
RISK MITIGATION
4% LIHTC Equity
$8,161,718
respondents
marked the city as “Fair” or “Poor” with
PROPERTY UNIT MIX
On every project undertaken,
CDP
addresses
risk
on
Multifamily Energy Program (MEP)
$350,000
respect to access to affordable quality housing (63%).
OHCS
LIFT % median income PBV $13,614,133
two
safety.
Unitfronts;
Type financial and worker
# of
Units
Unit
ft. see affordable housing as
Residents from
all Sq.
stripes
Bank Loan
$8,000,000
1 bedroom
8 Permanent30%
8
600
an issue$1,500,000
that needs to be tackled, with 52% of the
Financial risk is mitigated Deferred
by working
with known,
Developer
Fee
1 bedroom
30
60%
600
respondents
“Agreeing” or “Strongly Agreeing” that
trusted
and
capable
members
of
our
development
Total
Sources
$31,625,851
2 bedroom
10
30%
10
800
the City should
adopt policies that will create more
team
and by including prudent
contingencies
into
2 bedroom
32
60%
800
Project
Uses
affordable
housing.
our
development proforma.
3 bedroom
8
30%
8
1,100
$1,300,000
3 bedroom
16Land
60%
1,100
Worker
safety
is
enhanced
by
careful
review
of
the
Hard
Costs,
including
5%
contingency
$21,770,946
PROPERTY
UNIT
MIX
Total overall
104
26
safety performance record of
ourCosts,
General
Contractor.
Soft
including
3% contingency
$4,154,905
Our preliminary
unit mix is outlined below. We will
Developer Fee
$4,100,000
As a direct consequence of these
mitigation
practices,
Operating
Reserve
$300,000
seek Project
Based Section 8 vouchers from the
none of our multiple projects
have
failed due to cost
Total
Uses
$31,625,851
Marion County
Housing Authority during their next
PROJECT SCHEDULE
overruns or have experienced any serious injury to
available funding opportunity.
the
members
the workforce.
Completion
ofof
CSA
May 2020
Community Engagement Begins
July 2020
State Funding Application Issued
Jan. MIX
2021
PROPERTY UNIT
State Funding Announcement
June 2021
Unit Type Feb. 2022
# of Units
% median income PBV
Unit Sq. ft.
Construction Begins
1
bedroom
8
30%
8
600
Construction Completion
July 2023
1
bedroom
30
60%
600
Tenants Begin Moving In
July 2023
2 bedroom
10
30%
10
800
2 bedroom
32
60%
800
3 bedroom
8
30%
8
1,100
3 bedroom
16
60%
1,100
Total overall
104
26
Project Uses
Land
$1,300,000
Hard Costs, including 5% contingency $21,770,946
Soft Costs, including 3% contingency
$4,154,905
Developer Fee
$4,100,000
Operating Reserve
$300,000
Total Uses
$31,625,851
SOURCES & USES
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develop this site. Our estimated construction costs
are $21,770,905 including a 5% contingency. Our
estimated sources and uses are included in the table
below.

CAPACITY TO MEET AGENCY/
COMMUNITY GOALS & OBJECTIVES
EXPERIENCE
CDP has a successful history of completing complex
development projects with intricate financing
structures. In fact, we have twice been named as
one of the Top 50 Affordable Housing Developers in
the nation by Affordable Housing Finance magazine.
The capital stack utilized by CDP includes a variety of
sources, including federal LIHTC equity, HOME, Indian
Housing Block Grant, tax exempt bond financing,
FHLB Affordable Housing Program, historic tax
credits, solar tax credits, Housing Trust Fund, and
others.
Since 2012, CDP has completed multiple projects
in Oregon, California, Arizona and Nevada. In total,
31 projects have been completed or are under
development; over half of which are located in
Oregon.

EXPERIENCE MEETING PROJECT &
COMMUNITY OBJECTIVES
All projects undertaken by CDP respond directly to
local priorities overlaid onto CDP’s mission:
“To develop life-enhancing housing
that transcends the fundamental goal of
providing high quality homes by building
innovative and sustainable neighborhoods
with a focus on long-term community
engagement through a human-centered
strategy that fosters the creation of
sustainable planning, development, and
policy solutions to strengthen the social,
economic, environmental, and cultural
health of the regions in which we live and
work.”
Faithful adherence to our mission has secured for
CDP a respected position with communities seeking
to accomplish prescriptive goals in their quest for
increasing the supply of affordable housing. An
example of this is Washington County’s support
for an allocation of bond funding through the $653
million Metro affordable housing bond fund for the
80-unit Tigard Triangle development. This project is
on track of meeting its goal of serving households
with incomes from 30% to 60% AMI, including
formerly homeless veterans.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

CDP’s commitment to diversity, equity and inclusion
helps to guide CDP’s work and the communities where
CDP is investing its human and financial resources to
create housing. CDP’s staff and leadership are both
comprised of over 40% of individuals who identify as
minority, and over 70% of CDP’s staff members are
women.

Back to Agenda
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Another exemplary development is the Rocky Hill
project in Vacaville, CA which provides 11 units
of permanent supportive housing for formerly
homeless veterans combined with 28 units of lowincome veteran family housing. Rocky Hill also
includes solar panels, a community garden, children
play area, local artwork, computer lab, and on-site
offices for property management and case services.
In these examples, and others, CDP was been able to
move forward and complete these projects because
of the company’s record of gaining local support and
reliably achieving community goals.

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020

CERTIFIED PROJECTS
LEED Platinum:
•

Potters Lane, Mid City, CA

Earth Advantage Platinum:
•

Nesika Illahee, Portland, OR (Targeting)

LEED Gold:
•
•
•
•

Rocky Hill Veterans Project, Vacaville, CA
Aqua House, Santa Ana, CA
Zocalo at Tiny Tim, Santa Ana, CA
El Rancho del Sol, Mesa, AZ

CDP often completes alternative sustainability
certifications such as Earth Advantage on projects
in addition to or in place of LEED. We have the
knowledge and partnerships to accomplish our
sustainability goals.

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
When we consider our vision for the Westfield site we
look to projects we’ve completed that are ground up
new construction, similar construction type, similar
density, and utilized funding sources similar to what
we anticipate for Westfield.
On the next page we have highlighted several
Oregon and California-based projects that we feel
are relevant examples of our experience, based on
this criteria.
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NE Prescott is another current Oregon-based
project, and the third project in CDP’s joint ownership
partnership with the Native American Youth and
Family Center (NAYA) that is focused on providing
culturally specific housing options for the local Native
community. The project is supported by $7,500,000 in
Portland Housing Bureau (PBH) Housing Bond funds
and a “$1 for 99-years” land lease. The City’s funds
are being paired with 4% LIHTC and tax-exempt
bonds. Ongoing operating support for the project’s
Public Supportive Housing (PSH) units is provided
by the Joint Office of Homeless Services. The project
exemplifies the City’s goals to realize transit-oriented
and land efficient development. When complete,
the building will be 4-stories comprised of 50 units
with a mix of studios, 1-bedroom, 2-bedroom, and
3-bedroom units.

Back to Agenda

Community
Nesika Illahee will serve to mitigate a rapidly
increasing need for affordable housing within the
Native American population in Portland utilizing
an unprecedented (for an urban, off reservation
development) funding source, Indian Housing Block
Grant
Development

N E S I K A ILLA HE E
LOCATION

Portland, OR

SIZE

59 units / .72 acres

AFFORDABILITY 60% AMI
YEAR

Early 2020

SIMILARITIES
TO WESTFIELD

Similar Financing

Nesika Illahee was awarded the first round of LIFT
funds through OHCS. The project received additional
OHCS funds to close the gap and was able to move
forward once funding was secured by the Siletz Tribe
with Indian Housing Block Grant funds.
Partners
CDP has partnered with NAYA and NARA to provide
resident services, including linkage to supportive
and clinical services, housing supportive services,
education, social services, healthcare, dental and
behavioral healthcare.

Sustainability Certification

Community
Located in the suburban City of Vacaville, CA, Rocky
Hill represents CDP’s commitment to solving the
housing crisis using innovative techniques. Rocky
Hill provides 11 units of permanent supportive
housing for formerly homeless veterans combined
with 28 units of low-income veteran family housing.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

Development

8
9

RO C K Y HIL L
LOCATION

Vacaville, CA

SIZE

39 units / 1.4 acres

Working with the City for over 6 years on the City
owned-site, CDP was able to develop the site for
the City’s preferred target population and leverage
resources from the City of Vacaville, the Housing
Authority, the VA, HCD, Federal home Loan Bank of
SF, the Home Depot Foundation, non-profit investors,
service providers and the LIHTC program along with
private investment.

AFFORDABILITY 15%-60% AMI
YEAR

2019

SIMILARITIES
TO WESTFIELD

Similar Financing

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020

Partners
CDP is proud to partner with Integrity Housing,
Eden/Caminar and Can-B to provide services for this
community.
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The Huntington was designed for seniors earning
50-60% of the area’s median income. Adjacent to
The Lodge, a senior retirement community built by
CDP in 2014, this new complex is a four-acre, 114unit senior congregate care apartment community.
Development

T H E H U N T IN GTO N
LOCATION

Morgan Hill, CA

SIZE

114 units / 4 acres

This project came to fruition after several years of
entitlement work, aided by a patient seller and a
strong market. As with any new build, there were
ample constraints—including entitlement difficulties,
Congregate Care limitations, steep construction
costs, and a shortage of skilled labor—but CDP
was able to push forward and, ultimately, take full
advantage of this rare opportunity to provide a
significantly sized project for Morgan Hill

AFFORDABILITY 50% - 60% AMI
YEAR

2017

SIMILARITIES
TO WESTFIELD

Similar Financing
Similar Site Size

Partners
CDP was proud to partner with EngAGE, Art From the
Ashes and Loaves & Fishes to provide services for
this community.

Similar Construction Type

Community
CDP’s goal for The Lodge from the outset was to
make progress towards meeting the communities
overwhelming need for permanent, affordable
senior housing. More than just a place to live, the
community was designed and built to focus on
holistic health, while also fulfilling CDP’s core focus
of establishing pride of place, building thriving
communities, providing nutritious food, encouraging
engagement through art, and lifelong learning.
Development

T H E LO DGE
LOCATION

Morgan Hill, CA

SIZE

138 units / 5.3 acres

AFFORDABILITY
YEAR
SIMILARITIES
TO WESTFIELD

2014

Similar Site Financing
Similar Construction Type
Similar
Site3-16-2020
Size
Silverton Urban Renewal
Agency

The Lodge went through several iterations before
CDP came into the picture and was able to get the
project over the finish line. Originally conceived as
a market rate community, the developer could not
make the project work. The Seller then provided CDP
with the opportunity to breathe new life into it.
Partners
CDP was proud to partner with Life Steps and Loaves
& Fishes to provide services for this community.
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Community
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QUALIFICATIONS OF DEVELOPMENT TEAM
DEVELOPER

CONTRACTOR

Community Development Partners was formed in
2011 as a mission-driven for-profit organization. To
date in Oregon, we’ve completed projects in Portland,
Salem, Albany and Corvallis, and successfully built
or preserved over 1,600 affordable housing units.

Walsh Construction Co. (WALSH) is a company of
builders—they build relationships, quality and value
on every project. For over 58 years, they have been
constructing mixed-use and affordable housing
projects throughout the Northwest.

CDP serves Oregon, California, Nevada and Arizona
from offices in Portland and Orange County.

WALSH has earned a solid reputation for a thorough
approach to preconstruction as well as high quality,
on time, on budget projects. Their commitment to
the community, an industry-leading quality control
program, and a detailed knowledge of sustainable
construction makes WALSH unique. We maintain
a solid financial position and have conserved our
resources to preserve maximum flexibility with
working capital. We are a Northwest leader in mixeduse and affordable housing.

CDP recently became a certified B Corporation.
Certified B Corps are businesses that meet the highest
standards of verified social and environmental
performance, public transparency, and legal
accountability to balance profit and purpose. B Corps
are accelerating a global culture shift to redefine
success in business and build a more inclusive and
sustainable economy.

ARCHITECT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

Ankrom Moisan (Ankrom) was founded 35 years
ago by two dreamers working out of a tiny home
office. Today, they are regional leaders of integrated
architecture services, with over 300 employees
across three offices. Their housing portfolio includes
more than 40,000 residential units, including 3,000
affordable units, and one of North America’s largest
affordable Passive House developments, Orchards
at Orenco.
Ankrom’s experience spans from education to
affordable housing, healthcare to adaptive re-use.
We understand the need to create healthy and safe
spaces for people to live, work, and play. Our design
team is excited to work side-by-side as your design
partner, building a relationship that, together, will
deliver the quality affordable housing that Silverton
needs and desires.

WALSH is passionate about publicly-funded multifamily housing — we have built over 48,000 units
of affordable housing and have partnered with
over 35 different non-profit housing organizations
throughout the Northwest.
We understand multiple funding structures. Most
of our affordable housing projects have multiple
financing strategies including HUD, Department
of Housing, Housing Authority, State and County
financing, private donations, corporate sponsorships
and grants, among other funding sources. WALSH
has experience with, and is prepared to meet, the
requirements specific to HOME, LIHTC, LIFT and
other types of funding. Our extensive experience
working on projects through LIHTC and other State
and Federal tax credit programs allows our clients to
fully utilize state and federal credits.

10
11
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Eric, CDP’s Chief Executive Officer, is directly involved in every project
undertaken in Oregon. His passion and vision for quality well-integrated
affordable housing pushes our team to perform at the highest level.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
• Nesika Illahee, Portland, OR
• Rocky Hill, Vacaville, CA
• The Huntington, Morgan Hill, CA

ERIC PAINE

• The Lodge, Morgan Hill, CA

Chief Executive Officer

• Fairhaven Gardens, Salem, OR

EDUCATION
BA Economics, Minor in
Accounting, University of
California, Los Angeles
Cert. Light Construction
Development Mgmt,
University of California,
Irvine
CEO of CDP since 2011

Jessica is CDP’s Director of Development and leads our Oregon team’s
efforts across all phases of the development cycle. Jessica is a seasoned
professional dedicated to the creation and preservation of affordable
housing and comes to CDP from REACH Community Development.
Jessica serves as co-chair of the Housing Alliance Development & Land
Use Committee.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
JESSICA
WOODRUFF
Development Director

EDUCATION
BA, University of
Oregon

• Orchards at Orenco I, II & III, Hillsboro, OR (with Walsh Construction and
Ankrom Moisan Architects)*
• Argyle Apartments, Portland, OR (with Walsh Construction)*
• 72 Foster Apartments, Portland, OR*
• Isabella Apartments I & II, Vancouver, WA*
*projects completed prior to joining CDP

Cert. of Completion,
John F. Kennedy
School of Government,
Harvard University,
Executive Education
Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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DE V E LO PE R - CDP

Back to Agenda

D E V E LO P E R - CDP
J. Daniel (Dan) Steffey is an experienced Oregon developer and consultant
with over 25 years leading affordable and special needs housing as well
as mixed use and mixed income developments. His work has included the
production and preservation of well over 3,000 units of housing in multiple
western states. In addition, his work in community development spans
more than 50 years.

DANIEL STEFFEY

Dan’s current focus is on industry-leading projects that create active
senior and intergenerational communities, particularly developments that
incorporate strong social equity and sustainable economic development
components.

Owner’s
Representative

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

EDUCATION

• Bridge Meadows, Portland, OR*

25+ years and
over 3,000 units of
affordable housing
development
experience

• Sunrise Estates, The Dalles, OR*
• Blue Springs Crossing, LaGrande, OR*
• Queen Anne Apartments, Lebanon, OR*
• The Hazelwood Senior Apartments, Portland, OR*
*projects completed prior to joining CDP

A RC H I TE CT - A N KROM M OI SAN
As Principal-in-Charge, Michael will be the main point of contact and
lead Ankrom Moisan’s talented team of professionals. In his 20 years at
Ankrom Moisan, Michael has devoted much of his energy into the pursuit
of advancing affordable housing design. From large Passive House
certified projects to ones that aggressively tackle lowering construction
costs, it’s become a true passion for him.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
MICHAEL BONN
Principal Architect

EDUCATION
University of
Oregon, Bachelor of
Architecture

• Gray’s Landing, Portland, OR
• Orchards at Orenco, Phase I, Hillsboro, OR
• Orchards at Orenco, Phase II, Hillsboro, OR
• Orchards at Orenco, Phase III, Hillsboro, OR
• The Ramona Apartments, Portland, OR
• The Sitka, Portland, OR

Registered Architect in
Oregon

12
13
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Dan joined Walsh Construction Co. in 1990 and over the past 28 years has
successfully managed over $430m worth of CM/GC work with a strong
focus on affordable housing. He directs and coordinates the preconstruction
efforts as well as other major consultants and subcontractors. Dan will
leverage his expertise building over 3,200 units of multi-family housing to
pro-actively manage preconstruction, estimating and value engineering.
His scheduling and project planning skills will ensure a smooth transition
to the construction process.

DAN SNOW

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Senior Project Manager

• The St. Francis Park Apartments, Portland, OR

EDUCATION

• Bud Clark Commons, Portland, OR

BS, Civil Engineering,
University of Cincinnati
34 Years in
Construction

• Humboldt Gardens, Portland, OR
• New Columbia, Portland, OR
• The Yards at Union Station, Portland, OR

28 Years with Walsh

RE F E R E NCE S
1

2

3

4

Paul Lumley,
Executive Director

Matt Knipprath,

Gary Howe

Margaret Salazar,
Director

ORGANIZATION

Native American
Youth and Family
Center (NAYA)

Citi Community
Capital

Aegon USA Realty
Advisors

Oregon Housing and
Community Services
(OHCS)

PHONE

503.288.8177

805.494.1808

443.475.3145

503.986.2005

EMAIL

paull@nayapdx.org

matt.knipprath@citi.
com

gahowe@aegonusa.
com

margaret.salazar@
oregon.gov

RELATIONSHIP

Co-Developer

Lender

LIHTC Equity Investor

State Funder

NAME + TITLE

Co-Owner

Director

Regulatory Agency

Service Partner

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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FINANCIAL CAPACITY
APPENDIX D
DEVELOPER’S STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CAPABILITY
Purpose / Instruction: The following information will be used by the Agency in determining
whether or not the Preferred Proposer has, in the opinion of the Agency, the financial capability to
successfully complete the project for which they have been selected, or are seeking financial
assistance.
NOTE: In accordance with ORS 192.502.33, Agency considers this document to be a public
record. Some of the information in this document may be exempt from disclosure
under ORS 192.410 to 192.505.
If Proposer requests this Statement of Financial Capability form(s) to be held in confidence, the
Proposer should place the completed forms in a separate envelope marked CONFIDENTIAL,
accompanying the Proposal.
1

Name of Proposer: Community Development Partners

2

Address of Proposer: 126 NE Alberta St., Suite 202, Portland, OR 97211

3

September 30 2019, is as reflected on the
The financial condition of the Proposer, as of _____________,
attached financial statement.

Attach to this Appendix an audited financial statement showing the assets and the liabilities,
including contingent liabilities, fully itemized in accordance with accepted accounting standards
and based on a proper audit. If the date of the audited financial statement precedes the date of
this form by more than 6 months, also attach an interim balance sheet not more than 60 days old.
Name and address of auditor or public accountant who performed the audit of attached financial
statement is based.
Name: N/A - unaudited statements

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

Address:

4

If funds for the Development of the land are obtained from sources other than the
Proposer’s own funds, provide a statement of the Proposer’s plan for financing the
acquisition and Development of the land, indicating a proposed source and amount of
equity investment, proposed source of debt financing, and evidence of ability to obtain
financing. Demonstrated ability to raise the entire amount of needed capital for the project
is a key selection criteria.

5

Sources and amount of cash available to the Proposer to meet equity requirements of the
proposed undertaking:

14
15
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Banks:

1) Pacific Premier Bank: 17901 Von Karman Ave. #200, Irvine, CA 92614
2) Wells Fargo: PO Box 6995, Portland, OR 97228-6995
Name and Address of Bank:

Amount: 1) 1,204,960
2) 328,519
By Sale of Readily Salable Assets:
Description:

Market Value:
Mortgages or Liens:

6
Name and Address of Bank and Financial Institution References:
Pacific Premier Bank: Arthur Chang, VP/Credit Manager, 17901 Von Karman Ave #1200, Irvine CA 92614
Wells Fargo Bank: Ronald Fajardo, AVP/Business Relationship Manager, 525 Market Street, 5th Floor,
San Francisco, CA 94105
7

Has the Proposer or the parent corporation, or any subsidiary or affiliated corporation, if
any, or any of the Proposer’s officers or principal members, shareholders, or investors, or
other interested parties been adjudged bankrupt, either voluntary or involuntary, within the
past 10 years?

No.
Yes, provide date, place and under what name.

8. Has the Proposer or anyone referred to in Number 7 above, been indicted for or convicted of any
x
felony within the past ten years? ___No.
__ Yes, provide for each case a date, charge, location, court,
and action taken. Attach any explanation deemed necessary.

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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PRO FORMA EXAMPLES/FINANCIAL PROFILES
Nesika/Holman Pro Forma - Sources of Funds sheet
SOURCES OF FUNDING
Project Name:

Holman 42

Initial
Application

Funding Source
OHCS Programs
4% LIHTC (Equity)
Housing Preservation Funds
Weatherization
Other: OHCS Mental Health and GAHP
Total OHCS Grants & Equity

$147,525
$1,966,092
$8,126,301

NON-OHCS GRANTS (list)
Meyer Memorial Trust
Indian Housing Block Grant

$250,000
$1,700,000

Total NON-OHCS Grants
LOANS (list as applicable)
Permanent Loan (Citi)
OHCS LIFT

Total NON-OHCS Loans

Final
Application

Status

Date:
Anticipated or
Firm
Commitment
Date

10/18/2018

COMMERCIAL
Anticipated or
Firm
Commercial
Commitment
Date

$6,012,684

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,280,716

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$1,950,000

$3,812,000
$2,242,000

$6,054,000

APPLICANT CONTRIBUTIONS (list additional as applicable)
Cash
Deferred Development Fee

Total Applicant Contribution

$1,280,716

OTHER: (list additional as applicable)
Historic Tax Credits
Cash flow During Rehab
Cash flow Completion to Conversion
Total Other Funds

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

TOTAL FUND SOURCES
$17,411,017
(initial) Surplus or Gap
($0)

Other OHCS non-equity sources:
Oregon Affordable Housing Tax Credit (OAHTC)
Construction bridge loan
Predevelopment Loan

$0

$0

(Note: Total Fund Sources must
match "Total Project Cost" from
Uses of Funding page.)

$0

(loan amount from OAHTC worksheet)
(enter loan amount)
(loan amount)

Other Non-OHCS sources:
Other
Other

Sources

12/3/2019

16
17
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Holman 42

Residential Common Areas:
Commercial/other
Total Residential Square Footage:

Total
59
38,515
0
0
38,515

Total Square Footage:

38,515

Number of Units:
Residential Unit Square Footage:

selected on
Summary page:

COSTS:
Acquisition Costs
Land
Improvements
Liens and Other Taxes
Closing/Recording
Extension Fees
Other (list below):
Pre-Development Loan Costs
Utilities
Acquisition Costs Subtotal:
Construction Costs
Off-site Work
On-site Work
Hazardous Materials Abatement
Demolition
Residential Building
Commercial Space/Building
Common Use Facilities
FF&E (Common Area Furnishings)
Internet Wiring & Equipment
Landscaping
Elevator
Laundry Facilities
Storage/Garages
Builder's Risk Insurance
Performance Bond
3rd Party Const. Management
Contingency
General Conditions
Contractor Overhead
Contractor Liability Insurance
Contractor Performance Bond
Contractor Profit
Other (list below):

Initial
Application
Total Costs
(comm & res)

Affordable
59
38,515

Market
0
0

38,515

0

Construction Costs Subtotal:
Development Costs
Land Use Approvals
Building Permits/Fees
System Development Charges
Market Study
Environmental Report
Lead Based Paint Report
Asbestos Report
Pest & Dry Rot Report
Soils Report (Geotechnical)
Survey
Capital Needs Assessment
Marketing/Advertising
Insurance
OHCS Reconveyance Charge
OHCS Doc Prep Charge
OHCS Const. Inspection
OHCS Constr. Analyst
Other (list below):
LIWP Consultant
Arborist Consultant
General Fees
Architectural
SPD Architectural Review Fee
Engineering
Legal/Accounting
Cost Certification
Appraisals
Special Inspections/Testing
Developer Fee
Consultant Fee
Rate Lock Fee
Other (list below):
FF&E Consultant

Construction Loan Costs/Fees
Lender Inspection Fees
Lender Title Insurance
Lender Legal Fees
Loan Fees
Loan Closing Fees
Property Taxes (Constr Period)
Insurance

(where applicable)

add more project sites by unhiding
columns I-L
RESIDENTIAL

Commercial

Cost per
Unit

A site

$1,500,000
$0
$0
$10,000
$0

$25,424
$169
-

$1,500,000

$100,000
$7,500
$0

$100,000
$7,500
$0

$1,695
$127
-

$100,000
$7,500

$1,617,500

$27,415

$1,617,500

$385,078
$752,912
$0
$100,000
$7,588,424
$0
$0
$200,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$97,773
$0
$0
$488,866
$639,500
$205,698
$107,992
$107,992
$205,698

$6,527
$12,761
$1,695
$128,617
$3,390
$1,657
$8,286
$10,839
$3,486
$1,830
$1,830
$3,486

$385,078
$752,912

$0

$385,078
$752,912
$0
$100,000
$7,588,424
$0
$0
$200,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$97,773
$0
$0
$488,866
$639,500
$205,698
$107,992
$107,992
$205,698

Holman 42
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$10,879,933

$0

$10,879,933

$50,000
$250,000
$0
$10,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$0
$17,500
$15,000
$0
$7,500
$2,500
$0
$0
$0
$0

$50,000
$250,000
$0
$10,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$0
$17,500
$15,000
$0
$7,500
$2,500
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,000
$1,500
$0

$5,000
$1,500
$0

$574,000
$0
$181,585
$125,000
$15,000
$15,000
$25,000
$2,158,555
$0
$0

$574,000
$0
$181,585
$125,000
$15,000
$15,000
$25,000
$2,158,555
$0
$0

$9,000
$0
$0

$9,000
$0
$0

$18,000
$0
$25,000
$97,095
$100,600
$10,000
$0

$18,000
$0
$25,000
$97,095
$100,600
$10,000
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%

-

12/3/2019 $0
$0
$0

-

-

$0

-100.0%

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$100,000
$7,588,424
$200,000

$97,773
$488,866
$639,500
$205,698
$107,992
$107,992
$205,698

$100,000
$7,500
$0
$0

$10,000
$15,000

$17,500
$15,000
$7,500
$2,500

$181,585
$125,000
$15,000
$15,000
$25,000
$2,158,555

$0

$117,500
$385,078
$752,912
$0
$100,000
$7,588,424
n/a
$0
$200,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$97,773
$0
$0
$488,866
$639,500
$205,698
$107,992
$107,992
$205,698

Date:

$0

Total Estimated
Eligible Basis

B site

n/a *Never allowed in basis
$0
$0
$10,000
$0

USES OF FUNDS

-

$0

$0

$50,000
$250,000
$0 List only portion not covered by waivers
$10,000
$15,000
$0
$0
$0
$17,500
$15,000
$0
n/a *Never allowed in basis
$2,500
$0
$0
$0
$0
$5,000
$1,500
$0
$574,000
$0
$181,585
$125,000 *Legal fees associated with syndication generally
$15,000
$15,000
$25,000
$2,158,555
$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

$9,000
$0
$0

$305
$424
$1,646
$1,705
$169
-

$18,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$18,000
$0
$25,000
$97,095
$100,600
$10,000
$0

Bond Issuance Fees
Negative Arbitrage
Bond Counsel
Trustee Acceptance Fee
Annual Trustee Fee to Stabilization
OHCS Bond Application Charge
OHCS Bond Issuance Charge
OHCS Financial Advisor
TEFRA Notice
Bond Underwriter
Bond Cost Certification
Other (list below):

$0
$50,000
$7,500
$4,500
$1,500
$145,300
$5,500
$500
$65,000
$7,500

$0
$50,000
$7,500
$4,500
$1,500
$145,300
$5,500
$500
$65,000
$7,500

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Interest
Construction Period
Construction Bridge Loan
Other (list below):

$300,541
$0

$300,541
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$245,000
$0

$245,000
$0

USES OF FUNDS

$2,975
$78,434
$2,500
$50,000
$15,000
$50,000

$847
$127
$76
$25
$2,463
$93
$8
$1,102
$127

$50,000
$7,500
$4,500
$1,500
$145,300
$5,500
$500
$65,000
$7,500

$5,094
-

$300,541

$4,153
Holman 42

$245,000

-

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%

-

$0
$2,975
$78,434
$2,500
n/a *Never allowed in basis
$15,000
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%

-

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

$0
$0
$0

-

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

$300,541
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0

-

-

$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

$144,000

-

$245,000
n/a *Never allowed in basis
10/18/2018

$0
$0

-

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
$0

$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0
$0
$0
$0

Development Costs Subtotal:

$4,913,585

$0

$4,913,585

$83,281

$4,913,585

$0

$0

-100.0%

-

$0

$0

$4,364,785

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$17,411,018

$0

$17,411,018

$295,102

$17,411,018

$0

$0

-100.0%

-

$0

$0

$15,362,218

Surplus or Gap (initial)
Surplus or Gap (final)

*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis

$0
$0

Date:

12/3/2019

10/18/2018

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

USES OF FUNDS

$2,441
-

Date:

12/3/2019

$10,000

*OK in basis even if a coin-op
*Can't be in basis if there is any charge for use…

$10,879,933

$0
$0
$0

-

*Never allowed in basis
*Can't be in basis if there is any charge for use…

$0
$0
$0

$9,000

$25,000
$97,095
$100,600
$10,000

*Some off site costs can be included in basis

10/18/2018

$153
-

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

-

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$50
$1,329
$42
$847
$254
$847

$144,000
$0

$0

$0

$574,000

$0
$2,975
$78,434
$2,500
$50,000
$15,000
$50,000

$144,000
$0

-

-

$0
$2,975
$78,434
$2,500
$50,000
$15,000
$50,000

Reserves/Cash Accounts
Operating Reserve
Deposit to Replacement Reserves
Other (list below):

-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-100.0%
-100.0%
-

$169
-

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$10,000

$0
$0
$0

$10,000
$0

$0
$0

-

$5,000
$1,500

$10,000
$0

Lease Up
Tenant Relocation

-100.0%
-100.0%
-

$85
$25
-

Permanent Loan Fees
Perm. Loan Fee
Perm. Loan Closing Fees

Uses ofLease
FundsUp / Tenant Relocation

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$50,000
$250,000

Holman 42

Project Name:

A site

$847
$4,237
$169
$254
$297
$254
$127
$42
-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Development Contingency
Development Contingency
Contingency Escrow Account (3%)

Cost per
Unit

$10,879,933

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

OHCS Recipient Charge
Tax Credit Syndication Costs
Tax Credit Cost Certification
Tax Credit Legal/Advisor Fee
Other (list below):

% Diff
(B/A)

$184,406

Bridge Loan Fees
Bridge Loan Legal
Bridge Loan Trustee
Bridge Loan Underwriting
Bridge Loan Fee
Bridge Loan Closing Fees

OHCS Tax Credit Application Charge
OHCS Tax Credit Reservation Charge

select project site
(B)
Final

B site

-

$9,729
$3,078
$2,119
$254
$254
$424
$36,586
-

add more project sites by unhiding
columns I-L

For LIHTC
Applicants ONLY

Final costs

$1,500,000
$0
$0
$10,000
$0

$1,617,500

--

add more project sites by unhiding
columns R-U

select project site
(A)
Initial

10/18/2018

IRS Set-aside

Initial costs

Project Name:
Uses of Funds

Tax Credit Fees
Tax Credit Fee

Date:
Acq/Rehab

COMMERCIAL

Project Name:
Uses of Funds

USES OF FUNDS

Nesika/Holman Pro Forma - Uses of Funds sheet

Project Name:

($0)
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Tigard Triangle Pro Forma - Sources of Funds sheet
SOURCES OF FUNDING
Project Name:

Tigard

Initial
Application

Funding Source
OHCS Programs
4% LIHTC (Equity)
Housing Preservation Funds
Weatherization
Other:
Total OHCS Grants & Equity

Final
Application

Date:

Status

Anticipated or
Firm
Commitment
Date

9/16/2019

COMMERCIAL
Anticipated or
Firm
Commercial
Commitment
Date

$12,104,671
$270,373
$12,375,044

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

NON-OHCS GRANTS (list)

Total NON-OHCS Grants
LOANS (list as applicable)
Permanent Loan (write bank name)

Total NON-OHCS Loans

$7,700,000

$7,700,000

APPLICANT CONTRIBUTIONS (list additional as applicable)
Cash
Deferred Development Fee

Total Applicant Contribution
OTHER: (list additional as applicable)
Historic Tax Credits
Cash flow During Rehab
Metro Bonds
Total Other Funds

$1,167,529

$1,167,529

$11,440,000
$11,440,000

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS

TOTAL FUND SOURCES
$32,682,573
(initial) Surplus or Gap
($0)
Other OHCS non-equity sources:
Oregon Affordable Housing Tax Credit (OAHTC)
Construction bridge loan
Predevelopment Loan

$0

$0

(Note: Total Fund Sources must
match "Total Project Cost" from
Uses of Funding page.)

$0

(loan amount from OAHTC worksheet)
(enter loan amount)
(loan amount)

Other Non-OHCS sources:
Other
Other

Sources

12/3/2019

20
21

Silverton Urban Renewal Agency 3-16-2020
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Number of Units:
Residential Unit Square Footage:
Residential Common Areas:
Commercial/other
Total Residential Square Footage:
Total Square Footage:

Total
81

Affordable
81

Market
0

62,800

62,800
21,260

0

84,060

0

21,260
0
84,060

Acquisition Costs
Land
Improvements
Liens and Other Taxes
Closing/Recording
Extension Fees
Other (list below):

Acquisition Costs Subtotal:
Construction Costs
Off-site Work
On-site Work
Hazardous Materials Abatement
Demolition
Residential Building
Commercial Space/Building
Common Use Facilities
FF&E (Common Area Furnishings)
Internet Wiring & Equipment
Landscaping
Elevator
Laundry Facilities
Storage/Garages
Builder's Risk Insurance
Performance Bond
3rd Party Const. Management
Contingency
General Conditions
Contractor Overhead
Contractor Liability Insurance
Contractor Performance Bond
Contractor Profit
Other (list below):
Home disposal

Construction Costs Subtotal:
Development Costs
Land Use Approvals
Building Permits/Fees
System Development Charges
Market Study
Environmental Report
Lead Based Paint Report
Asbestos Report
Pest & Dry Rot Report

(comm & res)

Initial costs
(where applicable)

Commercial

$1,399,472
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,399,472
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$1,399,472

$0

A site

$17,277
-

$1,399,472

$515,680
$1,236,089
$0
$0
$16,545,710
$0
$0
$275,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$125,000
$125,586
$0
$1,032,972
$1,059,011
$909,755
$267,607
$0
$0

$515,680
$1,236,089
$0
$0
$16,545,710
$0
$0
$275,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$125,000
$125,586
$0
$1,032,972
$1,059,011
$909,755
$267,607
$0
$0

$6,366
$15,260
$204,268
$3,395
$1,543
$1,550
$12,753
$13,074
$11,232
$3,304
-

$515,680
$1,236,089

$25,000
$0
$0

$25,000
$0
$0

$22,117,410

$0

$0
$250,000
$800,000
$0
$15,000
$0
$0
$0

$22,117,410
$0
$250,000
$800,000
$0
$15,000
$0
$0
$0

B site

$17,277

$275,000

$125,000
$125,586
$1,032,972
$1,059,011
$909,755
$267,607

$25,000

$273,054

$22,117,410

$3,086
$9,877
$185
-

$0

$16,545,710

$309
-

$0

$250,000
$800,000
$15,000

% Diff
(B/A)

Cost per
Unit

A site

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0

-100.0%

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

$0

-100.0%

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0

$0

$1,236,089
$0
$0
$16,545,710
n/a
$0
$275,000
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$125,000
$125,586
$0
$1,032,972
$1,059,011
$909,755
$267,607
$0
$0

$0

$0

*Some off site costs can be included in basis

*Never allowed in basis
*Can't be in basis if there is any charge for use…

*OK in basis even if a coin-op
*Can't be in basis if there is any charge for use…

$21,576,730
$0
$250,000
$800,000 List only portion not covered by waivers
$0
$15,000
$0
$0
$0

Date:

9/16/2019

$25,000
$10,000
$0
$0
$50,000
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$880,000
$0
$0
$100,000
$20,000
$15,000
$50,000
$4,200,000
$0
$0

$880,000
$0
$0
$100,000
$20,000
$15,000
$50,000
$4,200,000
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$24,000
$50,000
$65,000
$162,000
$25,000
$33,183
$0

$24,000
$50,000
$65,000
$162,000
$25,000
$33,183
$0

Bridge Loan Fees
Bridge Loan Legal
Bridge Loan Trustee
Bridge Loan Underwriting
Bridge Loan Fee
Bridge Loan Closing Fees

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Permanent Loan Fees
Perm. Loan Fee
Perm. Loan Closing Fees

$10,000
$7,500

$10,000
$7,500

$123
$93

$10,000
$7,500

$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%

-

$0
$5,000
$143,530
$4,500
$25,000
$15,000
$20,000

$0
$5,000
$143,530
$4,500
$25,000
$15,000
$20,000

$62
$1,772
$56
$309
$185
$247

$5,000
$143,530
$4,500
$25,000
$15,000
$20,000

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%

-

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

-

-

$0
$65,000
$10,000

$0
$65,000
$10,000

$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%

-

12/3/2019 $0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-100.0%
-

-

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

$0
$0
$0

-

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%

-

$368,568
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0

-

-

Capital Needs Assessment
Marketing/Advertising
Insurance
OHCS Reconveyance Charge
OHCS Doc Prep Charge
OHCS Const. Inspection
OHCS Constr. Analyst
Other (list below):

General Fees
Architectural
SPD Architectural Review Fee
Engineering
Legal/Accounting
Cost Certification
Appraisals
Special Inspections/Testing
Developer Fee
Consultant Fee
Rate Lock Fee
Other (list below):

Construction Loan Costs/Fees
Lender Inspection Fees
Lender Title Insurance
Lender Legal Fees
Loan Fees
Loan Closing Fees
Property Taxes (Constr Period)
Insurance

Tax Credit Fees
Tax Credit Fee

OHCS Tax Credit Application Charge
OHCS Tax Credit Reservation Charge

OHCS Recipient Charge
Tax Credit Syndication Costs
Tax Credit Cost Certification
Tax Credit Legal/Advisor Fee
Other (list below):

Bond Issuance Fees
Negative Arbitrage
Bond Counsel
Trustee Acceptance Fee

Project Name:
Uses ofAnnual
FundsTrustee Fee to Stabilization

$25,000
$10,000
$0

$0

$25,000
$10,000
$0
$0
$50,000
$0
$0
$0
$0

Uses ofSurvey
Funds

$309
$123
$617
-

Total Estimated
Eligible Basis

B site

n/a *Never allowed in basis

USES OF FUNDS

Tigard

add more project sites by unhiding
columns I-L

select project site
(B)
Final

$1,399,472

$1,399,472

Project Name:
Soils Report (Geotechnical)

Cost per
Unit

For LIHTC
Applicants ONLY

Final costs

select project site
(A)
Initial

40 / 60

add more project sites by unhiding
columns R-U

add more project sites by unhiding
columns I-L
RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL

9/16/2019
--

IRS Set-aside

84,060

Initial
Application
Total Costs

Date:
Acq/Rehab

selected on
Summary page:

COSTS:

USES OF FUNDS

Tigard

12/3/2019 $0

$50,000

$10,864
$1,235
$247
$185
$617
$51,852
-

$880,000
$100,000
$20,000
$15,000
$50,000
$4,200,000

$296
$617
$802
$2,000
$309
$410
-

$24,000
$50,000
$65,000
$162,000
$25,000
$33,183

-

-

$802
$123

$65,000
$10,000

$25,000
$10,000
$0
n/a *Never allowed in basis
$50,000
$0
$0
$0
$0

$880,000
$0
$0
$50,000 *Legal fees associated with syndication generally
$20,000
$15,000
$50,000
$4,200,000
$0
$0

$24,000
$50,000
$65,000
$162,000
$25,000
$33,183
$0

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

USES OF FUNDS

Tigard

Date:

$5,500
$5,500
$181,000
$2,000
$500
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

$368,568
$643,030

$368,568
$643,030

$0
$0

$0
$0

Development Contingency
Development Contingency
Contingency Escrow Account (3%)

$260,539
$0

$260,539
$0

$3,217
-

$260,539

$0
$0

-100.0%
-

-

$260,539
n/a *Never allowed in basis

Lease Up / Tenant Relocation
Lease Up
Tenant Relocation

$96,146
$80,000

$96,146
$80,000

$1,187
$988

$96,146
$80,000

$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
$80,000

$294,903
$148,292

$294,903
$148,292

$3,641
$1,831

$294,903
$148,292

$0
$0

-100.0%
-100.0%

-

n/a *Never allowed in basis
n/a *Never allowed in basis

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

-

-

Interest
Construction Period
Construction Bridge Loan
Other (list below):

Reserves/Cash Accounts
Operating Reserve
Deposit to Replacement Reserves
Other (list below):

$5,500
$5,500
$181,000
$2,000
$500

9/16/2019

$5,500
$5,500
$181,000
$2,000
$500
$0
$0

OHCS Bond Application Charge
OHCS Bond Issuance Charge
OHCS Financial Advisor
TEFRA Notice
Bond Underwriter
Bond Cost Certification
Other (list below):

$68
$68
$2,235
$25
$6
-

$4,550
$7,939

$368,568
$643,030

-

-

Development Costs Subtotal:

$9,165,691

$0

$9,165,691

$113,157

$9,165,691

$0

$0

-100.0%

-

$0

$0

$7,433,290

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$32,682,573

$0

$32,682,573

$403,489

$32,682,573

$0

$0

-100.0%

-

$0

$0

$29,010,020

Surplus or Gap (initial)
Surplus or Gap (final)

Tigard Triangle Pro Forma - Uses of Funds sheet

Project Name:

*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis
*Never allowed in basis

($0)
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APPENDIX A
Proposer INFORMATION FORM Please complete the following information.
Signature of Authorized Representative of Proposer’s Firm:
Print Name: Eric Paine
Signed:
Date: Eric Paine
Position Title: Chief Executive Officer
State of Residence: Oregon
Federal Tax ID: 45-4074364
Proposer's Name and Address:
Name: Community Development Partners
Address: 126 NE Alberta Street, Suite 202
City: Portland
State: Oregon
Zip: 97211
Telephone: 971-533-7466
FAX:

Page 28 of 41
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APPENDIX F
Corporation
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENT DEVELOPER STATUS

Community Development Partners
The undersigned, doing business as _______________________________________,
employs no
person other than corporate officers for the performance of any work, including clerical and
administrative tasks. All work to be done for the Urban Renewal Agency of the City of Silverton,
Oregon will be performed by the corporate officers of the corporation, or by subcontractors who will
be required to obtain Workers' Compensation coverage as insured or self-insured employers unless
such subcontractors file with the Urban Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton a joint declaration,
signed by an officer of the corporation as well, affirming their independent developer status and the
fact that they employ no employees subject to the provisions of ORS Chapter 656.

Community Development Partners
_________________________________________
is an independent developer of the Urban
Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton, and the corporate officers thereof recognize that we are
not entitled to and waive all claim under any Workers' Compensation coverage afforded by the Urban
Renewal Agency for the City of Silverton to its employees as an insured or self-insured employer.

(Name of Corporation)

Community Development Partners
BY: _____________________________________
(Please Print or Type)
SIGNATURE: _____________________________
TITLE: ___________________________________
CEO

11/22/19
DATE: ___________________________________
Page 39 of 41
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Habitat for Humanity’s vision is a world where everyone can afford a decent place to live.
North Willamette Valley Habitat for Humanity has been focused on building affordable housing since we
were founded in 1986, and has since put nearly 50 families into permanent affordable housing. Our
current mortgage payment for our homes starts at $445 for a 2 bedroom 0 lot line townhome to $945
for a 4 bedroom (taxes included).
Our homeowners are building wealth while contributing to their communities, state and county.
Transitioning families from a rental to homeownership frees up rental units to those that are between
40-70% AMI.
North Willamette Valley Habitat for Humanity is excited for the opportunity to work with Community
Development Partners (CDP) throughout the process of visioning, acquiring, and developing the 8 Acre
Site. We intend to develop 1.5 acres through the model of habitat homeownership, with heavy
involvement from our partner families, volunteers, and community groups. We would build 16 cottage
clusters units ranging from 400sqft studios to 800sqft 2 bedroom homes, focused on Seniors, Adults
living alone or in partnership, and first time homebuyers. In addition, we would build 9 larger, 0 lot line
townhomes for families with children. 3 units would be reserved for Veterans, and the remaining 22
would be available to area residents based on need, willingness to partner, and ability manage an
affordable payment. All units would be provided on land lease, ensuring long-term affordability
throughout changes of ownership.

Kari Johnsen
Executive Director
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Thank you for your consideration.
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Proposal

for Community

Responsive

Affordable

Housing
Submitted
Urban

to:

Renewal

306 South

Agency

Water

By: Farmworker
Corporation,
WESTFIELD
December

Street,

Housing
in response

of the

City of Silverton

Silverton

Oregon

Development
to the

SITE ACQUISITION

SFP.

5, 2019

FHDC
A Haami is Just

the

Beginning

I
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Part 1 I ProjectApproach
INTRODUCTION
Farmworker

Housing

proposal

for housing

Silverton.

While

FHDC

Development

Corporation

(FHDC)

for

and

adults

seniors

initially

formed

now serves a breadth

complexes

serving

of mid-Willamette

not only farmworkers,

households.

The Westfield

site is an ideal property

to create the highest

Silverton

community's

team, including

quality

housing

Consultant:

Construction
General

Pinnacle

Property

Manager:

The members

Westfield

Part

Management

Architect:

i.A:

Development

Center

Nelson

Construction

Evolve

We thank

Program

*

Conform

*

Provide

housing.

effectively

In

to the

development

CPM,

LLC

,

Management

development

and

for your review

and

Narrative

Design

Workforce

team have collaborated

you in advance

Development

on the development

of

and consideration.

NEEDS

of the City of Silverton

to the design
affordable

and

(HDC)

Capital

As described in Section 3 of the Westfield Site Acquisition
Agency

qualified

housing

Architecture

AGENCY AND COMMUNITY

Renewal

families,

adult workforce

a highly

families,

FHDC

Consultant:

LMC

of the FHDC

site.

site in

in ten affordable

and respond

this

partners:

Housing

Contractor:

development

to submit

farmworker

workforce

andyoung

has assembled

Developer and Owner/Operator:
Finance

families

but also seniors,

for senior

needs, FHDC

the following

Valley

excited

on the Westfield

to serve the needs of Oregon's

special-needs

order

young

is truly

standards

housing

is seeking

in the Silverton

that will

SFP (the SFP), the Urban

a development
Development

serve a mix of seniors

that will
Code

and young

adults

earning

a range of incomes up to 5o% to 6o% of the area median
*

Include

market-rate

FHDC Development

units

that will increase

Team Response to Westfield

the tax base
SFP
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*

Offer

a competitive

*

Serve

as a model

*

Include

spaces,

criteria,

development
described

Westfield

site.

Located

uses, the Westfield
both

several

center
other

Frost
with

shops,

Center,

The site offers
interfaces

with

result

of Silverton

situated
adults.

a Safeway

The Senior

from

opportunity

that

to the needs

of

Dollar

Services,

to create

a housing

spaces

of the

and commercial
development

Community

Skate

eastern

Tree store,

the shopping

the

a housing

site's

is located

incorporates

of residential

Center,

surroundthe

a community-

opportunities

a mix

Health

the public

proposes

in a project

with

and services

Community

team

of the unique

supermarket,

Across

and enhances

to Silverton

and beneficial

to accommodate

School

restaurants,

a unique

will

section

Elementary

Silverton

development

advantage

Street.

acts as a Gateway

are responsive

and take

and young

the site on Westfield
Medical

that

site is ideally

and Robert

shopping

process

active

seniors

that

that

stakeholders

the FHDC

above

in a vibrant,

sering

development

and community

elements

Park,

of innovative

on the above

responsive

for the property

uses and amenities

area residents
Based

price

just

edge. Alarge

Postal

a half-mile

center

Connection,

and

to the north

of

lie the Legacy

and an urgent

border

Silverton

care facility.

development

at the eastern

and Dog

that

directly

of the property.
i,

The features
preliminary

surrounding
concept

the property

addresses,

A service

rich

*

Plentiful

and convenient

*

Public

A NEED FOR AFFORDABLE
Beyond

environment

a need

for senior
amenities

for the enjoyment

opportunities

that

FHDC's

residents

for both

young

of residents

adults

and the entire

and seniors
community

WORKFORCE AND SENIOR HOUSING

the need for affordable

confirms

to several

namely:

*

spaces

speak

for affordable

housing
housing

stated
options

in the SFP, census
for seniors

data for Silverton

and the young

also

adult

workforce.

Based on available census data (American Community Survey 2017 five-year estimates
for the City of Silverton and/or census tract io5.o3),

*

The average household size in the region is 2.74 people
Approximately i5% of the people in Silverton are young adults, ages 20 to 34

*

Approximately

20%

*

Approximately

65% of households in the region do not have children

*

FHDC Development

of the people

Team Response

to Westfield

in Silverton

are seniors

over the age of 62

SFP
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3o% of low-income households in Silverton are severely cost burdened

*

(paying
In terms

more than half of their

income

on rent)

of income:

Roughly 3o% of households have incomes at or below $35,ooo, which is
about 55% of the area median income for a family of three

*

Roughly 15% earn between $35,ooo and $5o,ooo, or about 55% to 8o% of the

*

area median

income

for a family

of three

Roughly 55% of households earn more than $5o,ooo, which is about 8o% of

*

the area median
The need for affordable
people

mqnthly

housing

on the waiting

Authority.

for a family

in Silverton

list for housing

of three
is further

assistance

from

supported

by the number

the Marion

County

Currently, there are a total of 2,550 households on the waiting

choice vouchers,

demonstrating

county.

In addition,

adults

in and around

affordable

income

a strong

the nonprofit

housing

demand

Integrated

Supports

Salem, has an average
at any given

for affordable

housing

for Living,

of 6o seniors

on their

which
waiting

of

Housing

list for housing
throughout

the

serves elderly
list for

time.

tNlTlAL COMMUNITYFEEDBACK
In line with

the FHDC

development,

FHDC

gather

insights

development

team's

and HDC reached

on community

community-based

out to the following

approach
community

to housing
stakeholders

to

needs:

*

Oregon

Gardens

*

Silverton

*

Robert

*

Safeway

*

Legacy

*

A longtime

*

A local real estate agent

*

Integrated

Senior
Frost

Center

Grade School

Supermarket
Silverton

Medical

Silverton

Supports

Center

resident

for Living,

a nonprofit

serving

Salem and the surrounding

area

The insights

gathered

so far from

issues that will be explored
development

further

these quick
during

conversations

the community

highlight
outreach

the following
phase of the

process:

FHDC Development

Team Response to Westfield

SFP
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*

A strong

desire

*

A desire

to maintain

*

A desire

to meet

afford

for transparency

in the selection

the character

the needs

and "soul"

of a commuter

of the housing

developer

of the Silverton

workforce;

community

many

e,mployees

can't

to live in Silverton

A desire to meets the needs of young adults, age 20 to 3o, who are still living with

*

their

parents

rents

in Silverton

Tension

@

or must

between

maintain

to multiple

the desire

the low-density

Community

*

resort

interest

for more

affordable

residential

in quality

roommates,

as they

rental

are unable

housing

to afford

and the desire

to

scale of the neighborhood

affordable

housing

for Silverton's

aging

population

PROJECT CONCEPT
A Community-Driven
project

concept

outlined

thus

far is based

in more

process

detail

is essential

responsive

in Section

Silverton

on the information
team

by community

OptionA:

B, below,

Needs

described

more

We want

team's

and Objectives
above.

robust

community

to create

a project

However,

as

input
that

is truly

garnered

concepts

to date,

the FHDC

for consideration

by the Agency

and

stakeholders.

Density

Scaled

to Commumtg

ofPublic

Space

(See

OptionA

site

attached
density

demonstrated

a much

we have

two project

Enhancement

A higher

and Agency
outreach

process.

development

community.

and insights

has created

The FHDC

community

to our development

to the wider

development

Process.

on the Community

in the SFP and on the initial

explained

Based

Development

option

with

and

Innovative

plan)

an increased

need for affordable

Need

housing

This concept envisions a configuration

number

of housing

for seniors

units

and young

in response

adults

to the

in Silverton.

of 2 and 3 story buildings that contain go one-

bedroom units and 3o two-bedroom units, for a total of 120 units for seniors and young
adults.
them
portion

The concept incorporates i84 parking spaces to meet city code, and locates

behind

the residential

of the site, where

FHDC Development

buildings
the project

Team Response

to preserve
connects

to Westfield

a park-like

setting

to the Dog and Skate

along

the eastern

Park.

SFP
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The site layout

aims

the Dog and Skate
A walking

*

offer

*

to connect
Park.

path

seniors

The ample

that

connects

to enjoy

An outdoor

plaza

where

and enjoy

organization

spaces

opportunity

recreation

available

for all to use

business

space for bocce

A community

garden

for residents

@

Multiple

ponds

for peace

park

Mixed

of new buildings

[7se Commereia7

Based

on feedback
team

business

would

*

that

residents.
will

of the

and dog park

provided
with

services

users

by local

a social

enterprise

and job training

and lawn

bowling,

that

will

be

members

reflection

away from

the socially

active

in the neighborhood

community

stakeholders

wall also explore
complement

Some

initial

and a thorough

incorporating

space

the development

concepts

we will

study,

the

on the site for a commercial

by serving

explore

market

during

both

the senior

our community

and young
input

be:

A Wellness

Center

offering

medicine,

acupuncture

An Elder

Care Business

wish
*

that

Space

from

development

*

all members

park

spaces

impact

phase

and existing

members,

and community

and quiet

include:

the new development

to engage

ball courts

concept

Preservation and/or enhancement of outdoor green space to lower the visual

*

adult

center

goodies,

incubation

space surrounding

in this

and allows

center

for FHDC

*

duck

senior

alongside

or other

outdoor

envisioned

space,

senior

a cup of coffee

Outdoor

spaces

way to exercise

residents,

to support

the existing

the open

the public

entrepreneurs-an

@

outdoor

a safe, enjoyable

community

can relax

to and enhance

to "age

in place"

A Cafe/Marketplace
grocery

fitness

providing
in their

classes

for all ages, physical

in-home

apartment

assistance

therapy,

to our senior

wholistic

residents

who

housing

featuring heathy prepared foods, juices, produce, and basic

items

FHDC Development

Team Response

to Westfield

SFP
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Option

B: Neighborhood-Scaled

(See

attached

In response
character

and soul

two-story

a total

bedrooms

This

as Option

to reduce

provides

we have

heard

neighborhood,

Open

regarding
Option

for seniors

and young

maintains

the same

6o one-bedroom

the parking

buildings

option

option

A, with

incorporates

residential

feedback

of 8o units

andAmple

Spaces

plan)

of the existing

buildings.

concept

B site

to the initial

incorporates

This

Option

Densih)

units

requirement
the visual

all the same outdoor

to maintain

B is a less-dense

adults
ratio

and reduces

again

that

the height

of one-bedrooms

spaces,

the

site plan

and 20 two-bedroom

of 120

impact

the desire

to

and twounits.

located

The

behind

the

of the parking.

amenities

as the higher

density

option,

however at a smaller scale. Roughly 3o% of the outdoor space, including community
garden space, one duck pond, and 5o% reduction in outdoor recreation space. The
reduced

scale of the outdoor

development:

there

cross the creek,
maintaining
However,

and with

outdoor

fewer

to allow

Option

B could

above

in Option

for future

is less income

outdoor

and elevated
to support

amenities

allows

use of the housing

of the site. The undeveloped

development,

constraints

of a smaller
walkways

to

the expense

of

amenities.

for the exclusive

borders

of the financial

for the bridges

there

and outdoor

also incorporate

FHDC Development

units,

scale of the planned
spaces

the southwestern

designed

be less funding

the landscaping
the reduced

unplanned
along

would

space is reflective

if desired,

the mixed-use

along

commercial

for more

development
portion

that

residents

of the site is

southwestern

space concepts

border.
described

A.

Team Response to Westfield
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Karen Garst
Kyle Palmer; Jason Freilinger; Dana Smith; Matt Plummer; Laurie Carter; Jim Sears; Crystal Neideigh; Christy
Wurster; Jason Gottgetreu
Westfield Site
Wednesday, February 12, 2020 12:36:08 PM

**** This email is from an EXTERNAL sender. Exercise caution when opening attachments or click links from
unknown senders or unexpected email. ****
Dear City Council and Staff,
First, thank you to all the members of the City Council. You serve our
city without compensation and spend a great deal of time at it. We
appreciate all you do.
As you can probably surmise, I was disappointed with the position you
took to concur with the Planning Commission on its action not to approve
R-10 zoning for the Westfield Site.
I appreciate your concern about working with the Planning Commission
versus reversing their decision. However, I think this came about
because of a fault in the process used to consider this issue.
Affordable housing is a hot button for many in this city. Many do not
want more apartments built (especially three story ones) and they like
low-income housing even less. However, it is important to represent the
needs of all Silvertonians and many will never be able to afford to live
in a house or certainly not when they are just starting out, like high
school graduates.
I reviewed the West Side plan that was done in 2013. It was
comprehensive and involved much community input. However, that was 7
years ago and everyone has forgotten it. It did mention affordable
housing. In addition, your discussions of the Westfield site during your
planning process in 2018 and 2019 did focus on affordable housing on
this site. However, when the SFP was issued, it came as a surprise to
most. In particular, I was following the Affordable Housing Task Force
and it was not reviewed by them. You hired ECO Northwest to assist this
task force in reviewing all the issues that impede low-income housing,
but they were not consulted and had not even finished their study.
My suggestion is to map out a process that involves input from the
Affordable Housing Task Force, the Planning Commission as well as the
Urban Renewal Advisory Committee and includes discussions with citizen
groups such as the Chamber, Kiwanis, etc. Hopefully, within a few
months, this issue can come again to the City Council for approval. I
understand from Jason that the one year limit on bringing it back has
some wiggle room.
I believe that the need for this housing in Silverton is great.
Silvertowne II apartments record on their opening message that they are
now dealing with applications that were filed in 2017, ergo a two year
waiting list. Other subsidized housing apartments are the same. I would
hope that you would at the very least consider 50-60 units on the
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Westfield property. They can be a combination of cottages, townhouses,
and apartments with a common garden and green space area. Starting with
12-15 would just be a drop in the bucket. Recently, Sheltering Silverton
found a Section 8 apartment for a 72 year old veteran who lived most of
his life in Silverton. Unfortunately it was in Sublimity, 14 miles away.
I also believe that the City Council should entertain increased density
from private contractors. We cannot continue to build only single family
homes.
Thank you again for your service and for reading my comments.
I look forward to working with you as this project proceeds.
Sincerely,
Karen L. Garst
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Affordable Housing Action Group
STUDY GROUP REPORT
January 2020
A group of eight citizens met on January 13, 2020 to review the Silverton Housing Needs Analysis formulated by
EcoNorthwest for the Silverton City Council. These eight citizens are members of the Affordable Housing Action
Group. The purpose of our meeting was to become familiar with the housing development options under
consideration by the City Council, the Planning Commission, the Urban Renewal Agency and the Housing Task
Force.
On a broader level, the Affordable Housing Action Group is discussing issues related to Livability in Silverton. We
are planning to initiate a positive, collaborative, interactive conversation in Silverton by writing articles for Our
Town, attending meetings to remain informed, and making presentations to community groups. Our desire is to
provide information to residents and to bring people together to respond to growth in ways that enhance the
lives of our residents.

Recommendations

Based on our review of the EcoNW Housing Needs Analysis, our action group would like to thank the City Council
for taking this very important initiative. We would like to list our priorities based on that analysis.
Priority Recommendations:
• Priority 1: Allow for smaller lot size to 3,500 square feet
• Priority 2: Adjust single home zones to higher density allowance
• Priority 3: Create a “sliding scale” for Structural Development Costs (SDC) based on size of structure
• Priority 4: Encourage Single Room Occupancy development in downtown core
• Priority 5: Identify existing properties/buildings or lots that have infrastructure in place.
• Priority 6: Effectively describe the Protocol/Process for housing development to the community

Livable Silverton

For a healthy, thriving community, housing for all residents is only a part of those considerations. The Study
Group would like to see the development of low-Income housing as an integral part of a wider effort to make
Silverton a more Livable community for our neighbors. The following elements were discussed during our
review of the EcoNW Housing Analysis.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create safe paths and sidewalks and extend the 20 mph areas beyond the immediate downtown
Review the need/appropriate use for Planting Strips next to the streets
Focus on Environmental Issues such as smaller/no lawns, solar power usage, passive solar building
orientation, common garden spaces and use of permeable surface materials.
Plant trees to enhance air quality and esthetics
Take measures to reduce the number of cars in the downtown for the benefit of bikers and pedestrians.
Organize Focus Groups on Livability issues
Take action for housing needs of those whose need is greatest.
Develop multi-generational, Diverse Income neighborhoods with Common buildings and gardens
Increase public transit options
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